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Within the limits of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the 
equilibrium molecular configuration and the hypersurface expressing the 
electronic potential energy for nuclear motion as a function of inter-
nuclear coordinates are independent of isotopic substitution. However, 
the kinetics of nuclear motion on the potential-energy surface are 
affected by isotopic substitution. This phenomenon leads to isotope 
effects on equilibria and rates of chemical reactions. Since kinetic 
isotope effects (KIEs) can be treated within the framework of 
transition-state (absolute rate) theory, 1 experimental kinetic isotope 
effects can be either predicted from or used to extract information 
about the potential-energy reaction hypersurface. This research is 
concerned with experimental and theoretically calculated KIEs in the 
following reactions. 
The purpose of this theoretical investigation is two-fold. First, it 
serves to test in part the usefulness of the LMR six-body potential-
energy surface (LMR-PES) for the thermal reactions (I-1) and (I-2). 2 
In this regard the agreement between experimental and theoretical KIEs, 
1 
2 
if the former values are assumed to be accurate, provides information 
concerning the accuracy of the curvature of the potential-energy 
surface for motion both parallel and perpendicular to the reaction ', 
coordinate. Second, these isotope effects were used to assess the validity 
of a number of the qualitative interpretations of KIEs developed in physical 
organic chemistry. It should be pointed out that this research is meant to 
' 3 
augment the extensive theoretical studies of KIEs on model systems 
and/or the deduction of transition-state parameters from experimental 
KIEs. 36 • 3h• 4 Klein has most recently published a literature review of 
. ff bl" . 5 current 1sotope-e ect pu 1cat1ons. 
The KIEs for various labelled reactants in equations (I-1) and 
(I-2) were computed within the framework of absolute-reaction-rate 
theory. The exact equations are expressed in equations (I-3) and (I-4) 
3b 6 
using the simplified notation of Wolfsberg and Stern, ' where 
KIE (MMI) (EXC) (ZPE) (I-3) 
KIE (VP) (EXC) (ZPE) (I-4) 
+ 
( s2sl ) k1/k2 is the isotopic rate constant ratio and is the 
s 1s 2T 
symmetry numbers associated with the isotopic configurations. 7 
ratio of 
MMI is 
the mass moment of inertia term composed of the molecular weights, M., 
J 
and the moments of inertia, I , I and I , about the three principal axes 
Aj Bj Cj 
of the labelled and unlabelled reactants and transition states, see 
3 
equation (I-5). 7 The vibrational excitation term, EXC, and the zero 
3/2 ( IA IB IIC )/2 
( M/Ml \ __ 2_1_2'---. ..;:::.2_ 
MMI 
\I ) IA B Cl 
1 1 (I-5) 
point energy term, ZPE, are given by (I-6) and (t-7), respectively, 
3n-6 
1 - exp(-uli) 
It 1 - exp(-u2i) 
i==l 
EXC 
3+ -7 exp(-u1t) 1 -nit 
i=l 1 - exp(-uA) 
exp [ 3 -6 J n~ (ul. - u2.) /2 
i=l 1 1 
ZPE 
exp 
where uji = hcvji/kT; h is Planck's constant; c is the velocity of 
light; k is Boltzmann's constant; T is the temperature in °K; and. 
. i h ith 1 d f i -l f h .th . . vji s t e norma mo e requency n em or t e J 1sotop1c 
(I-6) 
(I-7) 
7 species. By the Teller-Redlich product theorem, MMI can be equated 
+ + + . to the vibrational product term, VP, times the ratio v11/v21 , v11 and 
v 2t are the imaginary frequencies representing motion of the light and 
heavy isotopic species, respectively, along the reaction coordinate 
4 
in the transition-state configuration, see (I-8).8 Therefore, 
MMI = (I-8) 
equations (I-3) and (I-4) are completely equivalent. 
The normal mode frequencies and the moments of inertia for the 
variously labelled species were calculated using force constants and 
geometries computed from the LMR-PES in the Wolfsberg-Stern modifica-
tion of the Schachtschneider (WMS) normal mode frequency computer 
9 program. In this way, the theoretically calculated KIEs are expressed 
as a function of the LMR-PES. 
In the reaction represented by (I-1), quasiclassical-trajectory 
analysis has shown that the IMR-PES reasonably reproduces the isotopic 
yield ratio (HT/CH4)/(DT/cn4) obtainedby Chou and Rowland using 
translationally hot (2.8 eV) tritium atoms. 1° Chou and Rowland report 
a value for the yield ratio isotope effect (HT/CH4)/(DT/CD4) of 1.43
10 
2 
compared to the computed value of 1.18. This agreement indicates 
that the LMR-PES predicted relative isotopic reaction cross sections 
2 are reasonably accurate. 
The high temperature limit for KIEs calculated using transition-
state theory corresponds to vfL;v:L. 11 The 2.8 eV of translational 
energy contained by the tritium atoms used in the LMR-PES trajectory 
analysis computation of the isotopic yield ratio (HT/CH4)/(DT/CD4) 
corresponds to an ideal gas temperature of approximately 22,000°K. 
These high-energy tritium atoms collide with room temperature (-300°K 
5 
or approximately stationary relative to the tritium atoms) isotopic 
methane molecules. Even though the tritium atoms translational energies 
will be moderated to some extent prior to their reactions with methane, 
their energy distribution will not be Boltzmann. However, as a first 
approximation translationally hot tritium atoms might exhibit an 
isotope effect similar to the KIE for the reactions represented by 
(I-9) and (I-10) at high temperature. 
(I-9) 
(I-10) 
Comparison of the v1t/v2t ratio for (I-9) and (I~lO) to the isotopic 
yield ratio (HT/CH4)/(DT/CD4) is discussed in Chapter III. 
Abstraction is the only reaction observed between thermalized 
hydrogen atoms and thermalized methane molecules, see (I-1). However, 
translationally hot hydrogen (tritium) atoms also react with methane 
via substitution as shown in (I-11). 
(I-ll) 
* 10 where T represents a translationally hot tritium atom. Since 
transition-state theory assumes a Maxwellian distribution of atom and 
molecule energies, it is only applicable to computation of KIEs for 
reactions that occur at thermal energies, for example (I-1) and (I-2). 
Kurylo, Hollinden and Timmons have investigated the temperature 
dependence of the hydrogen (deuterium) atom abstraction from methane. 12 
(I-12) 
The isotopic reactions, see (I-1) and (I-12), were run independently 
and monitored by following the hydrogen or deuterium atom decay with 
ESR spectroscopy as a function of flow rate and distance down the fast 
flow reactor tube. Equation (I-13) gives the experimentally observed 
temperature dependence of ~~~ which corresponds to a value of 
~~~ = 1.38 exp[(-500 ± 150)/RT] (I-13) 
~~~ = 0.762 at 424°K. 12 Analysis of the data is compiicated by the 
fact that the deuterium atoms react at a measurable rate with the 
product CH3 radicals to give CH2D and H atoms as well as abstracting H 
from methane; see equations (I-14) and (I-12). 12 
CH • + D· ~ CH D· + H· 3 2 (I-14) 
Due to the error introduced into the experimental determination of the 
6 
rate constant for (I-12) by (I-14), Kurylo, Hollinden and Timmons found 
it necessary to approximate the preexponential factor, 1.38, in (I-13) 
12 
using a simple collision theory calculation. 
Kurylo, Hollinden and Timmons compared their experimental results 
to KIEs calculated using London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato (LEPS) and bond-
energy-bond-order (BEBO) potential-energy surfaces using a computa-
3 
tional approach developed by Weston. These results are compared to 
the corresponding transition-state theory computations on the LMR-PES. 
The experimental KIEs for the variously isotopically labelled 
reactants in equation (I-2) are given in Table I. Table II gives the 
temperature dependences of these results. The different KIEs in 












b See Reference 
cSee Reference 





































eTing and Weston state that this value is probably excessively high due 
to the effect of the high HD pressures required for the hot methyl 
radical reaction. See Reference 13. 





























































8 KIEs were fit to the Arrhenius equation of the form ln(k1/k2) = 
ln(A1/A2) + D.E/RT. 
bSee Reference 14. 
cSee Reference 15. 
dsee Reference 16. 
eDavison and Burton assumed a steric factor of S1/S2 = 1 in their calcu-
lation of D.E from their data. See Reference 17. 
£Since Whittle and Steacie and Ma.jury and Steacie did not run 
simultaneous isotopic reactions the temperatures indicate the smallest 
range encompassing both isotopic reactions. 
corresponding reactants. For example, the KIE designated k(CD3 , HD)/ 
k(CD3 , DR) refers to the k1/k2 rate constant ratio for the reactions 




Theoretical KIEs were computed for-a comparison to the experimental 
values in Tables I and II and are discussed relative to each other in 
Chapter III. 
13 
Except in the studies done by Ting and Weston, methyl radicals 
were generated by photolysis of acetone or acetone-d 6 using a mercury-
1 14,15,16,17 vapor amp. The intensity of the 253.7 nm radiation was 
minimized in order to reduce the mercury sensitized decomposition and 
scrambling of isotopic reactants. 14 ,lS,l6, 17 Oniy a small percentage 
14 of the initial acetone was photolyzed (Shapiro and Weston, 1-2%; 
15 16 Whittle and Steacie, ~ 5%; Majury and Steacie, < 10%) in order to 
reduce the occurrence of secondary reactions of methyl radicals with 
the product methanes. The experimental KIE rate constant ratios in 
Table I were calculated in terms of the initial concentrations of the 
13b 
isotopic reactants, molecular hydrogen and acetone, and the final 
13-17 15 16 
concentrations of the products, methane and ethane. ' 
Shapiro and Weston used competitive techniques to determine the KIEs 
14 for cH3 and cn3 abstraction from H2/n2 mixtures. Majury and 
16 . 15 Steacie and Whittle and Steac1e determined these KIEs by measuring 
the individual rate constants. As seen in Table I, the Shapiro values 
appear to agree reasonably well with those of Whittle and Steacie. 
10 
However, the temperature dependence data in Table II show that the 
agreement is somewhat fortuitous. Due to the effect of identical iso-
topic reaction conditions the KIEs determined by competitive techniques 
should be the more accurate over the temperature range reported, other 
factors being equal. Indeed the ensemble of experimental data is con-
tradictory in nature and indicates the necessity for precise evaluation 
of the status of experimental procedures. 
Shapiro and Weston used LEPS and BEBO methods together with their 
experimental results in an attempt to deduce the transition-state geo-
metry and force constants for reaction (I-2). 14 One deficiency in the 
LEPS and BEBO functions is that they do not include valence bending force 
constants between the nonreacting methyl hydrogens and between the nonreact-
ing methyl hydrogens and the hydrogen being abstracted. Therefore, Shapiro 
and Weston used bending force constants from spectroscopic methane data for 
the HCH bending coordinates not directly associated with the reaction coor-
dinate motion. 14 These authors investigated the dependence of the KIEs on 
the assumed magnitudes of the HCH valence bending force constants, F S, asso-
ciated with the partially formed C-H bond in the transition state. 14 The re-
sults from these calculations are discussed in detail in Chapter III. How-
ever, it is worth noting that a self-consistent set of transition-state 
parameters cannot be deduced from the various isotope effects measured for 
reaction (I-2). It can be seen in Tables I and II that there is con-
siderable difference between the corresponding CH3 and CD 3 KIE results. 
This difference must be associated with the transition state force con-
stants. By adjusting the HCH bending force constant in the transition 
state, Shapiro and Weston could approximately fit either the CH3 or 
the cn3 KIE results, but not both~ 
11 
Ting and Weston generated hot methyl radicals by photolyzing CH 3Br 
13 and cn3Br with 185 nm light. The KIE determined for reaction of hot 
CH3 with Hz or Dz was normal (~/kD = Z.lZ) while the corresponding 
KIE for cn3 was inverse (~/kD = 0.465); see Table I. Ting and Weston 
attempted to explain these unusual results using activated-complex ., 
theory to calculate the average cross sections for reaction as a func-
tion of total energy. The resultant KIEs, k(CH3, Hz)/k(CH3 , Dz) = 1.30 
and k(CD3, Hz)/k(CD3, Dz) = 1.79, are not close to the experimental 
values. 13 Chapman and Bunker18 calculated relative cross sections for 
reaction of both CH 3 and cn3 with HZ and DZ, that is, cr(CH3 , HZ)/ 
cr(CH3 , Dz) = 1.84 and cr(cn3 , Hz)/cr(cn3 , Dz) = 0.70, whic~ correlate 
13 with Ting and Weston's experimental isotope effects. The signi-
ficance of this result is not clear since a cross section ratio is not 
the same measured or calculated quantity as a KIE. These isotope 
effects were indicated to occur only for ground state vibrational energy 
in the methyl radical. 18 However, the Chapman and Bunker results show 
that vibrational excitation of Hz(Dz) tended to preserve this unusual 
isotope effect and enhance the reaction rates. This enhancement of 
reaction rates is in agreement with the experimental data of Sims and 
others for reactions of halogen atoms with Hz. 19 
The transition-state configuration for reactions (I-1) and (I-Z) is 
treated as being linear along the two bonds directly involved in the hydrogen 
transfer reactions, see (I-17), where rt is the C-H1 bondlength, 
(I-17) 
r! is the H1-HZ bond length and rt and r! are collinear. If the CH3 
12 
moiety is treated as a point group, then there are four normal mode 
frequencies associated with the linear configuration (I-17); v~ is the 
symmetric stretching frequency, v~ is the imaginary asymmetric stretch-
ing frequency representing translational motion along the reaction 
coordinate and v! corresponds to the doubly degenerate linear bending 
frequency. Theoretical treatments of the linear three-center transi-
tion-state configuration have often neglected the linear-bending 
frequencies on the assumption that the sum of the two frequencies 
compensates for the loss in reactant-state bending frequencies. (That 
is, in passing from the reactant state to the activated complex no net 
change in vibrational energy due to the normal vibrational bending 
modes is associated with the H(D) being transferred.) This allowed the 
isotope effect to be rationalized as a result of the normal mode 
stretching vibrations v~ and v~. The transition state harmonic 
potential energy expression for this simplified configuration is given 
in (I-18), 
(I-18) 
where ft and f~ are the stretching force constants associated with rt 
and r~, respectively, f 1~ is the stretching interaction force constant, 
and ~rt and ~r! are deviations from the equilibrium values for rt and 
+ ' 1 20 B' 1 ' 20 d Will' d W lf b 21 h h r 2 , respect1ve y. 1ge e1sen an 1 an o s erg ave s own 
that the primary hydrogen (deuterium) KIE is a maximum 
transition-state configuration where rt ~ r~ and. ft -
for a symmetric 
+ + f 2 when vL = 0. 
(That is, the PES is flat at the top of the barrier along the reaction 
coordinate.) However, Willi and Wolfsberg have demonstrated that if 
vL has an imaginary value then the transition-state bond orders can be 
13 
very unequal and still yield a KIE value that is almost identical to 
the KIE calculated for the symmetric transition-state configuration. 21 
This shows that knowledge of the temperature independent factor, 
+ + v1L!v 2L' is really essential in determining the transition-state 
configuration. Thus, insight into the transition-state bonding and 
t t 
geometry requires comparison of v1L!v2L ratios and KIEs calculated 
from a complete and reasonably accurate potential-energy surface with 
experimental KIEs and their temperature dependency data. 
The approximation of neglecting all bending frequencies associated 
with the isotopic atom being transferred in a reaction proceeding via 
a linear three-center activated complex may have some validity at 
least in certain instances. Kresge and Chiang determined a KIE for a 
proton transfer reaction involving the hydrolysis of ethyl vinylether 
by HF (or DF). These reactions assumably proceed through a linear 
i i fi . 22 trans t on-state con gurat1on. The magnitude of this KIE was con-
siderably less than the value expected. Kresge and Chiang attributed 
the low KIE to the existence of a doubly degenerage linear-bending 
frequency in the transition-state configuration which tends to compen-
sate for the loss in the HF (DF) stretching vibration. The magnitude 
of the bending vibration necessary to cause the observed lowering of 
-1 22 
the KIE was about 1100 em • Kresge and Chiang noted that since 
-1 
1100 em is not very different from HCX bending frequencies in many 
molecules this could account for the reasonable success in predicting 
maximum KIEs with neglect of the bending frequencies associated with 
22 
the atom being transferred in the activated complex. A semi-
quantitative estimate of the effect on the KIEs of the C-H-H linear 
bend in the six-body transition-state configuration, CH3-H-H, was 
made on the basis of a normal mode frequency analysis using force 
constants obtained from the LMR-PES. This normal mode frequency 
analysis allowed an estimate of the inaccuracy that would be 
incurred by neglecting bending frequencies in the calculation of 
KIEs for (I-1) and (I-2). 
The Swain-Schaad relationship, see (I-19), provides a simple 
method of relating primary deuterium and tritium KIEs. 23 The 
Swain-Schaad relationship takes advantage of the fact that at low 
temperatures primary hydrogen isotope effects principally reflect 
changes in the zero-point energy associated with the hydrogen 
(deuterium or tritium) being transferred in passing from the reactant 
state to the transition state. The assumptions basic to the Swain-
Schaad relationship are as follows. First, in a reaction like (I-1) 
the isotopic H being transferred is bonded to a polyatomic and 
14 
relatively heavy molecular entity. Thus, as a reasonable first approx-
imation isotopic substitution affects only the harmonic frequencies 
associated with the bond to the isotopically substituted atom. Second, 
23 
no tunneling is assumed to occur. Consequently, the KIE is 
effectively equated to the ZPE term, see (I-7), involving only the 
vibrations associated with the H being transferred. For high temper-
atures Swain and others included a vibrational excitation correction 
factor, a, based on the temperature dependency of EXC, see (I-6), such 
15 
Bigeleisen, using a more complete transition-state theory 
approach, predicted a range of 1.33 ~ r ~ 1.58 for the relative 
deuterium to tritium KIEs where r is defined by (I-20) and r = 1. 442 is 
r = (I-20) 
equivalent to the Swain-Schaad equation (I-19). 24 Stern and Vogel 
calculated the temperature dependences for r in a large number of model 
calculations and agreed with Bigeleisen's observation that an experi-
mental value for r lower than 1.33 would be evidence for the existence 
of tunneling provided that the isotope effects are large primary (or 
mixed secondary-primary) normal individual isotope effects exhibiting 
25 a monotonic temperature dependence. However, in a more recent paper 
Stern and Weston found that there was no direct general correlation 
26 between the magnitude of r and the extent of tunneling. 
In this research values of r as a function of temperature were 
obtained from the calculated KIEs for reaction (I-1) relative to 
(I-21) and (I-22). Correspondingly similar calculations of r were also 
CH4 + D{T) + CH 3 + HD(HT) {I-21) 
CH3D{T) + H· + CH3 + DH(TH) (I-22) 
made for the isotopic reactions of equation (I-2). These values are 
discussed in Chapter III. 
A relationship similar to the Swain-Schaad equation has been 
developed for relating carbon-13 and carbon-14 KIEs. This 
relationship was tested relative to the transition-state theory 
calculated KIEs in a manner similar to that used for the tritium-
deuterium relationship. 
2 Bigeleisen has developed equations for relating, 8 2/81f(l), the 
vibrational partition function ratios of isotopically substituted 
molecules which are commonly referred to as the rule of the geometric 
27 
mean (RGM). These equations were developed from the relationship 
between the vibrational frequency sum rules of Decius and Wilson27c 
and the approximation of the Bigeleisen 8 2/81fCf) factor by the 
truncated expansion in powers of ui, see (I-23), where ui is as 
16 
2 
1/24 l: uli (I-23) 
i 
previously defined, see (I-7), and 8/81 is the symmetry number ratio?b 
Equation (I-23) is the first-order approximation to the exact equation 
2 for 82/81f(l), see (I-24), and is valid at sufficiently high tempera-
(I-24) 
ture that The sum-rule relationships between isotopically 
cliff erent values approximated by (I-23) require the 
involvement of three or more different isotopic molecular species. 27 c 
Bigeleisen has given a general expression for higher order approxima-
2 







J B2 . l ou. J- l 
2j (2j !) 
17 
(I-25) 
1 1 1 27b 
(B1 = 6• B3 = 30 , B5 = 42 , et cetera), and cui = u1i - u 2i for u11 < 2IT. 
Bigeleisen has stated that systems that obey sum rules through the order 
~will obey the RGM through the order of ou:m.Zlb Some examples of RGM 
l 





The Bigeleisen s2/s1f factors are also defined in terms of equation 
7 (I-29), where VP•EXC·ZPE are as previously defined, see (I-4). Using 
= VP·EXC·ZPE (I-29) 
(I-29), calculations similar to (I-26) through (I-28) were done using 
the normal mode frequencies obtained from the LMR-PES, see (I-30) 
through (I-33). The results of these relationships are discussed in 
Chapter III. 
CH D l S /S f(-2-) 13 2 1 CH3 
CH D 
S /S f ( 2 2) 







Calculation of Force Constants and Geometries 
General 
The application of transition-state theory to the calculation of 
kinetic isotope effects for reactions (I-1) and (I-2) by equations 
(I-3) and (I-4) requires the normal-mode vibrational frequencies 
associated with the isotopic reactant and transition-state molecular 
species. Calculation of these normal mode frequencies requires the 
force constant description of the bonding in the various molecular 
species and the associated geometry and atomic masses. The harmonic 
force-constant description is calculated as the second derivative of 
the internal energy of a molecular species with respect to an 
internal coordinate motion. 28 For example, molecular hydrogen, H2 , 
has the bond stretching internal coordinate defined by rH. If V is 
the intern;l ~otential function for H2 , then the force constant FH is 




molecule is calculated by v = 2n(~)l/Z where ~H is the reduced mass 
H ~ ' H 
of the H2 molecule. Normal-mode frequencies for large molecular species 
are calculated using the WMS program method described in Appendix B. 9 
19 
20 
Description of the LMR-PES 
The LMR-PES is defined as a sum of three-body interactions plus 
harmonic bond-bond interactions, where the three-body terms, 
T(r1 ,r5 ,r6) + T(r2 ,r5 ,r7) + T(r3 ,r 5 ,r8) 
6 
( ) + 1: " k (8 8 o) 2 + T r4,r5,r9 2 j:l j j - j 
(II-1) 
T(rAB'rAC'rBC), and the harmonic bond-bond terms k. (8j - 8~) 2 are 
J J 
defined in terms of the LMR_;PES internal coordinates shown in Figure 1 
and/or designated in Table III. Values of the internal coordinates for 
the CH4 + H and CH 3 + H2 reactant states are also presented in Table 
III. Each of the three-body terms in equation (II-1) are defined in 
terms of the interaction energies between the two atoms in the 
diatomic pairs represented by the interatomic distances 










where 1EaS·and 3EaS are the singlet and triplet state energies, 
respectively, for each aS diatomic system. The singlet state energy is 










LMR-PES AND VALENCE INTERNAL COORDINATES 
DESIGNATIONS AND VALUES FOR REACTANTS 
LMR-PES 
Designation 
Equilibrium Values and Valence 
Coordinates Designations for 
22 




















































Bond lengths and interatomic distances in atomic units and bond angles 
are in degrees. 
Out-of-plane bending valence coordinate for CH3 is not defined by the 
LMR-PES. 




r )} - 2exp{-a(r - r )}] 
e n e 
(II-3) 
distance between one of the nine a.B diatomic pairs in Table III, r is 
e 
the equilibrium a.B bond distance, D is the bond dissociation energy 
plus the zero-point energy, and a is the exponential Morse parameter. 2 
As shown in equation (II-4), the triplet state energy is given by a 
3 . 
D[exp{-2B(r - r )} + 2exp{-B(r - r )}] 
n e' n e 
(II-4) 
* similar functional representation for the condition that all r :5. r . n 
If r > r* then 3E is represented by (II-5). 
n a.B 
* Thus, r is the 
C[r + A]exp(ar ) 
n n 
(II-5) 
changeover point between the functional forms (II-4) and (II-5). Values 
for the triplet state parameters in (II-4) and (II-5) are given in 
Table IV. These parameters were.~mpirically determined by a procedure 
previously described by Raff and coworkers. 2 • 29 The harmonic bond-bond 
6 0 2 
interaction terms, 1/2 jE 1k.(8.-8.) , are a function of the six HCH = J J J 
angles described in Table III, where the 8? are the angles character-
. J 
istic of the equilibrium molecular configuration and the 8. and k. are 
J J 
the angles and bending force constants, respectively, for a specified 
molecular configuration. The force constant values are determined by 
(II-6), 
0 
k.f(rC-H ,rH -H )f(rC-H ,rH -H ) 
J i i 6 ~ ~ 6 (II-6
) 




Parameter C-H c....:H'a 
Db 4.5808 1.1452 
c 
0.98058 0.98058 a 
d 
2.0673 2.0673 r e 
D b 1. 63 0.4075 e 
r{ 0.60 0.60 
cb 3675.92 918.98 
Ad -2.360263 -2.360263 
c 
2.296479 2.296479 (J 












Corresponds to the two atoms describing r 5 in Table III. 
bin units of electron volts (eV). 
cln ( ( ))-1 atomic units a.u. . 
din a.u. 













constant k 0 equals 3.4436 eV/rad. 2 
j 
function of one of the C-H bonds defining the angle e. and the 
. J 
corresponding interatomic distance between the hydrogen bonded to the 
carbon and the abstracting hydrogen, H6 . The form of the f(rc H'r H ) - H- 6 
function was determined by a nonlinear least squares fit to INDO 






where the coefficients A1, A2 , a1 ,,a2 , a 3 , and a 4 were all determined by 
nonlinear least squares procedures and r (C-H) in (II-7a) and r (H-H) in 
· e e 
(II-7c) refer to the equilibrium C-Hand H-H bond lengths, respectively. 2 The 
equilibrium frontside angles, 8f(f=l,2,3), are determined by the 
functional relationship given by (II-8), 
9o d'· (r+ 6 274 ) > • a.u. 
(II-8a) 
(II-8b) 
where T is the tetrahedral &ngle in radians, and a 5 and the value 6.274 
were determined from INDO computational results. The longest C-H bond 
length in the five atom CH4 methane configuration i~ designated as r+ 
(in the transition state + r = r 1) , and r e is the equilibrium C-H bond 
26 
length. The equilibrium backside angles, 8b(b=4,5,6), are functions of 
the frontside angles, see (II-9). The values of the constants used in 
2 
arcos(l.O-l.Ssin 8[) (II-9) 
the LMR-PES function calculations are given in Table IV. It should be 
noted that the energy parameters, D, n3 , and C, for the C-H' values are 
25 percent of the C-H values because the C-H' interaction is counted 
once in each of the four three-body terms in (II-1). 
Reactant and Product Geometries and Coordinates 
The general six-atom configuration is given by Figure 1. Table III 
compares the LMR-PES internal coordinate designations and geometry 
values for the reactants and products in equations (I-1) and (I-2) to 
the corresponding internal valence coordinates designations for which 
force constants are calculated. The two-atom internal valence 
coordinate designations describe bond stretching vibrational motion and 
the three-atom designations describe bond bending vibrational motion. 
It should be noted that in Table III the internal valence coordinates 
for the reactants and products are direct functions of the corresponding 
LMR-PES internal coordinates except for the out-of-plane bending 
valence coordinate which is not defined by the functional form of the 
LMR-PES. By equation (II-8), the LMR-PES predicts a planar CH3 geometry. 
However, by (II-6) and (II-7) when CH3 is planar then the k . (j = 1 , 2 , 3) J 
force constant terms in the LMR-PES which describe the out-of-plane 
bending motion in CH3 are effectively zero. For this reason the calcu-
lation of the out-of-plane bending force constant value is handled 
separately from the LMR-PES force constant calculations which follow. 
27 
Transition-State Geometry and Coordinates 
The transition-state geometry values are given in Table V for the 
LMR-PES coordinates. Unlike the reactants and products coordinates, 
all of the transition-state LMR-PES coordinates contribute significantly 
to the calculated energy. Therefore, since not all the LMR-PES 
coordinates correspond to a valence coordinate, the valence coordinates 
were expressed as a function of the appropriate LMR-PES coordinates 
involved in each internal valence coordinate designation. Force 
constants were calculated with respect to these designated internal 
valence coordinates. 
The transition-state geometry values in Table V were obtained by 
scanning the LMR-PES for the top of the barrier along the reaction 
coordinate. The coordinates r 1 and r 6 were initialized at values 
greater and less than their corresponding equilibrium values from 
Table IV, respectively. The r 1 coordinat~ is then decremented 100 
times (or until a minimum energy is found) at each r 6 incremented coor-
dinate value. These minimum energy configurations describe the 
reaction coordinate for reactions (I-1) and (I-2). The maximum energy 
along the reaction coordinate corresponds to the top of the barrier. 
The barrier height energy is obtained by subtracting the reactant 
CH4 + H internal energy from the configuration energy at the top of the 
barrier. Table VI shows the results of a consecutive series of con-
current scans of the LMR-PES to find the top of the barrier. 
Atoms 
TABLE V 
LMR-PES AND VALENCE INTERNAL COORDINATES DESIGNATIONS 
AND VALUES FOR THE TRANSITION STATE 
LMR-PES Coordinates Valence Coordinates 
in Equilibrium a Atoms in 
28 
Coordinate Designation Value Coordinate Designation 
CH1 rl 3.0178 CH1 Rl f(r 1 ,r5,r7 ,r8 ,r9) 
CH2 r2 2.0673 CH2 R?. f(r 2,r7) 
CH3 r3 2.0673 CH3 R3 f(r 3,r8) 
CH4 r4 2.0673 CH4 R4 f(r 4 ,r9) 
CH6 r5 4.4982 HlH6 R5 f(r 5,r6,r7,r8 ,r9) 
HlH6 r6 1. 4804 n1cn2 rpl f(8 1 ,r7) 
H2H6 r7 5.4170 n1cn3 rp2 f(8 2,r8) 
H3H6 r8 5.4170 n1cn4 rp3 f(8 3,r9) 
H4H6 r9 5.4170 H2cn3 rp4 f(8 4,r7,r8) 
H1cn2 81 105.0726 H2cn4 cps f(8 5,r7 ,r9) 
H1cH3 82 105.0726 n3cn4 rp6 f(8 6,r8 ,r9) 
b f(r 5,r7,r8 ,r9) H1cn4 83 105.0726 (CHl H6)xz a X 
113.4886 c f(r 5,r7,r8,r9) H2cn3 84 (CH1H6)yz a y 
H2cn4 es 113.4886 
H3cH4 86 113.4886 
a Bond lengths and interatomic distances in atomic units and bond angles 
in degrees. 
b linear bending the plane. Specifies in xz 
cSpecifies linear bending in the yz plane. 
TABLE VI 
TRANSITION-STATE SCANNING RESULTS 
Scan Barrier Height 
Number 
a a Increment.Size a Energyb rl r6 
Start lc 3.5 1. 25 7.5 X 10-3 
End ld 3.02 1.49 5.60624735710553 
Start 2c 3.0275 1.475 l.Sx 10-4 
End 2d 3.0179 1.48055 5. 59759021152999 
Start 3c 3.0182 1. 48025 6.0 X 10-6 
End 3d 3.017804 1.480382 5.59758731815947 
Start 4c 3.017816 1. 48037 2.4 X 10-7 
End 4d 3.0177992 1. 4803774 5.59758731610498 
Start 5 
c 
3. 01779968 1.48037696 9.6 X 10-9 
End 5d 3.0177991232 1. 4803772096 5.59758731609884 
Start 6c 3.0177991424 1. 4803771904 3.84 X 10-lO 
End 6d 3.017799132032 1. 480377204608 5.59758731609884 
aValues in atomic units (a.u.). 
b Values in kilocalories per mole for reaction (I-1) . 
c 
the start of the scan. Values at 
d 
the end of the scan. N Values at 1.0 
30 
Numerical Methods of Force Constant 
Determination 
Force constants were calculated numerically for each of the 
internal valence coordinates described in Tables III and V. Addition-
ally, off-diagonal cross term force constants were calculated. These 
force constants determine the amount of interaction between any two of 
the valence coordinates in a particular molecular species. These force 
a a 
constants are defined by the value of (-~-- -~--) ~ , where q. and 
oq. oq]. qkTq. ,q. 1 
1 1 J 
qj are valence coordinates of a molecular species defined in Table III 
or Table V. If q,=q., then the second derivative is a diagonal force 
1 J 
constant, but if q.fq., it is an interaction force constant. 
J 1 . 
The simplest numerical partial differentiation technique used is 









where f(x,y) is a function of variables x and y, and h is the increment 
30 
size. Equation (II-10) was used to generate the three-point second 













The error in (II-11) is equal to 
(II-12) 
where his the increment size and f 1V(F,) is the fourth derivative of 
the function being differentiated with J~-xJ < JhJ. 30 This error is 
referred to as the discretization error due to the method of finite 
30 differences and is in addition to any round-off error. For double 
precision accuracy on the IBM 360/65 used for these calculations, the 
relative round-off error is approximately 1 x lo-16 . An estimate of the 
error involved in the calculation of (II-11) with f(x,y) = [g(x) +k(y)], 
2 -2x -x 2 -4 
where g(x) =C e -2Ce , C=e, x= 2, h=lxlO andk(y) =0 is given by 
E (E + 4Er) = [- (1 x 10-4) 2 (16C2 e -2x -2Ce -x) + 4Er -4 2] (II-13) 
d h2 12 (lxlO ) 
where E is the approximate round-off error in each of the four func-
r 
tion values in (II-11). If E 
r 
-16 = 1 x 10 then the relative error in 
the evaluation of (II-11) for f(x,y) is given by E 1 = E/f(x,y) ;; Re · 
-8 
-1.4 x 10 . Although the exact error involved in numerical differentia-
tion of (Il-l) is not calculated, the functional form is composed primarily 
of negative exponential terms with relatively small exponen~s. Therefore, 
the relative error involved in applying (II-11) to (Il-l) should be close to 
that for (ll-13) within two or three orders of magnitude. The follow-
Lng difference method for .cross-terms should have comparably small error. 
A computational method was derived for calculation of the off-
diagonal (cross term) second derivatives of the form ~(af~x,y)) 
oX y X 
f 1 , 2 (x,y). For purposes of derivation, a function of the incremented 
coordinates was defined by 
32 
f(x + oh,y + ok) (II-14) 
where 6/x and 8/y << 1 and h and k are unit directional coefficients of 
o having possible values of 1, 0, or -1. By deriving a functional form 
for the second derivative of Qh,k(o) it was possible to obtain a 
numerical approximation to f 1 , 2 (x,y). 
is defined by (ll-15), 
af (x + oh,y + ok) 
ao 
The first derivative of Qh k(o) , 
af(x+oh,y+ok) . a(x+oh) + af(x+oh,y+ok) • a(y+ok) 
a(x+oh) ao d(y+ok) ao 
hf 1 (x+oh,y+ok) + kf 2 (x+oh,y+ok) (II-15) 
_ af(x+oh,y+ok) 
where f2(x+oh,y+ok)- a(y+ok) 'fl is defined by (Il-10), 
h = Cl (x + oh) d k = Cl (y + ok) Therefore, the second derivative of 
ao an ao 
Qh,k(o) is given by (II-16), 
II _ jaf1 (x+oh,y+ok) 
Qh,k(o) -h ,- a(x+oh) 
a(x+oh) + af1 (x+oh,y+ok) 
a a a (y + ok) 
a (y + ok) 
ao 
[
af 2 (x + oh,y + ok) 
+ k a (x + oh) 
-1 
a (x + oh) + _a_f=-2_<x_+_o_h_,y_+_o_k_) • a (y + ok) l 
a a a (y + ok) a a 1 
_j 
II 2 2 
Qh,k(o) =h f 1 , 1 (x+oh,y+ok) +2hkf1 , 2 (x+oh,y+ok) +k f 2 , 2 (x+oh,y+ok) 
(II-16) 
where f 2 , 2 (x+oh,y+ok) 
2 
a f(x+oh,y+ok) 
. 2 and £ 1 , 2 (x+oh,y+ok) 
[a (y + ok)] 
f 2 , 1 Cx+oh),y+ok). Therefore, the second derivative, Q~,k(o), for 




Using the definition of Qh,k(o) in equation (II-14), Q~,k(O) is also 
defined by (II-18). 
(II-18) 
The difference equations used to calculate the second derivatives of 
the form of f 1 2Cx,y) were obtained by combining (II-14), (II-17) and 
' 
(II-18) for various pairs of (h,k) values. For example, one difference 
equation is given by substituting h = 1, k = 0 into (II-17), see (II-19a); 
then equating (II-19a) to (II-18) in (II-19b). The specific form of 
(II-19b) used to obtain the numerical second derivative is given by 
substitution of (II-14) with (h,k) = (1,0) into (II-19b), see (II-19c). 
Q~,k(O) =Ql,O(O) = (1) 2fl,l (x,y) +2(l)(O)f1 , 2 Cx,y) + (0) 2f 2, 2Cx,y) 
(II-19a) 




Similarly for (h,k) = (0,1), equations (II-14) and (II-18) lead to 






f (x,y +a) - 2f (x,y) + f (x,y- a) 
a2 
(II-20) 
Finally, substitution of (h,k) = (1,1) into (II-17), (II-18) and (II-14) 




2 2 (1) f 1 1 (x,y) +2(l)(l)f1 2(x,y) +(1) f 2 2 (x,y) , , , 
Q" (0) 
1,1 








Ql 1 (a)- 2Q1 1 (O) +Ql 1 <-a) 
' ' . ' 




By rearrangement of (II-2la), f 1 2 (x,y) = [Q'1' 1 (0)-f1 1 (x,y)-f2 2 (x,y) ]/2. , ' , , 
This result and the definition of f 1 , 1 (x,y) and f 2 , 2 (x,y) in (II-19) 
and (II-20), respectively, led to equation (II-22) which defines the 
cross term second derivative. 
Q" (0) - Q" (0) - Q" (0) 
1,1 1,0 0,1 
2 
(II-22) 
The general difference method equations are summarized in Table VII. 
The symbols A, B, C, D and E in Table VII represent second derivatives 
in the limit as the increment size a approaches zero. Thus for a 
given a, A and B constitute numerical approximations to the diagonal 
2 2 force constants (second derivatives), (a f(x,y)/ax )y and 
TABLE VII 




(h,k) = (1,0) 
(h, k) (0,1) 
Definition ofc 
Second Derivative 
f 1 , 1 (x,y) =lim A 
0-+ 0 




Difference Method Approximationd 
to the Second Derivative 
f(x~;y:+o) -2f(x,y) +f(x,;y:-o) 
02 
35 
(h,k) (1,1) Q" (0) = lim D D 
f{x+o ,y+o) - 2f (x,;y:) + f (x-o ~y-o) 
1,1 0-+ 0 02 
(h, k) (1,-1) Q" (0) = limE E f (x+o !;y-o) - 2f (x,;y:) + f (x-o ,y+o) 
1,-1 0-+ 0 02 
fl,2(x,y) = lim C c 
D-A-B A+B-E D-E 
0-+ 0 2 2 4 
a See Reference 31. 
b 
See Equations (II-19), (II-20), and (II-21). 
cDefinitions based on combination of Equations (Il-14), (II-17), and 
(II-18). 
dDifference methods based on Equations (II-14) and (II-18). Note 
Equation C is only definable as a combination of other difference 
methods. Also, the increment size 8 should be identical in all 
equations used for each calculation of C. 
2 2 




estimate of a Q1 , 1 (0)/a6 . Therefore, given a specific 6 the numerical 
approximation to the off-diagonal force constant, a2f(x,y)/8x3y, is 
obtained by substituting A, B, and D into (II-22). The symbol E in 
Table VII is defined in the same manner as D, except for (h,k) = (1,-1). 
2 2 
Thus for a given 6, E is the numerical estimate of a Ql,-l (0)/86 • By 
substituting the numerical approximations A, B, and C for the appro-
priate analytical second derivatives in (II-17) with (h,k) (1,-1), E 
is defined as the quantity (A- 2C +B). This definition of E leads to 
the last two quantities equated to C in Table VII which constitute two 
additional numerical approximations to the off-diagonal force constant 
(or cross-term second derivative). 
The energy values obtained from six equal increments and decrements 
about a particular cartesian coordinate were least squares fitted to a 
quadratic equation, see (II-23). 32 A numerical estimate of the 
2 
V = Kx + Lx + M (II-23) 
cartesian coordinate force constant is then provided by the analytic 
second derivative of this quadratic equation, a2v/ax2 = 2K. 
A seven point difference method based on the differentiation of a 
Langrangian interpolation function was also used to calculate force 
constants for comparison to the three-point and polynomial least-











energies Vi = f (qi + ih) for three equally incremented and decr,emented 
(that is i = ±3, ±2, ±1) points, where h is the increment size and q1 
is the coordinate being incremented. Thus a particular force constant 
V" was evaluated as follows. For a given h, potential energies V. 
j J 
were computed for j = 0 and ±1 to ±6. Equation (II-24) and these V. 
J 
were used to obtain first derivatives V~ at j = ±3, ±2, ±1. Equation 
J 
(II-24) and these V! values were then used to calculate V'.' at j = 0. 
J J 
The error in the seven-point difference method, E, is given by (II-25), 
(II-25) 
where h is the increment size and fVII(~) is the seventh derivative of 
the function being differentiated for (q. - 3h) ~ ~ ~ (q. + 3h). An 
1 1 
accurate estimate of this error cannot be made but it can be seen that 
a sufficiently small increment size, h, will tend to overshadow the 
VII -4 VII f (~) function. Since h ~ 1 x 10 was used then f (~) must 
exceed 1 x 1022 to significantly affect the calculated force constant. 
In view of the functional form of (II-1) this is unlikely. 
Values for the cross-term second derivative force constants were 
calculated using the sev~ point difference method. This method 
requires a seven by seven point grid of energy values. These were 
obtained by concomitantly incrementing two different coordinates q. 
1 
and qj. Figure 2 displays the grid of coordinate positions for which 
energy values were calculated. The calculated energy values falling 
on a line perpendicular to the q. axis in Figure 2 were substituted 
1 
into Equation (II-24) to calculate the first derivatives at 










Figure 2. Grid of Incremented Coordinate Positions for Which 
Energies were Calculated 
38 
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f..= ±1 to ±3 were then substituted into Equation (Il-24) to obtain 
2 
Cl V/ClqiClqj or V"(qi +lh,q.) for l=O. 
J . 
These interaction force constant 
values obtained by the seven-point difference method are not based on 
as sound a theoretical background as those determined by the three-
point method summarized in Table VI. For this reason, the three-point 
method interaction force constants were used to evaluate the isotopic 
normal mode frequencies for the isotope effect calculations. However, 
the seven-point method values were very close if not identical to the 
three-point method values. 
Force Constant Calculation 
The previously described difference methods were applied to 
energies obtained from the LMR-PES and its coordinate relationships, 
see Appendix A, to calculate force constants for the internal valence 
coordinates described in Tables III and V. The transition-state 
internal valence coordinate force constants (TS-VFC) were calculated 
for several increment sizes using both the three-point and seven-point 
difference methods, see Table VIII. The increment sizes, 1 x 10-4 and 
5 x 10-5 , were found to give the best agreement between degenerate 
force constants. Overall, the best agreement between the force 
constants calculated by the two difference method techniques is given 
by an increment size of 1 x 10-4 . The force constants in Table VIII 
show a lack of consistency between degenerate force constants 
calculated using increment sizes of 5 x 10-6 and 5 x 10-7 . The 
validity of both numerical difference methods and the LMR-PES 
coordinate relationships was established as follows. First, force 























TRANSITION-STATE DIAGONAL INTERNAL COORDINATE 
FORCE CONSTANT VALUESa 
Three Point Methodb Seven Point Methode 
32Vd 32Ve a2ve 32Vd a2vf 
2 2 2 2 2 
aq aq. aqi aq. aq. i 1 1 1 
-1.5344 -1.5345 -1.5345 -1.5345 -1.5344 
5.0393 5.0395 5.0395 5.0395 5.0394 
5.0393 5.0395 5.0395 5.0395 5.0394 
5.0393 5.0395 5.0395 5.0395 5.0394 
4.4042 4.4043 4.4043 4.4043 4.4043 
0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 
0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 
0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 0.1802 
















TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Three Point Method 
b Seven Point Methode 
\ 
Valence a2vd a2ve a2ve a2vd a2vf a2vg 
Coordinate 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
qi aq. aq. aqi aq. aq. aq. 1 1 1 1 1 
cjl i 
5 0.5517 0.5517 0.5517 0.5517 0.5517 0.5530 
cjl i 
6 
0.5517 0.5517 0.5517 0.5517 0.5517 0.5530 
i 
0.0270 0.0270 0.0270 0.0270 0.0269 a. 0.0257 
X 
i 
0.0270 0.0270 0.0270 0.0270 0.0270 a. 0.0256 y 
a Force constants calculated for the internal valence coordinates 
described in Table V. 
b Values calculated by the three point difference method, see (II-11). 
cValues calculated by the seven point difference method, see (II-27). 
dincrement size h 5 x 10-5 . 
eincrement size h 1 x 10-4 . 
fincrement size h = 5 x 10-6 . 
gincrement size h 5 x 10-7 . 
hStretching force constants in mdyne/R. 
inending force constants in mdyne-R. 
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each atom in the transition-state configuration. These cartesian 
coordinate force constants (CCFC) were compared to the CCFC obtained 
from conversion of the TS-VFC matrix using the B matrix method 
described in Appendix B. re can be seen in Table IX that the agreement 
is reasonably good but not quantitative. Second, transition-state 
normal mode frequencies were calculated using the VFC, converted CCFC, 
and directly calculated CCFC. These values are compared in Table X. 
When the CCFC are used to calculate normal-mode frequencies there are 
six degrees of freedom in the eigenvalues in addition to those 
corresponding to the normal-mode frequencies. These six extra degrees 
of freedom correspond to the translation and rotation of the transition-
state molecular configuration. It can be seen that the directly 
calculated CCFC generate some small residual values that correspond to 
rotational and translational degrees of freedom. Theoretically these 
rotational and translational values should be zero but the directly 
calculated CCFC were not normalized with respect to the internal 
coordinates. Due to the form of the ICFC normal mode frequency 
calculation, the six extra degrees of freedom are not allowed. Also, 
the method of converting the ICFC to CCFC normalizes the converted 
CCFC to the internal coordinates. Therefore, only zero or negligibly 
small values for the translational and rotational degrees of freedom 
are obtained. Neglecting the rotational and translational degrees of 
freedom, it can be observed that the various sets of normal-mode 
frequencies in Table X agree very well; the largest deviation being 
-1 about 2.5 em . This indicates the validity of the LMR-PES coordinate 
relationships and the numerical difference methods. 
TABLE IX 
TRANSITION-STATE DIAGONAL CARTESIAN COORDINATE FORCE CONSTANTS 
CALCULATED BY DIFFERENT NUMERICAL METHODSa 
43 
Cartesian b 
Coordinate Seven Point 
c Three Point d Quadratic e Converted 
f 
x1 0. 2112 0.2112 0.2112 0.2095 
y1 0. 2112 0.2112 0.2112 0.2095 
z1 1.2552 1. 2552 1. 2552 1. 2552 
x2 0.7680 0.7680 0.7680 0.7665 
Y2 4.7208 4.7208 4. 7208 4. 7190 
z2 0. 6271 0.6271 0.6271 0.6265 
x3 3.7326 3.7326 3.7326 3.7309 
y3 1. 7 562 1. 7 562 1. 7 562 1. 7 546 
z3 0.6271 0. 6271 0.6271 0.6265 
x4 3.7326 3.7326 3.7326 3.7309 
y4 1. 7 562 1. 7 562 1. 7 562 1. 7546 
z4 0.6271 0.6271 0.6271 0.6265 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Cartesian b 
Coordinate Seven Point 
c 
Three Point 
d Quadratice Converted 
f 
xs 8.7621 8.7621 8.7621 8.7640 
Ys 8.7621 8.7621 8.7621 8.7640 
zs 0.3412 0.3412 0.3412 0.3394 
x6 0.0439 0.0439 0.0439 0.0439 
y6 0.0439 0.0439 0.0439 0.0439 
z6 4.4043 4.4043 4.4043 4.4043 
aForce constant values in mdyne/R. All values calculated using an 
increment size of 5 x lo-5. 
bCoordinate subscript is the atom number, see Figure 1. 
cValues calculated by the seven point difference method, see (II-27). 
d calculated by the three point difference method, (II-11). Values see 
~alues calculated by the quadratic least squares fit method, see 
(II-23). 
fValues converted from internal coordinate force constant values by the 
B-matrix conversion method described in Appendix B. 
TABLE X 
TRANSITION-STATE NORMAL MODE FREQUENCIESa 
Normal b d 
Mode Internal Cartesian c Cartesian Assignment of the Normal Mode 
e 
3388.5 3388.5 3388.5 Symmetric C-H-H stretching \)1 
e 
2937.7 2937.7 2937.6 Symmetric CH3 stretching \)2 
e 
964.7 964.7 967.2 CH 3 bending deformation \)3 
e 
1479.3i 1479.3i 1479.3i Antisymmetric C-H-H stretching \)4 
f 
3085.7 3085.7 3085.7 Antisymmetric CH 3 stretching \)5 
f 
1502.9 1502.9 1503.7 Degenerate CH3 bending deformation \)6 
f 
752.3 752.3 754.5 Linear bending + CH3 bending \)7 
f 367.3 367.3 369.8 Linear bending - CH3 bending \)8 
R g 
1 
0 50.8 Rotation about Z-axis 
R g 
2 0 39.4 



















TABLE X (Continued) 
Cartesian 
d 
Assignment of the Normal Mode 





Frequencies in ern -5 Force constants calculated using an increment size of 5 x 10 . 
. bFrequencies calculated using the internal coordinate force constants in Table VIII plus all off-diagonal 
interaction force constants. 
cFrequencies calculated using cartesian coordinate force constants converted from the internal coordinate 
force constants described in footnote b. 
dFrequencies calculated using the three point method cartesian coordinate force constants from Table IX 
plus all off-diagonal interaction force constants. 
~on-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
f 
Doubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
gRotational degree of freedom, 
hTranslational degree of freedom. 
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The assignments of the normal modes in Table X are based on the 
eigenvectors given in Table XI. The cartesian coordinate eigenvectors 
make assigning a normal mode of motion relatively easy, since each 
eigenvector value represents relative motion along or parallel to the 
cartesian coordinates for each atom in Figure 1. The rotational 
assignments are particularly rasy. For example, the R1 eigenvector 
shows that atom two has motion in the positive x direction, atom three 
has motion in the negative x and positive y directions, and atom four 
has motion in the negative x and negative y directions. Thus, R1 is an 
eigenvector representing rotation about the Z axis in Figure 1. 
Force constants were calculated for the reactant molecular species 
in reactions (I-1) and (I-2) with respect to the internal valence 
coordinates described in Table III. Normal-mode frequencies calculated 
using these force constants are compared with spectroscopic values in 
Tables XII and XIII. The CH4 frequency values from the LMR-PES VFC 
agree well with those calculated from the diagonal Herzberg VFC matrix 
34 
in Table XII. However, the numerically determined VFC matrix from 
the LMR-PES is noi: a diagonal matrix due to strong internal coupling 
between the CH stretching and HCH bending VFC. The diagonal Herzberg 
force constants, 34 5.04 mdyne/.2. and 0.5517 mdyne-.2. for CH stretching 
and HCH bending, respectively, appear implicitly and explicitly, 
2 
respectively, in the LMR-PES. However, the numerically determined CH 
stretching VFC from the LMR-PES is 5.08 mdyne/.2.. The agreement 
between frequencies predicted by the LMR-PES and Herzberg VFC reflects 
the fact that the C-H str~tching modes are coupled, 1) between them-
selves by a small -0.01 mdyne/.2. value and 2) to the HCH bending VFC by 
a larger ±0.042 mdyne value (+0.042 coupled to adjacent C-H bonds and 
TABLE XI 
TRANSITION-STATE CARTESIAN COORDINATE EIGENVECTORSa 
Transition-State Normal Modes b Rotation c Translation d 
Cartesian \)1 \)2 \)3 \)4 \)5 \)6 \)7 \)8 
Rl R2 R3 
Tl 
Coordinate 
xl 0 0 0 0 -.003 .010 -. 7 58 .087 0 -.450 .007 .241 
yl 0 0 0 0 0 .015 .087 -.374 0 -.007 -.450 .022 
zl . 547 -.018 .117 .787 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .004 
x2 0 0 0 0 -.023 -.405 -.080 -.023 .575 .149 -.002 .241 
y2 .018 . 550 -.116 .025 .016 .126 .006 . 092 0 .002 .150 .002 
z2 -. 013 -.150 -.499 .005 -.004 .152 .052 .507 0 .005 .333 .004 
x3 -.015 -.476 .144 -.021 -.553 .287 -.060 -.026 -.288 .149 -.002 .241 
y3 -.009 -.275 .083 -.012 -.306 -.232 .020 .099 .498 .003 .149 .022 
z3 -.013 -.150 -.499 .005 -.173 -.160 .365 -.152 0 -.290 -.162 .004 
x4 .015 .476 -.144 . 021 -.567 -.369 -.058 -.018 -.288 .149 -.003 .241 
y4 -.009 -.275 .083 -.012 .314 -.653 -.004 .098 -.498 .001 .149 .022 
z4 -. 013 -.150 -.499 .005 .177 .008 -.417 -.355 0 .285 -.171 .004 
.j:-o 
00 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Transition-State Normal Modes 
b 
Rotation c Translation d 
Cartesian '~\ "2 "3 "4 "5 "6 "7 "8 Rl R2 R3 
Tl 
Coordinate 
x5 0 0 0 0 .096 .040 .065 .010 0 .060 -.001 .241 
Y5 0 0 0 0 -.002 .062 -.007 -.004 0 .001 .060 .022 
z5 .027 .036 .105 -.108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .004 
x6 0 0 0 0 .001 .001 .186 -.140 .001-.716 .011 .241 
y6 0 0 0 0 0 .001 -.021 .605 0 -.011 -. 716 .022 
z6 -.826 .045 .132 .481 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .004 
aThe values are relative potential motion vectors along or parallel to the cartesian coordinates for each 
numbered atom in Figure 1. 
b those in Table X. Normal modes correspond to 
c nonzero rotational contributions from cartesian force constant frequency calculation, Represent see 
Table X. 
dTypical eigenvector for the negligibly small translational energy contribution from cartesian force 
constant frequency calculation, see Table X. 
TABLE XII 
TETRAHEDRAL CH4 NOR~ MODE FREQUENCIESa 
Normal Calculated 
Herzberg 
Mode LMR-PES Force Constants Calculated Spectroscopic 
'\ 2917 2914 2914 
d 
1527 \)2 1527 1526 
e 
3080 \)3 3080 3020 
1363 1306 e 1366 \)4 
a All values in -1 em 
b 
See Reference 34. 
cSee Reference 35. 












PLANAR CH3 AND H2 FREQUENCIESa 
Normal b TWPd 70f Mode Snelson MJC LMR-PESe Gaussian Herzbergg 
\)1 3044 2914 3251 
\)2 617 611 607 847 847 
h 3162 3100 3455 \)3 
h 
1396 1606 1538 \)4 
i 
v(CH3) 12777 13173 14084 sum 
sumj v(CH3) 12160 12326 13237 
v(H2) 4468 4395 




See Reference 36. Since v1 is infrared inactive, the value 
corresponds to Snelson's calculated value. 
c See Reference 37. 
d 
See Reference 38. 
e Calculated using LMR-PES valence force constants except for the 
v2 (cH3) obtained from Gaussian 70, see Reference 39. 
f 
Calculated from Gaussian 70, 6-31G basis set force constants. 
gSee Reference 40. 
h Doubly degenerate frequencies. 
i includes the value. Sum \)2 
jSum excludes the \)2 value. 
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-0.042 coupled to non-adjacent C-H bonds). These interaction VFC 
values effectively decrease the calculated normal mode frequency 
values. The diagonal HCH bending VFC from the LMR-PES are identical to 
34 the Herzberg values. It can be seen in Table XII that the 
35 34 Shimanouchi spectroscopic values differ somewhat from the Herzberg 
spectroscopic values and agree somewhat better with the calculated 
values. 
The spectroscopic CH3 frequencies in Table XIII reported by 
Snelson for v1 , v3 and v4 compare reasonably well with the 
corresponding LMR-PES values. In terms of KIE calculations it should 
be noted that differences in the v4 values would tend to be offset by 
36 opposing differences in the v1 and v3 values. Thus, the LMR-PES 
curvatures governing the symmetric and asymmetric CH stretching are 
realistic. However, the v4 in-plane bending VFC may be somewhat large 
compared to the spectroscopic value. The frequencies calculated from 
Gaussian 70 VFC are all greater than the corresponding spectroscopic 
values by about nine percent on the average. The v2 out-of-plane 
-1 bending frequency is about 235 em greater than the corresponding 
36 37 38 spectroscopic frequencies. ' ' The effect of using either the 
Gaussian 70 or the spectroscopic isotopic v2 frequencies in 
conjunction with the corresponding LMR-PES calculated frequencies to 
obtain KIEs from (I-3) and (I-4) is discussed in Chapter III. The H2 
frequency (4468 cm-1) obtained from the LMR-PES VFC (5.924 mdyne/R) is 
less than two percent greater than the Herzberg spectroscopic 
frequency (4395 cm-1) having a VFC of 5.732 mdyne/R. 
The force constants used to calculate the LMR-PES and Gaussian 70 
frequencies for CH3 are compared to the spectroscopically determined 
53 
force constants in Table XIV. It can be seen in Table XIV, that the 
Gaussian 70 in-plane bending VFC agrees well with the LMR-PES value, 
but the spectroscopic value is somewhat lower. This corresponds to the 
agreement between v4 frequencies iri Table XIII. However, the two C-H 
stretching VFC differ considerably. This difference is reflected in 
disagreement between the v1 and v 3 values in Table XIII. As discussed 
earlier in the coordinates section, the LMR-PES predicts no out-of-
plane bending force constant. Therefore, the Gaussian 70 ab initio 
program was used with its 6-31G internal basis set to calculate the 
39 
value for F in Table XIV. The out-of-plane bending internal 
y 
coordinate corresponds to bending all three CH bonds out-of-plane 
simultaneously by the angle y in radians. The numerical methods 
discussed earlier were applied to the incremented Gaussian 70 energies 
to obtain the CH3 VFC in Table XIV. The Gaussian 70 out-of-plane 
bending VFC is almost twice as large as the spectroscopically 
determined value. This difference is clearly reflected in the 







PLANAR CH3 FORCE CONSTANTS AND BONDLENGTHSa 








F i 0.340 0.179 0.177 0.174 
y 
r . ( i= 2, 3, 4) 
1 
1.094 1.072 1.079 1.079 1.079 
a All force constants are in mdyne/~ and the bondlengths, r. (i= 2, 3, 4) 
are in ~- 1 
bValues calculated from the LMR-PES. 
cValues calculated using (II-11) and (II-23) methods applied to 6-31G 
basis set energies from Gaussian 70, see Reference 39. 
d See Reference 36. In-plane force constants are calculated Urey-
Bradley force constants. 
eSee Reference 37. 
f 
See Reference 38. 
gC-H stretching force constant. 
hHCH in-plane bending force constant. 
i Out-of-plane bending force constant. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL KINETIC ISOTOPE EFFECTS FOR THE 
Results and Discussion 
Comparison of Theoretical Vibrational 
Frequencies and Force Constants 
The activated complex normal mode frequencies calculated for the 
LMR-PES and the various BEBO and LEPS models reported by Kurylo, 
Hollinden, and Timmons 12 and Shapiro and Weston14 are compared in 
Table XV. It should be noted that most of these normal mode 
- frequencies are of comparable magnitude except for the symmetric 
stretching frequency for motion along the reaction coordinate, v1 , and 
the linear bending modes, v 7 and v 8 • Also, the imaginary frequency, v4 , 
for the LMR-PES is considerably smaller in value, than the correspond-
ing BEBO and LEPS values indicating that the former potential-energy 
barrier along the reaction coordinate has less curvature than either 
of the latter two. This lower degree of curvature in the barrier may 
be at least partially the result of the LMR-PES having a somewhat lower 
barrier height as can be seen in Table XVI. Table XVI also shows that 
the imaginary frequency for the BEBO and LEPS models results from a 
large interaction force constant between the C-H1 and H1-H6 stretching 








Mode BEBO LEPS 
3388 1610 1397 1568 1392 1577 1412 1603 1482 
2938 2980 2980 3149 3149 3149 3149 3149 3149 
965 1179 1147 958 954 1156 1142 1337 1279 
1479i 1689i 2024i 169li 1839i 169li 1838i 1690i 1838i 
3086 3047 3047 3165 3165 3166 3167 3168 3168 
1503 1459 1458 1473 1472 1480 1480 1527 1535 
752 1046 1077 623 779 1008 1078 1355 1384 
v 8 367 446 502 14 14 430 500 458 555 
aA11 f i i -l requenc es n em . 
b Calculated using LMR-PES parameters. 
cCalculated using the BEBO and LEPS parameters in Reference 12. 
dCalcu1ated using the BEB03 and LEPS2 parameters in Reference 14 with 
the HCH1 bending force constant value specified in the footnotes. 
eCalcu1ated with Ft.(i=l, 2 , 3) = 0.0001 mdyne-~. 
f +1 
Calculated with F~.(i=l, 2 , 3 ) 0.26 mdyne-~. 
g +1 




COMPARISON OF TRANSITION-STATE PARA~ETERSa 
Values from 
KHTc swd 
Value Label LMR-PESb BEBO LEPS BEB03 LEPS2 Units 




4.404 1.157 0.565 1.096 0.653 mdyne/R 
F+ 
int 
0.807 1.879 1. 653 1.818 1. 597 mdyne/R. 
Fr 0.0270 0.0526 0.0821 0.0486 0.0799 mdyne-R 
a 
Fr 0.180 0.280 0.260 i i mdyne-R 








(i=2,3,4) 5.039 5.040 5.040 5.50 5.50 mdyne./R. 
F+ 
(i+j=2,3,4) 





TABLE XVI (Continued) 
Values from 
KHTC swd 
Value Label LMR-PESb BEBO LEPS BEB03 LEPS2 Units 
F+ 
(i-2,3,4) 









RlRi (i=2,3,4) -0.0015 0 0 0 0 mdyne/A 
F+ 
Rlcpi (i=l,2,3) 
0.0268 0 0 0 0 mdyne 
F+ 
cpiRi+l (i=l,2,3) 
0.0007 0 0 0 0 mdyne 
Ff 
R5cpi (i=l, 2' 3) 
-0.0014 0 0 0 0 mdyne 
rl 1. 597 1. 27 1. 29 1.27 1. 28 R 
r6 0.783 0.92 0.96 0.92 0.95 R 
r. (i=2,3,4) 1. 094 1. 091 1.091 1.09 1. 09 R 
1 




TABLE XVI (Continued) 
Values from 
Value Label LMR-PESb 
KHTc SWd 
BEBO LEPS BEB03 LEPS2 Units 
Va(CH3 + H/ 2 9.42 13.46 
13.lj 
10.63 kilocalories/mole 
Ea(CH3 + H )g 2 11.11 10.9 kilocalories/mole 
Ea(CH4 + H)h 6.44 11.73 . 11.53 kilocalories/mole 
aAll force constants have subscript designations from Table V. The bondlength designations are also from 
Table V; see Reference 7. ,, 
bValues determined from the LMR-PES. 
cBEBO and LEPS parameters described in Reference 12. 
d BEB03 and LEPS2 parameters described in Reference 14. 
elnteraction force constant between the C-H1 and H1-H6 stretching force constants. 
fBarrier height in kilocalories/mole. 
gActivation energy calculated at 500°K. 
hActivation energy calculated at 625°K. 
iThree different values 0.0001, 0.26, and 0.568 mdyne-~ were used; see Reference 14. 
jlncludes a tunneling correction. 
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activated complex results from a negative C-H1 stretching force 
constant. This difference in force constants is not unreasonable since 
the LMR-PES predicts C-H1 and H1-H6 bond lengths in the transition 
state approximately 0.3 ~longer and 0.15 ~shorter, respectively, than 
the BEBO and LEPS models. For this reason, the LMR-PES activated 
complex more closely resembles a methyl radical and hydrogen molecule 
than the BEBO and LEPS models. This geometry and the large H1-H6 force 
constant, Ft , give rise to the exceptionally large v1 value for the 
5 
LMR-PES in Table XV. Although the differences in the v 7 and v 8 
frequencies reflect the differences in the linear-bending force 
constant, Ft, differences in th~se frequencies result 
a 





between the surfaces. The frequency changes associated with the 
changes in the Ft values can be observed in Table XV. The force 
1-3 
constants in Table XVI and the frequencies in Table XV considered 
together show that a BEB03 and LEPS2 value of Ft 
~1-3 
ol4 0.26 mdyne-A 
gives the best agreement with the LMR-PES and Kurylo, Hollinden, and 
12 
Timmons (KHT) 
surfaces the Ft 
a 
v 7 and v 8 frequencies. For the KHT BEBO and LEPS 
values in columns three and four of Table XVI vary by 
a factor of 1.56 but produce a negligible change in v7 and v 8 , see 
columns three and four of Table XV. Thus the magnitude of the linear 
bending frequencies is not strongly dependent on the magnitude of the 
bending force constant, Ft 
a 
For purposes of comparison, the values for the LMR-PES activation 
energies were calculated using the method of Kibby and Weston. 41 The 
values predicted by the LMR-PES are compared to the BEBO and LEPS E 
a 
reported by KHT12 and Shapiro and Weston (SW), 14 which were also 
reportedly calculated by this m~thod. The method, as given by Kibby 
41 42 
and Weston, follows the approach of Johnston. The experimental 
activation energy, E , is treated as a linear function of the rate 
a 
42 












Johnston then gives an equation similar to (Ill-2) derived from transi-
tion-state theory, 
lnk = ln(B(T)) - V /RT 
a 
(III-3) 
where V is the barrier height along the reaction coordinate in kilo-
a 
calories per mole, B(T) is a temperature dependent form of the 
Arrhenius preexponential factor, and R and T are the gas constant and 
temperature in °K, respectively. The relation between the theoretical 





A = B (T) exp (S]) 
E 
a 





The expressions in (III-4) assume that the (3lnk/3T) for (III-2) and 
p 
(III-3) are identical and that (III-2) and (III-3) may be equated. 




w. = (u./2)coth(u./2) - 1 (III-5) 
1 1 1 
where ui is the same as u1i in (I-6) and (I-7).
41 The temperature 












where w is a tunneling correction factor (if used, zero otherwise); 
d+ is the number of vibrational degrees of freedom in the activated 
complex including the imaginary frequency; d is the number of 
r 
+ r vibrational degrees of freedom in the reactants, and w. and w. have a 
1 1 
value for each transition-state and reactant vibrational degree of 
freedom calculated by (III-5), respectively. As a result of the 3.82 
kcalorie/mole (0.1658 eV) difference between the C-H1 (4.5808 eV) and 
H1-H6 (4.7466 eV) bond energies used 1in the LMR-PES,
2 the Va (9.42 
kilocalories/mole) and E (11.11 kilocalories/mole) for reaction of 
a 
cH3 + H2 calculated at 500°K are reasonably comparable to the corres-
ponding V (13.46 and 10.63 kilocalories/mole for the BEB03 and LEPS2 
a 
models, respectively) and E 
a 
(13.1 and 10.9 kilocalories/mole for the 
BEB03 and LEPS2 models, using F;. 
1 
respectively) calculated by sw.l4 
= 0.26 mdyne-R, 
(i=l,2,3) 
However, the LMR-PES V 
a 
(5.60 kilo-
calories/mole) and E (6.44 kilocalories/mole) for reaction of 
a 
63 
CH4 + H calculated at 625°K are about five kilocalories per mole smaller 
than the corresponding V (12.24 and 12.22 kilocalories/mole for the BEBO 
a 
and LEPS models, respectively) and E (11. 73 and 11.53 kilocalories/mole 
a 
12 for the BEBO and LEPS models, respectively) values calculated by KHT. The 
difference in the relationships between E and V for the various models is 
a a ~ 
dT-1 f dr 
primarily the result of the diversity in the magnitude of the L: w. - L: w~ 
d+-1+ i=l 1 i=l 
differences in equation (III-6). The L: wi values were easily determined 
i=l 
by (III-5) using the frequencies in Table XV with no tunneling correction. 
d . 
r r 
However, calculation of the L: wi values requires a full set of reactant 
i=l 12 
frequencies. For the reaction of CH4 and Hit was determined that KHT used 
the spectroscopic frequency values for methane that are reported by 
34 
Herzberg, since their reported E could be reproduced using these 
a 
frequency values. For the reaction of CH3 and H2 it is not known what 
set of reactant frequencies that SW used to calculate their reported E 
since they do not specify which of the various spectroscopic of calcu-
lated of CH3 frequency values 
14 
The LMR-PES values sets they used. E 
a 
a 
were calculated using the harmonic methane and CH3 and H2 calculated 
ar 
normal mode frequencies given in Appendix C. Since the L: w: values at 
i=l 1 
625°K are 13.89 for the LMR-PES harmonic CH4 frequencies and 13.52 for 
the Herzberg spectroscopic CH4 frequencies, it can be seen that the 
positive deviation between the LMR-PES V and E values and the 
a a 
negative deviation between 
dT-lf 
is the result of the L: w. 
i=l 1 
at 625°K are 13.07 for the 
(or LEPS) V 
df-lf a 




and E values 
a 
calculated 
LMR-PES activated complex, 11.61 for 
the KHT-BEBO activated complex, and 11.47 for the KHT-LEPS activated 
complex. By application of equation (III-6), the r2 values 0.68, 
-0.41, and -0.55 were calculated for the LMR-PES, KHT-BEBO, and 
64 
KHT-LEPS CH 4 + H models, respectively. Therefore, the LMR-PES data 
generate a larger ~ value than any of the BEBO or LEPS models leading 
to a greater difference in the corresponding V and E values. The 
a a 
reason for the larger ~ value can be traced to the very large LMR-PES 
+ -1 transition-state vi (3388 em ) value which is more than twice as 
large as any of the BEBO and LEPS vt values. 
Assuming that the curvature parameter for motion perpendicular to 
the reaction coordinate are essentially independent of the barrier 
height, then the inadequacies of the LMR-PES in this regard have a 
negligible effect on the quantum mechanical contribution to the 
predicted KIEs. However, the curvature of the barrier for motion 
parallel to the reaction coordinate is not necessarily independent of 
the barrier height and clearly effects the magnitude of vt. 
Consequently, an inaccurate barrier height would affect the classical 
mechanical contribution to the calculated KIE. The magnitude of the 
effect should be largest for a primary KIE where isotopic motion is 
directly considered in the reaction coordinate and much smaller for a 
secondary KIE. 
Since SW report their calculated KIEs only in the form of 
temperature dependence plots, accurate comparison to the LMR-PES KIEs 
required recalculation of the SW KIE values. Using the activated 
complex parameters in Table XVI and tetrahedral geometry for the CH 3 
group relative to the linear C-H-H entity, isotopic normal-mode 
frequencies consistent with the monoisotopic frequencies in Table XV 
were calculated for the BEBO and LEPS models and are tabulated in 
Appendix C along with the mass moment of inertia parameters. These 
frequencies and parameters were combined with the Hz and Dz harmonic 
65 
frequencies reported by Persky and Klein, that is, 4395.2 and 
3109.1 cm-1 , respectively, to calculate the SW KIEs. 43 Table XVII 
presents isotope effects determined experimentally and calculated 
from the various theoretical models. It should be noted that the H2 
and D2 frequencies are the only reactant-state frequencies which 
contribute to the calculated KIEs in Table XVII, since all other 
reactant contributions to the KIEs cancel out. 
14 
However, SW report 
that they used the rotationally corrected H2 and D2 quantities 
reported by Persky and Klein (PK) 43 to calculate the 
k(CH3 ,H2)/k(CH3 ,D2 ) and k(CD 3 ,H2)/k(CD3 ,D2) values in their data. The 
transition-state theory equation used by sw14 is equivalent to (I-4) 
plus a rotational correction factor added to the reactant ZPE term. 
The SW reactant and transition state vibrational partition function 
ratios, f(H 2 ,D2) and ff, respectively, are defined in (III-7), 
(III-7) 
where~{ and~ are the isotopic masses of hydrogen, 1.007825 and 
2.0141 amu, respectively, T is in °K, the u .. terms are the same as in 
Jl 
(I-6) and (I-7), and Z equals (u /2)-(a /3). The a /3 value is 
x2 x2 x2 x2 
the rotational correction to the (u /2) = (hcv )/(2kT). The combined 
x2 x2 
ZPE exponent, (ZH -ZD )/T, can be expanded to [(uH -uD )(~) -
2 2 2 2 
(aH -aD )(1/3)]/T. Since aH and a have the values 87.5 and 43.8, 
2 2 2 D2 
respectively, then obviously, the application of the rotational 
TABLE XVII 
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL KINETIC ISOTOPE EFFECTS 
Rate LMR-PESa bEer iment:al Theoretica 1 b 
Constant Temp. 
BTd RCf sw" wsi MSj DBk Tifl BEB03 BEB03 BEB03 LEPS2 LEPS2 LEPS2 BEBO Ratio K HFC OF0 KBT9 F 6=0. 0001 F 6=0. 26 F a=O. 568 F 6=0.0001 Fe=0.26 F 8""o.5GB 
k(CB4 ,B) 500 o. 509 o. 611 o. 834 o. 739 0. 738 IJ. 738 0. 786 0. 786 0. 786 a. 724 
k(t:B4 ,D) 546 0. 554 a. 639 0.87a a. 773 0. 773 0. 773 0.818 o. 818 0. 818 o. 763 
k(CB3 ,H2 ) 296 1.99 1.85 1. 67 2.12 7.14 5. 40 4. 25 6.82 5. 26 4.19 5.07 
k(ca 3,o2) 
399 1. 90 5.04 1. 80 1. 67 4. 80 4. 85 4. a6 3. 44 4. 77 4.04 3. 44 3. 91 
403 1. 90 4. 87 1. so 1.67 4. 79 5. 50 4. 79 4.03 3. 42 4. 72 4.00 3. 42 3. 87 
409 1. 89 4. 61 l. 79 1.67 5. 75 4. 71 3. 98 3. 39 4. 65 3. 96 3. 39 3. 82 
426 l. 88 3.98 1. 78 1. 67 5. 32 4. 50 3. 84 3. 30 4. 45 3. 82 3. 31 3. 69 
428 1. 88 3.93 1. 78 1. 67 4. 45 4. 47 3. 82 3. 29 4. 42 3. 81 3. 30 3. 67 
482 1. 83 3. 26 1. 75 1. 65 2. 80 3. 33 3. 92 3. 45 3. 04 3.90 3. 45 3. 05 3. 33 
k"[CD 3 ,H2 ) 296 1. 98 1. 83 1. 67 0. 465 7.13 s. 32 4. 08 6. 82 5.19 4. 04 4. 99 
k(CD 3 ,o2 ) 
402 1. 90 4. 89 l. 79 1. 67 3. 33 4. 81 4. 01 3. 36 4. 73 3.99 J. 37 3.8.9 
403 1. 90 4. 85 1. 79 1. 67 2. 98 4.11 4. 79 4. 01 3. 36 4. 72 3.98 3. 36 3. 85 
468 1. 84 3.18 ~- 76 1. 65 3. 07 4. 06 3. 53 3. 07 4.03 3. 53 3. 08 3.40 
483 1. 83 3.01 1. 75 1. 65 2. 98 3. 48 3. 92 3. 44 3. 01 3. 90 3. 44 3. 02 3. 3 2 
k(CB 3 ,J!Dl 296 2. 02 6. 37 2. 06 1. 56 1. 23 1. 57 1. 22 0. 972 1. 55 
k(CH 3 ,£Hl 
403 1. 73 2. 57 2. 33 1. 77 1. 49 1. 26 1. 47 1. 25 1. 07 1. 48 
467 1. 63 2. 07 2.08 1. 67 1. 46 1. 27 1. 43 1. 26 1.11 1. 46 
483 1. 61 2. 00 1. 79 1. 65 1. 45 1. 28 1. 42 1. 26 1.12 1. 45 
532 1. 55 1. 83 1. 92 1. 60 1. 43 1. 30 1. 40 1. 27 1.14 1. 43 
k(CD 3 ,J!D) 402 1. 73 2. 56 1. 81 1.77 1. 48 1. 24 1. 47 1. 24 1. 05 1. 48 
k(co3 .£H) 
403 1. 73 2. 55 1. 76 1. 77 1. 48 1. 24 1. 47 1. 24 1. 05 1. 47 
468 1. 63 2. 06 1.71 1. 67 1. 45 1. 26 1. 43 1. 25 1.10 1. 45 
483 1. 61 2.00 1. 73 1. 65 1. 45 l. 26 1. 42 1. 26 1.10 1. 44 
~ransition-state theory calculated KIEs using the LMR-PES geometries 
force constant) except as noted. 
and force con.stants (plus Guassian 70 out-of-plane bending 
bTransition-state theory calculated KIE values using the LEPS2 and BEB03 model parameters from Reference 
and using the BEBO and LEPS model parameters from Reference 12. 
cTransition-state theory calculated using the harmonic calculated LMR-PES normal mode frequencies. 
c:J.IIIR-PES-HF values including Bell tunneling. 
eutR-PES lUEs calculated using the H2 and o 2 observed frequencies from Reference 40. 
fUIR-PES-8!' values corrected to the rotationally corrected u2 and o 2 values in Reference 43i see text. 
9'Reaul ts frcim Reference 12. · 
"Results frCIII Reference 14. 
!Results from Reference 15. 
jResults from Reference 16. 
kReaults from Reference 17. 
1Results from Reference 13. 
14 [F =F+ . ] 


























correction in (III-7), reduces the KIE value below that produced by 
the same set of frequencies used in (I-4). 43 At about 400°K the amount 
of this reduction is approximately three percent. The interatomic H2 
distance, rH = 0.742~, was used in both the PK43 and the LMR-PES 2 
2 
calculations. Therefore, use of the PK oH and aD values to apply a 
2 2 
rotational correction to the LMR-PES KIEs in Table XVII is valid 
2 2 2 
[since, a =h /(8n kTur ), where h, k, T, u, and r are the Planck's 
x2 x2 x2 
constant, Boltzmann's constant, temperature in °K, reduced mass of the 
diatomic molecule, and the interatomic distance, respectively]. The 
application of a rotational correction to the LMR-PES 
k(CH3 ,H2)/k(CH3 ,n2) values in the column labeled HF at 296 and 483°K 
reduces the values 1. 99 and 1. 83 to 1. 89 and 1. 78, respectively. 
Similarly for k(CD3,H2)/k(CD3 ,n2) in the column labeled HF the values 
at 296 and 483°K are reduced by rotational correction from 1.98 and 
1.83 to 1.88 and 1.78, respectively. 
Since our transition-state-theory computer routine was not 
designed to handle a rotational correction in the manner of (III-7) 
directly, the rotationally corrected frequency values reported by PK 
were used to obtain a temperature dependent correction factor which 
could be multiplied times the KIEs obtained by (I-3) or (I-4). One 
factor value was used to correct the SW values and another factor 
value was used to obtain LMR-PES values which are directly comparable 
to the rotationally corrected SW values. 14 The SW correction factor 
is obtained as follows. The reactant exponent in the ZPE term for 










where u1 = ~ = T is the conversion factor used in the 
computer code. The rotationally corrected exponent reported by Persky 
889.4 43 and Klein is T • Therefore, the reactant ZPE term using (III-8) 
is converted to the PK rotationally corrected ZPE term by multiplying 
by (III-9). 
(889.4) exp T 
(925.2) exp T 
(889.4 - 925.2) • exp = 
T 
(-35. 8) exp T 
The rotationally corrected KIE is given by (III-10) since the 
(III-9) 
reactant EXC value is to at least five significant digits unity. 
-35 8 
~/ko(corrected) • ~~~·exp( T. ) (III-10) 
All of the BEB03, LEPS2, BEBO, and LEPS k(CH3,H2)/k(CH3,D2) and 
k(CD3,H2)/k(CD3,n2) values in Table XVII were calculated by application 
of (III-10) to those KIEs calculated using (I-3) and the H2 and D2 
frequencies in (III-8). The same type correction was applied to the 
LMR-PES KIEs; these rotationally corrected LMR-PES KIEs are given in 
the column labeled RC in Table XVII. The LMR-PES H2 and n2 harmonic 
-1 frequencies, 4468.1 and 3160;6 ern , respectively, were used to 
calculate this correction factor, and the corrected LMR-PES KIE is 
given by (III-llc). 
uH -uD 
22 
2 (LMR-PES) 1.4388(4468.1-3160.6) 
2T 
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(889.4) exp T 




exp T (III-llb) 
~/~(corrected LMR-PES) 
-51 2 
~/~(LMR-PES)exp(-T-· ) (III-llc) 
Therefore, the values in the column labeled RC in Table XVII are 
obtained by multiplying the values in the column labeled HF by 
(III-llb). Obviously, adjusting the LMR-PES reactant ZPE values to the 
rotationally corrected PK reactant ZPE values does lead to lower 
calculated KIES and does further increase the disagreement between 
experiment and theory. However, some of the LEPS2, BEB03, LEPS, 
and BEBO KIEs were larger than their corresponding experimental values. 
Therefore, lowering these theoretical KIEs by application of the 
rotational correction improved their agreement with experiment. This 
improvement occurs for the BEB03 and LEPS2 k(CH3 ,H2)/k(CH3,D2) values 
in columns 13 and 16 only in Table XVII (that is, for the KIEs calcu-
lated using F~.(i=l, 2 , 3 )=0.0001 mdyne-R). However, for the 
~ 
k(CD3 ,H2)/k(CD3 ,D2) values the rotational correction improves the 
agreement with most of the experime"Q.tal values (that is, most all of 
the values in columns 13 through 19 in Table XVII exceed or are 
approximately equal to the corresponding experimental value). One 
exception to the latter statement for the k(CD3,H2)/k(CD3 ,n2) values is 
that the Majury and Steacie experimental values, 4.11 and 3.48, 16 
exce~d the calculated LEPS2 and BEB03 KIEs using F~ 1 (i=l, 2 , 3 ) = 0.26 
and 0 • .568 mdyne-i14 and the LEPS and BEBo12 KIEs. , 
Columns five and six of Table XVI! show that use of the observed 
-1 H2 and D2 frequencies, 4395.24 and 3118.46 em , respectively, in 
70 
place of the LMR-PES harmonic frequencies leads to KIEs which are about 
40 five percent lower than those calculated using harmonic frequencies. 
Clearly, the agreement between theory and experiment is not as strongly 
dependent upon the magnitude of the fundamental frequencies for H2 and , 
D2 used in the calculation as upon other factors. 
Application of Bell tunneling to the LMR-PES KIEs in the column 
labeled HF produce!il the values in the column labeled BT. 44 Bell 
tunneling treats the potential-energy barrier along the reaction 
coordinale as being parabolic in shape and is assumably valid for all 
ut .., ~~~:..:_· < 2n, where h b Planck 1 s constant, c is the velocity of 
H~ht, k is Boltzmann 1 s constant, T iB in °K and \lt is the imaginary 
frequency representing translational motion along the reaction coordi-
44 nate for the activated complex. The Bell tunneling correction 
factor Bt is calculated for the isotopic ut < 2'ff using equation 
(tU-12), 
utL sin(utL/2) 
utt sin (u{L/2) 
(III-12) 
The condition ui ~ 2n iB valid for th~ LMR-PES above 340°K; for the 
fiEBO mod~l above ~J90°K; and for the LEPS model above ~465°K. The Bell 
tunnelin~ cc:rrrecHem factor is a function of the absolute temperature 
and b l!limply multiplied by the transition-state theory LMR-PES-HF KIE 
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at the corresponding temperature to obtain the Bell tunneling corrected 
KIEs in the column labeled BT. It can be seen that the application of 
Bell tunneling to the LMR-PES KIEs improves the agreement with the 
corresponding experimental KIEs with the possible exceptions of the 
ment in the agreement between theoretically calculated KIEs and 
experimental KIEs upon applying a correction for tunneling does not 
necessarily indicate the presence of tunneling in that reaction. It 
could also indicate deficiencies in the LMR-PES and/or inaccuracies in 
the experimentally determined KIE. 
The only experimental KIE for reaction of CH4 + H involves the 
: 12 
effect of D atoms versus H atoms on the abstraction rate. The 
activated complexes principally determine this KIE since the reactants 
contribution only reflects the momentum of H relative to D along the 
reaction coordinate. Similarly the intramolecular isotope effects for 
the reaction of CH 3 and cn3 with HD are entirely determined by the 
isotopic properties of the activated complexes. Obviously, the 
k(CH3 ,~D)/k(CH3 ,pH) and k(CD3 ,~D)/k(CD3 ,pH) values predicted by the 
LMR-PES KIEs with and without tunneling agree reasonably well, 
although not quantitatively with the experimental KIEs. This amount of 
agreement between the LMR-PES and experimental KIEs indicates that the 
force constants governing vibrational motion both parallel and 
perpendicular to the reaction coordinate at the top of the barrier (or 
saddle point) are reasonable. 
The various BEBO and LEPS models produce values for 
k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH4,D) in better agreement with experiment than does the 
LMR-PES. Also, variation of the HCH1 bending force constant, 
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Ff from 0.0001 to 0.568 mdyne-R in the SW BEB03 and LEPS2 
rpi(i=l,2,3)' 
models has no effect on the k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH4 ,D) KIE values. However, 
the LMR-PES k(CH3,gn)/k(CH3 ,pH) and k(CD3 ,~D)/k(CD 3 ,pH) KIEs agree with 
experiment much better than the corresponding BEBO and LEPS KIEs 
except for the BEB03 model with the unrealistically small HCH1 bending 
force constant Ff 
rpi (i=l,2,3) 
0.0001 mdyne-R. Comparison of the BEB03 
and LEPS2 k(CH3 ,~D)/k(CD3 ,~H) and k(CD3 ,~D)/k(CD3 ,pH) values as a 
t function of the Frpi(i=l,Z, 3) values shows that as the HCH1 force 
constant becomes larger, these intramolecular isotope effects become 
smaller and hence the agreement between theory and experiment worsens. 
The LMR-PES predicts a value for the Fti(i=l,Z, 3) of 0.18 mdyne-R which 
is comparable to but slightly smaller than both the median value used 
by SW and the value assumed by KHT, see Table XVI. 
In view of the results in Table XVII, the KIEs for the reactions 
indicating inadequacies in the LMR-PES compared to the BEBO and LEPS 
models relative to experiment. However, the results for the reactions 
CH3 + HD and CD3 + HD in Table XVII could be taken to suggest that the 
BEBO and LEPS models are inadequate relative to the LMR-PES when 
compared to experiment. These contradictory results are indicative of 
one or more of the following. First, both the LMR-PES and the BEB03, 
LEPS2, BEBO, and LEPS models contain inadequacies specific to a 
certain type of calculated KIE. Absolute reaction rate theory 
requires that the correct potential energy hypersurface reproduce all 
experimental KIEs assuming that the latter are accurate and precise. 
Therefore, it seems illogical that a model could reasonably predict 
.results for only one of two related experiments. Second, the 
-------------------------
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experimental determination of one type of KIE is subject to errors and 
and the correction of these errors would lead to agreement between only 
one theoretical model and experiment. Although this is not 
inconceivable, it is impossible to tell which model (BEB03, LEPS2, 
BEBO, LEPS, or the LMR-PES) if any would best fit a set of revised 
experimental results, provided the present results were found to be in 
error. Empirical variation of various LMR-PES transition-state force 
constants was attempted, but no completely self-consistent set of 
isotopic frequencies could be found to reproduce the experimental 
differences between the CH3 and cn3 reactions with H2(n2) and HD. A 
14 
similar conclusion was reached by Shapiro and Weston. 
As seen in Table XVII, Ting and Weston observed normal inter-
molecular and intramolecular isotope effects on the abstraction of 
. * I hydrogen from H2 by hot CH3 ; that is, k(CH3 ,H2) k(CH3 ,n2) = 2.12 and 
k(CH3 ,~D)/k(CH3 ,pH) = 6.37 at 296°.K. 13 However, reaction of hot cn3 
with H2 (D2) produced an inverse isotope effect, k(CD3 ,H2) /k(CD3 ,n2) of 
0.465. 13 As discussed in Chapter I, these results are difficult to 
interpret either qualitatively or quantitatively. Since a thermal 
distribution of reactant energies is a prerequisite to the use of 
absolute-reaction-rate theory, kinetic isotope effects can not be 
calculated for these reactions by this approach. 
* * For the hot-atom reactions T + CH4 + CH3 + TD and T + cn4 + 
cn3 + TD the hot atom yield ratios, [(HT/CH4)/(DT/CD4)], found 
10 2 experimentally by Chou and Rowland and calculated by Raff are 1.43 
and 1.18, respectively. The calculated yield ratio was obtained using 
the LMR-PES, an integrated reaction probability equation, and reactant 
and Br2 moderator concentrations equivalent to those used by Chou and 
------------------
1 d 2,10 Row an . Both the calculated and experimental yield ratios 
assumably reflect the reaction of therrnalized (or relatively station-
ary with respect to H and T atoms) CH4 and CD4 with tritium atoms 
poss~ssing translational energies ~ 65 kilocalories/mole. The 
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temperature equivalent of these translational energies is ~ 22,000 °K. 
In terms of equation (I-4) it is important to note that as T in °K 
approaches infinity VPxEXC approaches ZPE-1. 3a,b,ll Thus, in the 
limit of high temperature the isotope effect for a given reaction 
equals vtL/vtL; that is, the observed KIE is classical mechanical in 
origin. It is thus interesting to note, that for the abstraction 
reactions of thermalized tritium atoms with CH4 and cn4 , the LMR-PES 
predicts an "infinite"-temperature isotope effect, vtL/v1L' of 1.19. 
This value is in good agreement with both the experimental and hot 
atom yield ratios. Thus, this agreement maybe tentatively taken to 
suggest that in a reactive collision between 1 and CH4 and land CD 4 , 
the ~atom translational energies are on the average sufficiently 
large to obscure the differences in quantum mechanical effects for the 
two reactions. 
hot methyl radicals, the isotope effects reported by Ting and Weston, 
~~~ = 2.12 and 0.465, respectively, are not approximated by the 
vtL/vtL ratios calculated for the corresponding thermal reactions, 
vtL/vtL = 1.327 and 1.328, respectively. The following comments are 
thus pertinent. First, the agreement between the hot atom yield 
ratios and the vtL/vtL ratio is merely fortuitous. Second, the CH3 
and cn3 excitation energy involves principally internal rather than 
translational modes of the radicals. It is to be noted that Chapman 
and Bunker18 claim isotope effects of 1.84 and 0.70 on the ratios of 
respectively. These results supposedly reproduce the corresponding 
12 normal and inverse isotope effects reported by Ting and Weston for 
* * CH3 + H2 (D 2) and CD3 + H2 (D2). Chapman and Bunker (CB) also claim 
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that these isotope effects do not reflect vibrational excitation in cH3 
18 
and CD3• However, their data does appear to show that vibrational 
excitation of H2 (or D2) does enhance the reaction rate and preserve 
18 the unusual isotope effect, as previously mentioned in Chapter I. 
However, these conclusions coulq be fortuitous, since each normal mode 
frequency is assigned an apparently arbitrary dynamic energy which is 
used to obtain and thenadjust the internal coordinates of the molecule 
to obtain some specified total energy for the molecule. It is not 
clear whether this adjustment procedure or the method of choosing the 
initial energies allows for the proper representation of the CB 
potential energy surface in these calculations. Also, the validity of 
comparing isotopic reactive cross sections with the experimental 
isotope effects of Ting and Weston is unclear. 
Theoretical and Experimental 
Temperature Dependences 
The temperature dependences for the experimental KIEs in Table 
XVII are compared to the temperature dependences of the corresponding 
LMR-PES, BEBO, BEB03, LEPS, and LEPS2 theoretically calculated KIEs 
summarized in Tables.XVIII through XXII. The ratio of the preexponen-
tial factors, ~~~.and the difference in activation energies for 
labeled and unlabeled react~ons, ~E, was determined for each isotope 
TABLE XVIII 
EXPERllfENTAL AND THEORETICAL TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES FOR k ( CH 4 , H) /k ( CH 4 , D) a 
~~~ ~E Temperature Reference 
b 
(calories /mole) Range (°K) Source Source c Label 
1.391 ± 0.003 -1000 ± 2 396-969 2 LMR-PES 
0.903 ± 0.053 -355 ± 59 396:...696 2,44 LMR-PES + Bell Tunneling 
1.38 -500 ± 300 500-732 12 KHT experimental result 
1.268 ± 0.008 -541 ± 6 396-696 14 BEB03 Ff ~ ¢ 0. 0001 mdyne-~ d 
1. 269 ± 0.008 -541 ± 6 396-696 14 BEB03 Ff = ¢ 0.26 mdyne-~d 
1. 269 ± 0.008 -541 ± 6 396-696 14 BEB03 Ff - 0.658 mdyne-~d ¢ 
1. 263 ± 0.008 -475 ± 6 396-696 14 LEPS2 Ff ¢ 0.0001 mdyne-Rd 
1.264 ± 0.008 -476 ± 6 396-696 14 LEPS2 Ff = ¢ 0. 26 mdyne-~d 
14 LEPS2 Ff = Rd 1.265 ± 0.008 -477 ± 6 396-696 0.568 mdyne- ....... ¢ "' . 
1. 224 ± 0. 007 
1.261 ± 0.008 
t,E 
(calories/mole) 
-561 ± 6 
-469 ± 6 












aAll results except experimental results are from the least squares fits to equation (III-13) for 
12 temperatures over the specified range. All deviations are standard deviations. 
bReferences from which the experimental values and/or the force constants and geometries used 
for the theoretical calculations were obtained. 
cDescribes information obtained from the references. 





EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES FOR k(CH3,H2)/k(CH3,D2) 
~~~ L1E Temperature Reference 
b 
(calories/mole) Range (OK) Source Source 
c Label 
1. 483 ± 0.009 201 ± 6 396-696 2 LMR-PES 
0.612 ± 0.064 1584 ± 102 396-696 2,44 LMR-PES + Bell Tunneling 
0. 911 ± 0.020 1327 ± 24 399-645 14 SW experimental 
0.194 (0.659)d 1760 (707) d 403-564 15 ,.;rs experimental 
0.246 ± 0.134 d 2516 ± 613 408-571 16 MS experimental 
(0.809 ± 0.673) (1560 ± 1693)d 
1100 409-591 17 DB experimental 
1. 337 ± 0.013 1028 ± 10 396-696 14 BEB03 F~ = 0. 0001 mdyne-~e 
¢ 
1.455 ± 0.018 822 ± 12 396-696 14 BEB03 F+ 0. 26 mdyne-~e 
¢ 
1.540 ± 0.019 646 ± 13 396-696 14 BEB03 F+ 0.568 mdyne-~e 
¢ -....J 00 
TABLE XIX (Continued) 
~~~ ~E Temperature 
b Reference 
(calories/mole) Range ( 0 K.) Source c Source Label 
1~379 ± 0.016 993 ± 12 396-696 14 LEPS2 F t = o. 0001 mdyne-Xe 
1.488 ± o.o:w 801 ± 14 396-696 14 LEPS2 Ff = 0.26 mdyne-Xe 
+ 
1.566 ± 0.021 635 ± H 396-696 14 LEPS2 F f = 0. 568 mdyne-Xe 
If! 
1.533 ± 0.019 171 ± 13 396-696 12 BEBO 
1.484 ± 0.020 809 ± 14 396-696 12 LEPS 
aAll results except experimental results are frODI the least s·quares fits' to equation (III-13) for 12 
temperatures over the specified range. All deviations are standard deviations. 
bReferences from which the experimental values and/or the force constants and geometries used for the 
theoretical calculations were obtained. 
cDescribes information obtained from the references. 
~alues in parentheses are calculated by a different method, see text. 
eFt= Ft. (i=l,2,3), see Table XVI. 
l.. 
TABLE XX 
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES FOR k(CD3, H2)/k(CD3,D2) 
~~~ L'IE Temperature Reference 
b 
(calories/mole) Range (°K) Source Source c Label 
1. 488 ± 0.010 197 ± 7 396-696 2 LMR-PES 
0.616 ± 0.064 1576 ± 101 396-696 2,44 LMR-PES + Bell Tunneling 
1. 592 ± 0.124 588 ± 70 402-611 14 SW experimental 
3. 724 (1. 702)d -201 (714) d 410-572 15 WS experimental 
1. 727 ± 0.279 d 701 ± 462 407-570 16 MS experimental (1. 062 ± o. 699) (1100 ± 480)d 
1.339 ± 0.013 1027 ± 10 396-696 14 BEB03 Ft = 0. 0001 mdyne-~ e 
1.466 ± 0.018 813 ± 13 396-696 14 BEB03 F+ 
ct> 
0.26 mdyne-Re 




TABLE XX (Continued) 
~~~ llE Temperature 
b Reference 
(calories/mole) Range (°K) Source Sourcec Label 
1. 380 ± 0.016 992 ± 12 396-696 14 LEPS2 Ff 
<P 
0.001 mdyne-~e 
1.497 ± 0.021 792 ± 14 396-696 14 LEPS2 Ff 
<P 
0.26 mdyne-~e 
1. 595 ± 0.023 607 ± 15 396-696- 14 LEPS2 Ff 
<P 
0.568 mdyne-~e 
1.490 ± 0.019 777 ± 13 396-696 12 BEBO 
1. 493 ± 0. 021 800 ± 14 396-696 12 LEPS 
aAll results except experimental results are from the least squares fits to equation (III-13) for 12 
temperatures over the specified range. All deviations are standard deviations. 
bReferences from which the experimental values and/or the force constants and geometries used for the 
theoretical calculations were obtained. 
cDescribes information obtained from the references. 
dValues in parentheses are calculated by a different method, see text. 




EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES FOR k(CH3 ,~D)/k(CH3 ,~H)a 
~~~ t.E Temperature Reference 
b 
(calories/mole) Range (°K) Source Source c Label 
1.083 ± 0.003 379 ± 3 396-969 2 LMR-PES 
0.761 ± 0.027 945 ± 36 396-696 2,44 LMR-PES + Bell Tunneling 
0.283 ± 0.258 1929 ± 690 367-651 14 SW experimental 
0.452 
d 1350d 408-569 15 WS experimental 
1.170 ± 0.002 330 ± 2 396-696 14 BEB03 pf = 
cp 
0.0001 mdyne-~e 
1. 273 ± 0.001 125 ± 1 396-696 14 BEB03 pf = 
cp 
0. 26 mdyne-~e 
1. 346 ± 0.001 -51 ± 1 396-696 14 BEB03 pf 
cp 
0.568 mdyne-~e 





TABLE XXI (Continued) 
~~~ 
b 
~E Temperature Reference 
(calories/mole Range (°K) Source Sourcec Label 
1. 308 ± 0.002 -362 ± 1 396-696 14 LEPS2 F+ 
¢ 
0.26 mdyne-Re 
1. 375 ± 0.002 -201 ± 1 396-696 14 LEPS2 Ff 
¢ 
0. 568 mdyne Re 
1.278 ± 0.001 120 ± 1 396-696 12 BEBO 
1. 309 ± o. 002 -44 ± 1 396-696 12 LEPS 
aAll results except experimental results are from the least squares fits to equation (III-13) for 12 
temperatures over the specified range. All deviations are standard deviations·. 
bReferences from which the experimental values and/or the force constants and geometries used for 
the theoretical calculations were obtained. 
cDescribes information obtained from the references. 
d 
Average of the results at two different reactant pressures. 
eFf -- Ff T bl XVI see a e . ¢ ¢.(i=l,2,3)' 
l 
TABLE XXII 
a EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES FOR k(CD3 ,!_ill) /k(CD3 ,pH) 
~/'\ t-E Temperature 
b Reference 
(calories/mole) Range (°K) Source Sourcec Label 
1. 085 ± 0.003 375 ± 3 396-696 2 LMR-PES 
0.764 ± 0.027 939 ± 35 396-696 2,44 LMR-PES + Bell Tunneling 
0.932 ± 0.133 546 ± 131 402-611 14 SW experimental 
1. 698 0 410-572 15 ws experimental 









1. 374 ± 0.002 -82 ± 2 296-696 14 BEB03 0.568 mdyne-~ 
cp 










TABLE XXII (Continued) 
'11/~ L'IE Temperature Reference 
b 
(calories/mole) Range (°K) Source Sourcec Label 
1. 401 ± 0.003 -230 ± 2 396-696 14 LEPS F~ = 0.568 mdyne~~d 
1.289 ± 0.001 109 ± 1 396-696 12 BEBO 
1. 317 ± 0. 002 -54 ± 2 396-696 12 LEPS 
aAll results except experimental results are from the least squares fits to equation (III-13) for 
12 temperatures over the specified range. All deviations are standard deviations. The atom 
underlined is being abstracted. 
b References from which the experimental values and/or the force constants and geometries used for 
the theoretical calculations were obtained. 
cDescribes information obtained from the references. 






effect by applying equation (III-13) to the KIE data using the method 
of least squares. 
(III-13) 
In (III-13) the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the light and heavy 
isotopes, respectively, and k1 /k2 is the KIE at a specific temperature 
T in °K. 
For the isotope effect k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH4 ,D), the data in Table XVIII 
shows that the error in the KHT experimental ~E value encompasses all 
but the LMR-PES ~E value. The application of Bell tunneling to the 
LMR-PES KIEs apparently over-corrects the LMR-PES ~E value, but 
it does cause the value to fall within the error bounds of the 
experimental value. However, inclusion of the Bell tunneling correc-
tion produces a calculated Aal~ value of 0.903 which is lower than 
either the experimental value, 1.38, or the values obtained from the 
various BEBO and LEPS models. As previously mentioned the improve-
ment in the agreement with experiment by application of tunneling 
may be more indicative of inadequacies in either one or more of 
the theoretical models or in the experimental results or both than 
the existence of tunneling. The maximum error in the experimental 
~~~value, 1.38, is estimated by KHT to probably be within± 0.14. 12 
However, due to the experimental problems discussed in Chapter I, this 
~!Au value, 1.38, and the associated error were estimated 
12 
using simple collision theory. It should be noted that 
changes in the value of Ft has no more 
<Pi(i=l,2,3) 
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effect on the calculated Arrhenius eq~ation parameters than it does 
on the k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH4 ,D) values in Table XVII. 
As seen in Table XIX, the ~E for the reaction CH3 + H2 (D 2) 
calculated from the experimental KIEs is greater than the values 
obtained from the isotope effects calculated without inclusion of 
tunneling; the lowest value being that from the LMR-PES data. For the 
LMR-PES, inclusion of Bell tunneling into the isotope effects 
significantly improves the agreement between predicted and experimental 
AE values. However, this result does not necessarily indicate that 
tunneling is present. Precise comparison between theory and experi-
ment is necessarily precluded by the considerable discrepancies 
between the experimental ~E values. The individual experimental ~E 
values differ by more than the uncertainties measured for any one 
reported value. The experimental 
low except for the value reported 
~~~ values in Table XIX seem too 
14 
by SW. The differences in these 
experimental ~~~ values may be at least partially due to the 
experimental technique. Davison and Burton17 and sw14 determined their 
KIE values for the reaction of methyl radicals with a mixture of H2 
and D2 , whereas Whittle and Steacie
15 and Majury and Steacie16 reacted 
methyl radicals with H2 or D2 separately. Davison and Burton (DB) 
determined their ~E value by fitting a line to their KIE values 
assuming a steric factor ratio of unity. The collision theory 
equation used by DB is equivalent to the Arrhenius equation used by SW 
e~cept that the steric factor ratio (S1/s 2) must be multiplied by a 
collision number ratio (C1/c2) to obtain a value equivalent to the 
~~~values given by fitting data to (III-13). The collision number 
ratio, c1/c2, is given by 
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where the M values are molecular weights of the species specified in 
the subscript and the a values are the collision diameters of the 
reactant species. 17 Assuming the same collision diameter for H2 and 
n2 , a c1;c2 value of 1.337 is obtained from (III-14) using the masses 
(in amu): C= 12; H = 1.007825; D = 2.014i. Therefore, the s1c1/s 2c2 
value 1.337 could be taken as the~~~ associated with the DB ~E 
value of 1100 calories/mole and could be compared to the other ~~~ 
values in Table XIX. The Arrhenius parameters reported by Whittle 
and Steacie (WS) 15 and by Majury and Steacie (MS) 16 were calculated 
from rate constants obtained by two methods. These two different 
methods are only applicable to the determination of the individual 
rate constants for the reactions CH 3 + n2 and cn3 + H2 which are 
used to calculate the Arrhenius parameters in Table XIX and Table XX, 
respectively. The values obtained by using method I rate constants 
are given in parentheses in Tables XIX and XX. For method I the rate 
constants were calculated by subtracting the concentration of methane 
obtained from photolysis of acetone alone from the total concentration 
of isotopic methapes obtained from photolysis of acetone or 
acetone-d6 in the presence of n2 or H2 to obtain the concentration of 
CH3D or CD 3H, respec~ively. These concentrations are nEJeded to 
determine the individual rate constants for formation of CH3D or 
15 16 cn3H, respectivelr. ' For method II, rate constants were obtained 
from mass spectrometric determination of the ratios [CH 3D]/[CH4 ] or 
[CD3H]/[CD4 ] in the product gases from photolysis of acetone or 
. 15 16 acetone-d6 in the presence of either D2 or H2 , repect1vely. ' The 
were reported in Table XVII and attributed to MS were calculated by 
us using the rate constants reported by MS in a summary table and are 
averages of the method I and method II rate constant values. 16 
However, WS considered the method II rate constants to be the more 
89 
values reported in Table XVII in the column labeled WS were calculated 
15 
using the method II rate constants k(CH3 ,D2) and k(CD3 ,H2). WS 
did not report individual method I rate constant values in their 
summary table from which the other WS values in Table XVII were 
calculated. 15 It should be noted that the rate constants for reaction 
of CH3 + H2 and cn3 + D2 could only be determined by method I. 
Therefore, the generally better agreement between the method I 
Arrhenius equation parameters given in parentheses in Tables XIX and XX 
for Ms16 and ws15 , and the parameter values reported by Shapiro and 
Weston14 and by Davison and Burton17 reflects the probable cancella-
tion of consistent errors in the method I values yielding reasonably 
accurate KIEs. Although, the method II rate constants determined by 
Ms 16 and ws15 may be more accurate, by themselves, the KIEs 
determined by a ratio of one method I and one method II rate constant 
may actually compound the error of each rate constant into F greater 
error in the resultant KIE value. 
The data in Tables XIX and XX clearly show that transition state 
theory predicts only negligible differences between the 
are in serious disagreement with this prediction. Furthermore, for 
the reactions of CH 3 and CD3 with H2 and D2 the LMR-PES and SW 
transition-state force constants could not be arbitrarily adjusted to 
produce a single set that would produce a variation in the KIEs and 
Arrhenius parameters comparable to the variation in the experimental 
values. It can be seen that decreasing the Ft.(i=l, 2 , 3) force 
~ 
constants from 0.568 to 0.0001 mdyne-R increases the calculated ~E 
values and decreases the ~~~ values. Therefore, the BEB03 and 
LEPS2 Arrhenius parameters calculated using Ft. (i=l, 2 , 3) = 0. 0001 
~ 
mdyne-R are in much better agreement with the Table XIX experimental 
90 
. ~ . 
results than those us~ng larger F~.(i=l, 2 , 3 ) values. However, a force 
constant value of Ft.(i=l, 2 , 3) = 0~568 mdyne-~ produces BEB03 and 
~ 
LEPS2 theoretically calculated Arrhenius parameters in best agreement 
with the experimental values in Table XX. Similarly for the LMR-PES, 
other transition-state force constants including off-diagonal cross-
term force constants can be adjusted to produce KIEs and Arrhenius 
parameters which are in agreement with one but not both of the 
CH3 + H2 (D 2) or CD3 + H2 (D2) experimental values. 
The k(CH3 ,~D)/k(CH3 ,~H) and k(CD 3 ,~D)/k(CD3 ,~H) Arrhenius para-
meters are given in Tables XXI and XXII, respectively. The LMR-PES 
gives ~~~values which lead to ~~~ and ~E values in much better 
agreement with experiment than are the values predicted by the BEB03, 
LEPS2, BEBO and LEPS models. This result is opposite to that 
observed for the reaction of cH3 and cn3 with H2 and D2 . As can be 
seen, the reproducibility in the ~~~ and ~E values derived from 
experiment leaves much to be desired. Also, as in Tables XVIII 
through XX the addition of Bell tunneling to the LMR-PES values 
improves the agreement with experiment for reactions involving CH4 or 
CH 3 radicals but tends to over-correct those values obtained for reac-
tions involving CD 3 radicals. The differences in the values reported 
by both sw14 and ws15 between the experimental ~E values in Table XXI 
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and the corresponding values in Table XXII are about 1.4 kilocalories/ 
mole. However, for each isotope effect the ~E value reported by sw14 is 
about 500 calories/mole greater than the ~E values reported by ws 15 
This latter difference is most pronounced in Table XXII where WS report 
the isotope effect is temperature independent. Since the rate determin-
ing step involves transfer of either H or D, the result is clearly in-
correct and casts doubt upon the experimental results obtained by Whittle 
15 
and Steacie . For the theoretically calculated Arrhenius parameters, 
it can be seen that the LEPS2 and BEB03 models predict increasingly 
large A /A values and decreasing ~E values which actually become nega--ll D . 
tive as F+. (i=l,2,3) increases. It should also be noted that the error 
cfll 
bounds on the SW ~E values do not encompass any of the theoretically 
calculated ~E values, although the LMR-PES ~E and ~/AD values are 
closer to the SW experimental result than any other theoretical result. 
Theoretical Primary Carbon Effects 
Tables XXIII and XXIV tabulate 13-carbon isotope effects and their 
temperature dependences based upon the LMR-PES. These tables also pre-
12 14 
sent 13-carbon KIEs based upon BEBO and BEB03 models. These latter 
values are based upon force constants and geometry that were also used 
to calculate secondary a-deuterium isotope effects (see below). 
Although k 12/k13 for both reactions are no where maximal, the k(CH 4 ,H)/ 
13 . 13 






13 a COMPARISON OF k(CH4 ,H)/k( CH4 ,H) RESULTS 
Transition State Theory Results 
Temperature 
°K MMI EXC ZPE KIE 
b Arrhenius Results 
296 1.002 0.999 1.034 1.035 







1.003 0.999 1.020 1.022 
1.003 0.998 1.010 1.011 0.999 ± 7 X 10-5 13.0 ± 0.06 
1.003 0.993 1.032 1.028 
1.003 0.993 1.017 1.013 0.995 ± 4 X 10-5 19.0 ± 0.03 
1.003 0.999 1.006 1.008 








aFar purposes of comparison all results were calculated using the LMR-PES reactant data with the 
activated complex parameters from the specified source. 
bResults obtained by linear least squares fit of ln (k12/k13) versus T-l for 12 values over the 
specified temperature range. See Appendix D. ~E is in calories per mole. 
c 
Calculated using the LMR-PES data. 
d 
Calculated using the BEBO activated complex data from Reference 12. 
eCalculated using the BEB03 activated complex data with Fti(i=l, 2 , 3)=0.000lmdyne-RfromReferencel4. 
fCalculated using the BEB03 activated complex data with Fti(i=l, 2, 3)=0.568 mdyne-R fromReferencel4. 
TABLE XXIV 
Transition State Theory Results Arrhenius Results 
b 
Activated Complex Temperature Al/A2 Temperature 
Used OK MMI EXC ZPE KIE liE Range °K 
LMR-PESc 296 1.008 0.999 0.999 1.006 1.006 ± 4 X 10-5 0.4 ± 0-.03 273-546 
546 1.008 0.998 1.000 1.006 
BE BOd 296 1.009 0.999 0.985 0.993 1.007 ± 1 X 10-4 -7.7 ± 0.09 273-546 
546 1.009 0.998 0.992 0.999 
BEB03e 296 1.009 0.993 0.997 0.999 1.002 ± 1 X 10-5 -1.8 ± 0.01 273-546 
546 1.009 0.993 0.999 1.001 
BEB03f 296 1. 009 1. 000 0.972 0.979 1.008 ± -5 9 X 10 -16.8 ± 0.07 273-546 
546 1.009 1.000 0.984 0.993 
\0 
w 
TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
Transition State Theory Results Arrhenius Results 
b 
Activated Complex Temperature Al/A2 Temperature 
Used OK MMI EXC ZPE KIE liE Range °K 
Pimentelg 296 1.008 1.000 0.995 1.003 1.007 ± 7 X 10-5 -2.7 ± 0.05 273-546 
546 1.008 1.000 0.997 1.005 
aFor purposes of comparison all results were calculated using the LMR-PES reactant data with the 
activated complex parameters from the specified source. 
bResults obtained by linear least squares fit ln (k12/k13) vs. T-l for 12 values over the specified 
temperature range. See Appendix D. liE is in calories per mole. 
c 
Calculated using the LMR-PES data with Gaussian 70 out-of-plane bending frequency values. 
d Calculated using the BEBO activated complex data from Reference 12. 
eCalculated using the BEB03 activated complex data with Fti(i=l, 2 , 3)=0.0001 mdyne-R from Reference 14. 
£Calculated using the BEB03 activated complex data with F:i(i=l, 2 , 3)=0.568 mdyne-R from Reference 14. 
gCalculated using the LMR-PES data with out-of-plane bending frequency values corresponding to the 
harmonic values from Reference 38. 
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not unreasonable qualitatively since reaction (l-1) involves almost 
total breaking of the C-H1 bond in passing from reactant-state to the 
transition state (that is, the transition-state configuration for (l-1) 
is very product-like). However, the small primary carbon effect for H 
atom abstraction on CH4 reflects the fact that the loss in the fre-
quencies associated with the C-H1 bond being broken is compensated to a 
large extent by the frequencies associated with the H1 -H 6 bond being 
formed. Conversely, for reaction (I-2) passing from the reactant state 
to the transition state involves very little of both H1-H6 bond breaking 
and C-H1 bond making (that is the transition state for reaction (I-2) is 
very reactant-like). Since the 13-carbon KIE is largely dependent on 
frequency changes associated with the C-H1 bond and reaction (I-2) in-
valves less of a change in the C-H1 bonding in passing from reactant 
state to transition state than reaction (l-1), then the Table XXIV KIEs 
for reaction (I-2) tend to be less than the corresponding KIEs for reac-
tion (I-1). Also, the BEB03 13-carbon effect using Fti(i=l,2,3) 0.568 
mdyne-R gives an inverse KIE for reaction (I-2) and a very small KIE 
for reaction (I-1). Comparison of the BEBO and BEB03 13-carbon KIEs 
shows that all the KIEs values become lower or more inverse as the 
value ofF .(i=l,2,3) is increased. This is the result of the effect 
¢1 
of the F¢. (i=l,2,3) values on the frequencies most strongly associated 
1 
with the C-H1 bond in the transition state. Specifically, the carbon 
effect is the result of differences in the CH 3 asymmetric stretching, 
v 5 , and degenerate bending, v 6 , frequencies in the activated complex 
and their corresponding reactant state values. The v1 and v 4 activated 
complex frequencies for the symmetric and asymmetric motion along the 
reaction coordinate, respectively, also contribute to the carbon effect. 
However, the v 7 and v8 linear bending frequencies are virtually unaf-
fected by isotopic carbon substitution. It should be noted that the 
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values labeled "Pimentel" in Table XXIV are calculated with all LMR-PES 
harmonic frequencies except the isotopic out-of-plane bending frequen-
cies which are calculated using a harmonic force constant adjusted to 
-1 
produce a CH3 out-of-plane bending frequency of 607 em which corre-
sponds to the spectroscopic frequency reported by Tan, Winer and 
Pimentel (also, see discussion of this force constant in the secondary 
a-deuterium KIE section). 38 The 13-carbon KIE calculated using this 
frequency is normal but exhibits an inverse temperature dependence. 
The LMR-PES 13-carbon KIE using the Gaussian 70 out-of-plane bending 
frequency is normal with a very small normal temperature dependence. 
This difference is the result of the smaller isotopic change in 
-1 
the "Pimentel" calculated, 607 em , than the Gaussian 70 calculated, 
-1 d f . 38 847 em , CH3 out-of-plane ben ing requenc1es. 
Precise experimental determinations of carbon isotope effects for 
reaction (I-1) and/or (I-2) would allow some additional insight into 
which one if any of the LMR-PES, BEBO and BEB03 theoretical models have 
any validity. Also, carbon effects could be intepreted and contrasted 
with the primary effects already discussed to give a more quantitative 
description of the bonding that occurs in the transition state for the 
abstraction reaction. This information could possible be used to con-
struct a better theoretical model of the reaction hypersurface. 
Theoretical Secondary a-Deuterium Effects 
"Exact" calculations for model reactions within the framework of 
absolute rate theory show that secondary a-deuterium isotope effects are 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF SECONDARY a-DEUTERIUM k(CH4 ,H)/k(CD3H,H) RESULTSa 
Transition State Theory Results Arrhenius Results b 
Activated Complex Temperature A]_/ A2 Temperature 
Used OK Mlfl EXC ZPE KIE t.E Range °K 
LMR-PESc 296 1. 319 0.858 •1. 395 1. 579 
546 1. 319 o. 771 1.198 1. 218 0.889 ± 0.002 332 ± 2 273-546 
BE BOd 296 1.274 0.903 1.123 1. 293 
546 1.274 0.830 1.065 1.127 0.962 ± 0.003 175 ± 2 273-546 
BEB03e 296 1.275 0.645 1. 832 1.507 
546 1. 27 5 0.642 1. 389 1.136 0.807 ± 0.003 367 ± 2 273-546 
BEB03f 296 1. 275 0.930 0.601 0. 712 
546 1. 275 0.879 0. 759 0.850 1.052 ± 0.002 -229 ± 1 273-546 
a 
For purposes of comparison all results were calculated using the LMR-PES reactant data with the 
activated complex parameters from the specified source. 
b -1 Results obtained by linear least squares fit of ln (kH/kD) vs. T for 12 values over the specified 
temperature range. t.E is in calories per mole. Deviations are standard deviations. 
c 
Calculated using the 
d 
Calculated using the 
eCalculated using the 
f 





complex data from Reference 12. 
complex data with Ft. (i=l, 2 , 3) = 0. 0001 mdyne-R from Reference 14. 
l 
complex data with Ft . = 0. 568 mdyne-R from Reference 14. 
h(l=l,2,3) 
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principally determined by the change in the a-hydrogen to carbon to 
leaving (entering) group bending force constants [Ft. (i=l,2,3)] in pass-
l ' 
ing from the reactant state to the transition state. 3b-d Since SW 
varied Ff (i=l,2,3) in their BEB03 activated-complex models, the small-
cpi 
est and largest values of these force constants were used with the 
other reported BEB03 parameters in Table XVI to calculate secondary 
a-deuterium KIEs. 14 The BEBO parameters reported by KHT12 were also 
used to calculate secondary a-deuterium KIEs since their reported 
Ft (i=l,2,3) value is almost the same as the median value used by sw14 , 
1 
see Table XVI. For purposes of comparison, the LMR-PES reactant-state 
frequencies and parameters were used in all the secondary a-deuterium 
KIE calculations. The secondary a-deuterium KIEs for reaction (I-1) are 
presented in Table XXV. Obviously, using the very large Ff (i=l,2,3) 
0 14 cpi 
value of 0.568 mdyne-A in the BEB03 model has a dramatic effect onthe 
2 
secondary a-deuterium KIEs; it produces inverse KIEs while the LMR-PES , 
BEB012 and the BEB03 with Ff (i=l 2 3) = 0.0001 mdyne-~ 
cp • ' ' 
all predict nor-
for large values of Ff (i=l,2,~ 
cpi 
l 
mal KIEs. This change to an inverse KIE 
occurs because the differences in the isotopic activated-complex fre-
quencies exceeds the differences in the isotopic reactant frequencies 
as is evidenced by the ZPE values in Table XXV. The differences in the 
MMI terms are the result of the differences in the activated complex 
geometries which produce different moments of inertia about the car-
tesian coordinate axes. The method of calculating these moments of 
inertia about the cartesian coordinate axes is given in Appendix B. 
The Arrhenius activation-energy differences, ~E, and preexponential 
factors (A1 /A2) for the LMR-PES and BEB03 [Ft. (i=l,2,3) = 0.0001 
l 
mdyne-R] appear to show the best agreement in both Table XXV and Table 
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XXVI. However, this agreement is apparently due to a fortuitous set of 
compensating factors. As seen in Table XXVI all secondary a-deuterium 
isotope effects for reaction (I-2) are inverse. The large Ff (i=l,2,3) = 
¢i 
0.568 mdyne-R for BEB03 merely causes the secondary KIE to become more 
inverse. The more inverse KIEs for larger Ft. (i=l,2,3), as expected, 
l 
show a larger negative ~E compared to the other ~E values in Table XXVI. 
It should be noted that the LMR-PES isotopic CH 3 normal-mode frequencies 
are used in all the secondary KIEs in Table XXVI and include the iso-
topic out-of-plane bending frequencies calculated using the Gaussian 70 
out-of-plane bending force constant given in Chapter II, except for the 
KIEs labeled Pimentel. The a effects labeled as Pimentel are based on 
the use of the out-of-plane bending normal mode frequency calculated 
using the out-of-plane bending force constant of Tan, Winer and Pimentel 
(TWP). 38 These authors obtained this force constant from their spectro-
scopic frequencies. 38 It should be noted that their reported force 
constant could not be weighted or adjusted in such a way as to exactly 
reproduce the harmonic frequencies that TWP report having calculated}8 
However, the difference is negligible, both our calculation and TWP 
-1 
give 607.0 em for CH3 , 
-1 
but TWP gives 470.2 em for cn 3 compared to 
-1 
our 470.5 em for CD 3 . The various isotopic CH3 harmonic normal-mode 
frequencies that were calculated using this force constant are tabu-
lated in Appendix C. Harmonic normal-mode frequencies were used 
instead of spectroscopic methyl radical frequencies for three reasons: 
First, TWP did not report spectroscopic frequencies for all the iso-
topic methyl radicals needed. Second, for the purpose of consistency, 
all other frequencies used to calculate the KIEs are harmonic normal-
mode frequencies. Third, the use of spectroscopic frequencies for the 
TABLE X..XVI 
Transition State Theory Results 
Activated Complex Temperature 
Used OK MHI EXC ZPE KIE 
LMR-PESc 296 1.669 0. 871 0. 577 0.838 
546 1.669 0. 773 0.742 0.958 
Pimenteld 296 1. 669 0.895 0.506 0.756 
546 1.669 0.800 0.691 0.923 
BEB03f 296 1.613 0.917 0.464 0.686 
546 1. 613 0.833 0.660 0.886 
BEB03f 296 1. 613 0. 655 0.757 0.800 




1.138 ± 0.008 -179 ± 5 
1.190 ± 0.010 -266 ± 3 
1. 217 ± 0.001 -336 ± 6 











TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
Transition State Theory Results Arrhenius Results 
b 
Activated Complex Temperature Al/A2 Temperature 
Used OK MMI EXC ZPE KIE LlE Range °K 
BEB03g 296 1.613 0.943 0.248 0. 377 1.331 ± 0.009 -739 ± 5 273-546 
546 1.613 0.882 0.470 0.668 
aFor purposes of comparison all results were calculated using the LMR-PES reactant data with Gaussian-70 
out-of-plane bending frequencies (unless specified otherwise) with the activated complex parameters 
from the specified source. 
b -1 Results obtained by linear least squares fit of ln(kH/kn) vs. T for 12 values over the specified 
temperature range. See Appendix D. LlE is calories per mole. 
c 
Calculated using the LMR-PES data with Gaussian-70 out-of-plane bending frequencies. 
d 
Calculated using the LMR-PES data with the methyl radical out-of-plane bending frequencies corresponding 
to the calculated harmonic values in Reference 38. 
e 
Calculated using the BEBO activated complex data from Reference 12. 
£Calculated using the BEB03 activated complex data with F!. (i=l, 2 , 3) = 0.0001 mdyne-R from Reference 14. 
+ ~ -
gCalculated using the BEB03 activated complex data with F~i(i=l, 2 , 3 ) - 0.568 mdyne-R from Reference 14. 
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out-of-plane bending mode in the transition-state-theory calculation 
would only raise the KIE by about 2-5 percent over the KIE calculated 
using harmonic frequencies. The Pimentel KIEs in Table XXVI have a 
slightly greater more inverse temperature dependence than the corre-
sponding KIE calculated using the Gaussian 70 force constant. However, 
this difference is smaller than the differences in the transition-state 
theory KIEs obtained using the BEBO and BEB03 models. 
Careful experimental determination of the KIEs in Tables XXV and 
XXVI might help distinguish which model if any adequately describes the 
real reaction hypersurface. The experimental rate constants reported 
. 16 15 
by Majury and Steac1e (MS) and Whittle and Steacie (WS) can be used 
to calculate secondary a-deuterium isotope effects. The values for 
16 
k(CH3 ,H 2)/k(CD3 ,H 2 ) are 0.91, 0.80, and 0.72 forMS , and 0.85, 0.69, 
15 0 
and 0.60 for WS at the temperatures 403, 483 and 563 K, respectively, 
using the method I rate constants for k(CD3 ,H 2). For the method II 
k(CD 3 ,H2 ) values, the experimental k(CH3 ,H2 )/k(CD3 ,H 2) isotope effects 
are 0.89, 0.71, and 0.62 for Ms, 16 and 1.23, 0.83, and 0.64 for ws 15 at 
0 
403, 483, and 563 K, respectively. Obviously, these experimental 
secondary a-deuterium KIEs become more inverse with increasing tempera-
ture. This experimental result defies both logical and theoretical 
predictions, since isotopic substitution should become less important 
at higher temperatures, especially at temperatures well above room 
temperature, and the KIEs should approach unity (or vt1 /vt1 ) as the 
temperature increases. Nevertheless, the individual experimental KIEs 
0 
are all inverse, except for one WS value at 403 K, as are all of the 
theoretical KIEs, and the magnitudes of the experimental and theoretical 
KIEs are not greatly different. Therefore, one can conclude that the 
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true secondary a-deuterium KIE for the reaction CH 3 (cn 3) +Hz is most 
likely inverse. However, the experimental temperature dependence for 
this reaction is questionable. The transition-state theory calculated 
KIEs in Table XXVI have more reasonable temperature dependences than 
experiment. Therefore, a more accurate determination of the experimen-
tal secondary a-deuterium KIE·for this reaction would be very helpful 
in quantifying the theoretical results. Quantitative comparison of 
the present theoretical and experimental KIEs is virtually impossible 
or at best meaningless due to the opposing trends of their temperature 
dependences. 
The fact that the transition-state theory secondary a-deuterium 
KIEs for reaction (I-1) of CH4 (cn 3~) + H in Table xxV produces normal 
KIEs and for reaction (I-Z) of CH3 (cn 3) +HZ in Table XXVI produces in-
verse KIEs is explained by the change in bonding between reactants and 
activated complex. For reaction (I-1) the HCH1 bending force constant, 
F (i=l,2,3), is usually reduced to a smaller Ft (i=l,2,3) in the 
¢i ¢i 
activated complex. This means that a-deuterium substitution produces 
less change in the normal-mode frequencies in the activated complex 
than in reactants. This produces a normal KIE. However, if 
F~ (i=l,2,3) < Ft (i=l,2,3), as is the case with one BEB03 value in 
't'i - ¢i 
Table XXV and all the KIEs in Table XXVI, then inverse KIEs are pro-
duced. The inverse BEB03 KIE in Table XXV is the result of the unreal-
is tic assumption that F~. (i=l,2,3) = Ft (i=l,2,3). 
'1'1 ¢i 
However, the in-
verse KIEs in Table XXVI for reaction (I-Z) are the result of more 
bonds being associated with the a-deuteriurns in the activated complex 
than in the reactants (that is, there is no F (i=l,2,3) value in the 
¢i 
reactants, since there is no C-H1 bond). Therefore, the a-deuterium 
substitution in reaction {I-2) causes a greater change in the normal 
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mode frequencies in the activated complex than in the reactants. Ob-
serving the form of the equations (I-3) and (I-4), it is then reasonable 
that the secondary a-deuterium KIEs in Table XXVI should be inverse and 
the corresponding KIEs for reaction (I-1) in Table XXV should be normal. . 
A comparison of the magnitude of the MMI terms in Tables XXIII and 
XXIV show that the BEBO and BEB03 models have somewhat larger MMI values 
than the LMR-PES. However, in Tables XXV and XXVI for the secondary 
a-deuterium KIEs the MMI terms using the BEBO and BEB03 models are 
smaller than the corresponding MMI values for the LMR-PES. The differ-
ence in these MMI relationships is directly related to the differences 
in the activated complex geometries. The LMR-PES has longer non-react-
ing C-H bond lengths than does either the BEBO or BEB03 models. There-
fore, the a-deuterium atom substitution causes a greater change in the 
moments of inertia for the LMR-PES isotopic configurations than in the 
BEBO and BEB03 models. Similarly, differences in the C-H, reacting 
bondlength create slightly greater differences in the 13-carbon MMI 
terms for BEBO and BEB03 models than for the LMR-PES. 
The Effect of Transition-State Geometry on the 
Isotope Effects 
Shapiro and Weston (SW) report that a change in the geometry of 
the CH 3 group relative to the C-H-H entity in the activated complex 
from tetrahedral to planar produced significant changes in the activated-
1 1 d f . 14 camp ex norma -mo e requenc1es. However, these authors found for 
the reaction CH3 + H2 that this geometry change altered the primary 
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KIEs by less than one percent.l4 The effect of CH3 geometry in the 
activated complex was extensively tested by calculating various KIEs 
based upon the LMR-PES. The results are presented in Tables XXVII and 
XXVIII. The frequencies used to calculate these KIEs are tabulated in 
Appendix C. It can be seen in Table XXVII that the primary deuterium 
and 14c KIEs all show a maximum percentage deviation between the high-
est and lowest values for the three KIEs in each row of less than one 
percent. This is in agreement with the findings of SW for primary 
14 
effects. However, the secondary deuterium KIEs for reactions (I-1) 
and (I-2) at 296 °K differ by a maximum of 10 percent. This somewhat 
larger effect on the secondary deuterium KIEs is expected, since 
changing the CH3 geometry affects the positions of the isotopic atoms 
in the activated complex. Wolfsberg and Stern have shown for a similar 
reaction involving elimination of X from CH3X or cn3x that at 300 °K 
a change from tetrahedral CH3 or cn3 to planar CH3 or cn3 geometry 
produces a 5.3% change in the secondary a-deuterium isotope effect. 3c 
They also state that this change is directly related to the MMI factor, 
but that information about the MMI factor and the corresponding geometry 
of the activated complex seem impossible to obtain directly from an ex-
3c perimental set of KIEs. However, Wolfsberg and Stern also state that 
the secondary a-deuterium isotope effects are primarily the result of 
force constant changes between reactants and activated complex. 3c In 
summary, since secondary deuterium KIEs are more strongly affected by 
such geometry changes than primary KIEs, then more uncertainty can be 
expected in the force constants,deduced f~om experimental secondary 
deuterium KIEs. The values in Table XXVIII are the Arrhenius para-
meters obtained by fitting the KIEs in Table XXVII over the specified 
TABLE XXVII 
THE EFFECT OF CH3 GEOMETRY IN THE ACTIVATED COMPLEX 
Calculated Isoto:p:e Effects a 
Temperature e Haximumf Percent Rat.e Constant 
b d Standard Rat.ios OK Tetrahedral LMR-PESc Planar Deviation Deviation 
k(CH4 + H) 296 1.549 1.579 1. 704 ± 0.082 10.0 
k(CD3~ + H) 546 1.213 1.218 1.236 ± 0.012 1.9 
k(CH4 + H) 296 1.067 1. 066 1.068 ± 0.0009 0.2 
k(14cH .+H) 
4 
546 1.035 1.034 1.034 ± 0.0004 0.1 
k(CH4 + H) 296 0.251 0.251 0.252 ± 0.0007 0.4 
k(CH4 + D) 546 0.554 0.554 0.555 ± 0.0006 0.2 
k(CH4 + H) 296 5.593 5.590 5.618 ± 0.015 0.5 
k(CH3!_> + H) 546 2.422 2.421 2.426 ± 0.003 0.2 
k(CH3 + H2) 296 0. 822 0.838 0.904 ± 0.044 10.0 
k(CD3 + H2) 546 0.954 0.958 0. 972 ± 0.010 1.9 
k(CH3 + H2) 296 1.013 1.012 1.014 ± 0.0009 o~z 




TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
Calculated IsotoEe Effects 
a 
Rate Constant Temperature 
b d 
Standarde Maximumf Percent 
Ratios OK Tetrahedral LMR-PESc Planar Deviation Deviation 
k(CH3 + H2) 296 0.929 0.930 0.934 ± 0.003 0.5 
k(CH3 + !;ID) 546 1.055 1.055 1.057 ± 0.001 0.2 
k(CH3 + H2) 296 1. 875 1. 874 1.883 ± 0.005 0.5 ,. 
k(CH3 + pH) 546 1. 622 1.621 1.625 ± 0.002 0.2 
~inetic isotope effects calculated using the harmonic LMR-PES reactant frequencies. 
b Calculated using tetrahedral CH3 geometry in the activated complex. 
cCalculated using the LMR-PES CH3 geometry in the activated complex. 
d Calculated using the planar CH3 geometry in the activated complex. 
eStandard deviation in the three KIEs in the row. 
f Largest difference relative to the smallest KIE in the row. 
· lOS 
TABLE XXVIII 






Ratios Tetrahedral LMR-PESe Planar Dev. 
k(CH4 + H) 
0.901 ± 6 X 10-4 0.889 ± 3 X 10-4 0.846 ± 0.002 ±.029 
k(CD3~ + H) 
k(CH4 + H) 
0.997 8 X 10-5 0.998 9 X 10-5 0.995 ± -4 
k(14cH + H) 
± ± 2 X 10 ±. 002 
4 
k(CH4 + H) 
1.407 ± 0.002 1. 406 ± 0.002 1.404 ± 0.002 ±.002 k(CH4 + D) 
k(CH4 + H) 
0.896 ± 0.001 0.895 ± 0.001 0.894 ± 0.001 ±.001 k(CH3J? +- H) 
k(CH3 + H2) 
1.115 ± 0.005 1.101 ± 0.005 1.047 ± 0.002 ±.036 k(CD3 + H2) 
k(CH3 + H2) 
1. 010 5 X 10-5 1.010 ± 4 X 10-5 1.008 ± 
-5 
k(14cn + H 
± 7 xlO ±.001 
3 2 
k(CH3 + H2) 
1. 219 ± 0.002 1.218 ± 0.002 1. 216 ± 0.002 ±.002 
k(CH3 + ~D) 
k(CH3 + H2) 
1.341 ± 0.006 1.340 ± 0.006 1.338 ± 0.006 ±.002 
k(CH3 + J?H) 
£1Ec (calories/mole) 
Rate Constant d f 
Std.g 
Ratios Tetrahedral LMR-PESe Planar Dev. 
---~--~-·-----· 
k(CH4 + H) 
323 ± 0.6 341 ± 0.3 410 ± 1. 9 ±46 
k(CD3~ + H) 
k(CH4 + H 
40 ± 0.1 39 ± 0.1 41 ± 0.2 ±1 
k( 14cH4 + H) 
Rate Constant 
Ratios 
k(CH4 + H) 
k(CH4 + D) 
k(CH4 + H) 
k(CH3p + H) 
k(CH3 + Hz) 
k(CD3 + Hz) 
k(CH3 + H2) 
k(l4CH3 + Hz) 
k(CH3 + Hz) 
k(CH3 + HD) 
k(CH3 + Hz) 
k(CH3 + DH) 
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TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
i'IEc (calories /mole) 
d f 
Std.g 
Tetrahedral LMR-PESe Planar Dev. 
-1011 ± 1 -1010 ± 1 -1006 ± 1 ±Z 
1079 ± 1 1079 ± 1 1083 ± 1 ±Z 
-166 ± 4 -149 ± 4 -79 ± z ±46 
1.7±0.05 1. 0 ± 0. 04 3.Z ± 0.05 ±1.1 
-156 ± 1 -155 ± 1 -151 ± 1 ' ±Z 
Z09 ± 4 Z09 ± 4 213 ± 4 ±Z 
aAll deviations are standard deviations in the Arrhenius equation 
parameters from a least squares fit to ln(kl/kz) = ln(Al/ Az) + (L'IE/R) 
(1/T) using LMR-PES reactant frequencies over the temperature range 
371-546°K. ' 
b Isotopic ratio of Arrhenius preexponential factors. 
clsotopic difference in Arrhenius activation energies in kcal/mole. 
d Calculated using tetrahedral CH3 geometry in the activated complex. 
eCalculated using the LMR-PES eH geometry in the activated complex. 
3 
f Calculated using the planar CH3 geometry in the activated complex. 
gStandard deviation in the preceding three values in the row. 
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range of temperatures to equation (III-13). As expected from Table 
XXVII the largest deviations in Table XXVIII are for the secondary 
deuterium KIEs. The geometry caused deviations in the primary carbon 
and deuterium effects are negligible. 
Contributions of the Bending and Stretching 
Frequencies to the Primary KIE 
0 
At reasonably low temperatures (~ 100 C), primary deuterium iso-
tope effects primarily reflect the magnitude of ~PE. Therefore, an 
estimate of the degree to which the KIE is influenced by normal mode 
bending frequencies can be made by calculating the ZPE contributions to 
the KIE using stretching and bending normal-mode frequency values in 
separate calculations. The isotopic reactant and transition-state fre-
quencies used for these calculations are given in Tables XXIX and XXX 
respectively, along with the summations over the separate sets of 
stretching and bending normal modes. The isotopic differences between 
these summations are used in equation (I-7) to obtain the contributions 
to the ZPE term tabulated in Table XXXI. For the CH4+H reaction, ZPE 
values calculated using only the stretching normal-mode frequencies are 
in better agreement with the "total ZPE" values than those ZPE contri-
butions calculated with either the bending normal mode frequencies alone 
or the stretching plus linear bending frequencies. However, for the 
reaction of cH3 with H2 and n2 or HD, the addition of the isotopic 
linear bending frequency values to the corresponding isotopic stretch-
ing frequency values produced two ZPE contributions within three per-
cent of the corresponding "Total ZPE" values in Table XXXI. The ZPE 
contributions involving abstraction of D from HD differ considerably 
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TABLE XXIX 
REACTANT ISOTOPIC FREQUENCIESa 
Normal He thane Methyl and Molecular Hydrogen 
Modes CH4 CH 3D CH 3 H2 D2 HD 
vl 2917.0 2224.1 2914.2 4468.1 3160.6 3870.0 
v2a 1526.6 1476.3 847.1 
v2b 1526.6 1476.3 
v3a 3080.1 3080.1 3099.6 
v3b 3080.1 3080.1 3099.6 
v3c 3080.1 2966.4 
v 4a 
1366.1 1356.7 1605.9 
v4b 1366.1 1197.9 1605.9 
v4c 1366.1 1197.9 
CH4 CH3D CH 3 + H2 CH 3 + D2 CH 3 + HD 
3n-6 
b ;: v. 19308.8 18055.8 17640.4 16332.9 17042.3 
i=l l 
Sum(v 2+v4)c 7151.5 6705.1 4058.9 4058.9 4058.9 
Sum(v1+v3) 
d 
12157.3 11350. 7 13581.5 1227 !1. () 12983.4 
aAll values -1 All values calculated using il1R-PES force con-in em . 
stants and geometry except vz under CH3 determined from Gaussian-70 
force constant and geometry. 
b Sum of all isotopic frequencies for a particular reactant or 
reactants. 
cSum of all isotopic bending frequencies for a particular reactant 
or reactants. 




TRANSITION-STATE ISOTOPIC FREQUENCIESa 







'\ 3388.4 2405.0 3106.0 2720. 9 
v2 2937.7 2939.3 2937.0 2941.2 
v3 964.7 953.6 959.3 956.9 
v4 1479.3i 1115. Oi 1181. 7i 1350.4i 
v 5b 3085.6 3085.7 3085.7 3085.7 
v6b 1502.9 1502.9 1502.9 1502.9 
v7b 752.3 632.6 636.6 746.1 
v8b 367.3 296.0 345.7 327.5 
3n-7 
z:: vi 
c 18707.0 17332.3 18144.1 17943.4 
i=l 
Sum(v3+v 6) 3970.5 3959.4 3965.1 3962.7 
Sum(v7+v8) 
d 2239.2 1857.2 1964.6 2147.2 
Bending sum 
e 6209.7 5816.6 5929.7 6109.9 v 
Stretching sum 
f 12497.3 11515.7 12214.4 11833.5 v 
aAll values in -1 Based upon the LMR-PES. em 
b Doubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cSum of all real frequencies omitting v4 the imaginary frequency. 
d of the associ·ated linear bending frequencies v7 and Sum v8. 
eSum of all the bending frequencies v3 , v6, v7 and v 8 . 
f 
of all the real stretching frequency values v1 , and v 5 . Sum v2 
TABLE XXXI 
BENDING AND STRETCHING FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ZPEa 
Bendingb Isotopic Ratio --===:.<L.--
f % f o Reactants ZPE o Dev. 
CH4 + II 
CH3!? + D 
CH4 + H 
CH 3IJ + H 
CH4 + H 
CH4 + D 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + D2 
CH 3 + H2 
CH3 + DH 
CH3 + H2 

















E % f ZP o Dev. 
0.258 -65.3 














aFrequency contributions to the vibrational zero point energy term 
(ZPE) calculated at 296°K, see (I-7). 
bCalculated using only the bending frequencies from the LMR-PES 
reactant and transition-state species. 
cCalculated using only the stretching frequencies from the LMR-PES 
reactant and transition-state species. 
dCalculated using only the linear bending and stretching frequencies 
from the isotopic LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species. 
eCalculated using all the isotopic LMR-PES frequencies. 
fPercent deviation from the total ZPE. 
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from the "Total ZPE" value, but the linear bending plus stretching fre-
quencies still produce a ZPE contribution in better agreement with the 
"Total ZPE" value than either the bending or stretching ZPE contribu-
tion alone. Clearly, the addition of linear bending frequency values 
to the stretching frequencies improves the agreement of the calculated 
ZPE contributions with the "Total ZPE" values for reaction (I-2) [that 
is, CH3 + isotopic H2]. However, combination of linear bending and 
stretching frequencies produces ZPE contributions in worse agreement 
with the "Total ZPE" values for reaction (I-1) [that is, isotopic 
CH4 + H(D)] than obtained from use of stretching frequencies alone. The 
origin of this difference between the ZPE contributions for reactions 
(I-1) and (I-2) is the relative magnitude of the differences between 
the reactant and transition-state bending frequencies. For reaction 
(I-2), the transition-state linear bending frequenci~s have a dominate 
effect on the ZPE contributions. However, for reaction (I-1) the 
reactant bending frequencies contribute approximately as much as 
the transition-state linear-bending frequencies to the ZPE value. 
Therefore, the addition of only the transition-state linear-bending 
frequencies to the stretching frequencies in reaction (I-1) 
without the compensating effect of the reactant bending frequencies 
actually decreases the agreement of the calculated ZPE contribu-
tions with the "Total ZPE" values in Table XXXI. 
The separate bending, stretching and linear-bending plus 
stretching frequency contributions to the EXC values are given 
in Table XXXII. Due to the function form of the equation for 
-u 
calculating the EXC values, (that is, t~e i), see (I-6), the 
largest frequency values have the least effect on the calculated 
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TABLE XXXII 
BENDING AND STRETCHING FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EXCa 
Bendingb 
Isotopic Ratio -~===----
of Reactants EXC % Dev.f 
CH4 + H 
CH3!? + D 
CH4 + H 
CH3p + H 
CH4 + H 
CH4 + D 
cn3 + H2 
CH3 + n2 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + DH 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + HD 
0.808 0 
o. 921 0 
0.914 0 
0.805 0 




























aFrequency contributions to the vibrational excitation factor (EXC), 
see (I-6). All values calculated at 296°K. 
b Calculated using only the bending frequencies from the isotopic LMR-
PES reactant and transition-state species. 
c Calculated using only the stretching frequencies from the isotopic 
LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species. 
d 
Calculated using only the linear bending and stretching frequencies 
from the isotopic LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species. 
eCalculated using all the isotopic LMR-PES frequencies. 
fPercent deviation from the total EXC. 
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EXC values. For this reason, the relatively large stretching 
frequencies produce negligibly small EXC contributions. Since the 
transition-state linear-bending frequencies are the smallest in 
magnitude, then the combinations of the stretching and linear-
bending frequencies produce EXC contributions almost identical to 
the "Total EXC" values in Table XXXII. The bending frequencies 
alone produce EXC contributions identical to the "Total EXC" values 
to the accuracy expressed in Table XXXII. 
The separate frequency contributions to the VP values are given in 
Table XXXIII. The stretching frequencies alone do not produce VP con-
tributions in good agreement with the "Total VP" values. Use of the 
linear-bending frequencies plus the stretching frequencies produces VP 
contributions in excellent agreement with the "Total VP" values except 
for the first two cases in Table XXXIII. For these two cases the reac-
tant HiCH1 (i=2,3,4) bending frequencies exert a considerable influence 
on the magnitude of VP. The bending frequencies alone produce VP values 
that are very close to the total VP values in the first and fourth rows 
in Table XXXIII. This excellent agreement can be interpreted as the 
complimentary effect of the isotopic reactant HCH bending and activated 
complex linear bending frequencies on the former VP, and the dominate 
influence of the isotopic activated complex linear bending frequencies 
over the latter VP in row four. The VP values involving the CH 3-H-D and 
CH3-D-H frequencies require more compensating effects between the bend-
ing and stretching isotopic frequencies to obtain the total VP value. 
The contributions of the bending, stretching and linear-bending 
plus stretching frequencies to the ZPE, EXC and VP values tabulated in 
Tables XXXI through XXXIII are combined in Table XXXIV with the vtL/v!L 
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TABLE XXXIII 
BENDING AND STRETCHING FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE VPa 
Linear Bending d 
b c 
Isotopic Ratio Bending Stretching 
+ Stretching Totale 
of Reactants VP % Dev.f VP % Dev.f VP % Dev.f VP 
CH4 + H 
1. 573 -3.3 1.034 -36.4 2.252 38.4 1. 627 
CH 3!? + D 
CH4 + H 
1.132 24.8 0.801 -11.7 1.263 39.3 0.907 
CH3!? + H 
CH4 + H 
CH4 + D 
1. 289 -19.6 1. 244 -22.4 1. 591 -0.8 1.604 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + D2 
2.203 -0.4 0.996 -54.6 2.169 -1.1 2.194 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + DH 
1. 585 -5.7 0.945 -37.0 1.490 -0.6 1.499 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + ~D 
1.289 -7.2 1.077 -22.5 1.378 -0.8 1.389 
aFrequency contributions to the vibrational product (VP) factor, see 
(I-8). All values calculated at 296°K. 
bCalculated using only the bending frequencies from the isotopic LMR-
PES reactant and transition-state species. 
cCalculated using only the stretching frequencies from the isotopic 
LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species. 
d Calculated using only the stretching and linear bending frequencies 
from the LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species. 
e Calculated using all the isotopic LMR-PES fr~quencies. 
f Percent deviation from the total VP. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
BENDING AND STRETCHING FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE KIEa 
Linear Bending d Isotopic b . c 
Ratio of Bending Stretchi_I!EL_ + Stretching + + Totale 
Reactants KIE % Dev.f KIE % Dev .f. KIE % Dev. f vliJv2L KIE 
CH4 + H 
1. 919 48.1 0.897 -30.8 0.621 -52.1 1. 3267 1.296 CH3!? + D 
CH4 + H 
1.956 -65.0 3.581 ;_35.9 2.659 -52.4 1. 2518 5.590 CH3"Q + H 
CH4 + H 
CH4 + D 
1. 013 304.6 0.271 8.0 0.397 58.2 1.0955 0.251 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + D2 
0.906 -54.4 2.915 46.6 2.020 1.6 1. 3267 1.988 
CH3 + H2 
CH3 + DH 
0.922 -50.8 2.545 35.8 2.668 42.4 1. 2518 1. 874 
-
CH 3 + H2 
CH 3 + HD 
1.013 -8.9 1. 005 8.1 0.940 1.1 1. 0955 0.930 
-
aBending and stretching KIE values calculated using the VP, EXC, and 
ZPE quantities in the accompanying tables, see (I-4). All values 
calculated at 296°K. 
bCalculated using only the bending frequencies from thj is£topic 
LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species times viL/v2L" 
c 
Calculated using only the stretching frequencies fromithe~isotopic 
LMR-PES reactant and transition-state species times v L/v}L· 
dCalculated using only the linear bending plus the stretching 
frequencies froT thJ isotopic LMR-PES reactant and transition-state 
species times vi1 /v21 . , 
eCalculated using all the isotopic LMR-PES frequencies. 
f 
Percent deviation from the total KIE. 
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values to give the corresponding comparisons for the calculated KIE 
values. It can be seen that few of the individual contributions to the 
total KIE come close to agreeing with the total KIE values. Two notable 
exceptions are the contributions due to the linear bending plus stretch-
ing frequencies in rows four and six of Table XXXIV. These differ from 
the total KIE value by 1.6% and 1.1%, respectively. The other values 
differ by about 8 percent to as much as 304.6 percent. The data in 
Table XXXIV show that the stretching frequencies alone tend to repro-
duce the KIE values as well or better than all the other bending or 
linear-bending plus stretching frequency sets, except for the two cases 
previously mentioned. However, except for these two exceptions, the 
error due to using an incomplete vibrational frequency data set, as 
discussed in Chapter I, can lead to very large errors in the calculated 
KIEs. 
Relating Primary Deuterium and Tritium Isotope 
Effects 
The relationship between tritium and deuterium primary KIEs is 
commonly referred to as the Swain-Schaad relation. 23 This relationship 
was tested for its applicability to the CH4+H and CH 3+H2 reactions by 
using the LMR-PES isotopic frequencies to obtain transition-state 
theory calculated KIEs which are compared using Bigeleisen's definition 
of r (see footnote a in Table XXXV). 24 The results are given in Table 
XXXV. The isotopic reactions compared in Table XXXV were chosen based 
upon the feasibility of their experimental determination rather than 
their being pure primary isotope effects. As discussed in Chapter I, 
the Swain-Schaad relation is only supposed to be applicable to reac-
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TABLE XXXV 
RELATIONSHIPS OF TRITIUM AND DEUTERIUM ISOTOPE EFFECTS 
Ratio of Rate b Temperature 
k /kD kH/kT a !.1r 0K 
Cons tan'-=t=s ___ --'=---ll--=--~-----=~-=------=r:__ __ _:s::_::s::.__ __ ~::__-
k(CH4,H)c 2.311 x 104 1.640 x 106 
1.614 X 102 1.407 X 103 
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tions involving transfer of the isotopic hydrogen at rather low temper-
0 
atures (< 100 C). It can be seen that the only pure primary isotope 
effect in Table XXXV is k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH3~,H). Over the temperature range 
considered, the calculated value of k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH3~,H) agrees quite 
well with the theoretical r = 1.442 determined only from the H, D, ss 
and T atomic weights (as shown in footnote b of Table XXXV). The KIEs 
and r values reported for infinite temperature are obtained from the 
high temperature limits to the KIEs (that is, vi1 /vt1 ). The other ex-
treme is represented by the k(CH4,H)/k(CH4,x).vaiues which are pure end 
atom effects. It can be seen that these KIE values are inverse (that is, 
the heavier isotopic reactants react faster) and that the KIE values go 
> 0 
past (or crossover) unity at some temperature above 546 K (approximately 
1500 to 2000°K). It has been noted by Stern and Vogel that when the 
KIEs are very near unity, the r values become anomalous and useless as 
a method of approximately tritium KIEs from deuterium KIEs or vice 
25 versa. The other two KIEs for which r values were determined in 
Table XXXV are combined end atom plus normal primary KIEs. Their cal-
culated r values decrease toward r a 1.442 until between 600 and 
ss 
1000°K, and then increase until the infinite temperature value is 
reached, The k(CH3 ,tlX)/k(CH3 ,~H) values show better overall agreement 
with the r • 1.442 since each individual D or T KIE increases mono-ss 
tonically with lowering temperature. The k(CH3,H2)/k(CH3,x2) values 
0 have an inflection point at approximately 200 K and decrease in value 
at lower temperature. Since the D and T inflection pointsdonot occur 
at exactly the same temperature the calculated r values decrease in 
their agreement with r at lower temperatures, These results in Table ss 
XXXV seem to indicate that this simple Swain-Schaad relationship can 
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be used to give a reasonable estimate of the expected kH/kT value given 
an accurate value for k /kD and raising it to the r = 1.442 power. 
H ss 
The values for the first three KIEs in Table XXXV indicate that such a 
relationship would be reasonably correct over a very broad range of 
temperature. However, the k(CH3 ,H2)/k(CH3 ,x2) values show that the 
Swain-Schaad relationship will yield only fair results at the supposedly 
most optimum temperature and worse results at lower temperatures. 
. 13 14 
Relat1ng C and C Isotope Effects 
Since the Swain-Schaad relationship in its most abbreviated form 
appears to work for the CH4 + H ~ CH3 + H2 reaction system even at 
0 
higher temperatures (> 100 C) than it is supposed to be valid, and since 
reasonable values were obtained for isotopic configurations other than 
the strictly primary D(or T) effects, it was reasoned that possibly a 
similar relation might be applicable to 13-carbon and 14-carbon KIEs. 
The results obtained from the extension to carbon isotope effects using 
the LMR-PES predicted 13-carbon and 14-carbon effects are shown in 
Table XXXVI. To estimate the magnitude of a 14-carbon KIE at a particu-
lar temperature, the 13-carbon KIE at that temperature is raised to 
the r = 1.888 power (see footnote b in Table XXXVI). The estimated 
accuracy of this relation is given by calculating the r values (see 
c 
footnote (a) in Table XXXVI) and determining the differences between 
these r values and the theoretical r = 1.888. It can be seen in Table 
c 
XXXVI that the CH4+H carbon effects fit the theoretical r 1.888 very 
well over the entire temperature range. However, the CH3+H2 carbon 
effects tend to fall off rather rapidly at low temperature and the re-
lationship is not very accurate below room temperature (- 300°K). This 
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TABLE XXXVI 
RELATIONSHIPS OF 13c and 14c ISOTOPE EFFECTS 
Ratio of Rate 
k1/k13 k1/k14 
a /:;,r b Temperature 
Constants r OK c c 
k(CH4,H) 1. 2241 -1.4566 1. 860 -.028 50 
k(*CH4,H) 1.1074 1.2089 1. 860 -.028 100 
1. 03513 1.06633 1. 860 -.028 296 
1. 01825 1.03422 1.860 -.028 546 
1.00544 1.01024 1.878 -0.10 00 
k(CH3,H2) 1. 00396 1.00639 1.614 -.274 50 
k(*CH3,H2 1. 00584 1.01048 1. 792 -.096 100 
1. 00637 1.01186 1. 857 -.031 296 
1.00601 1. 01123 1.864 -.024 546 
1. 00544 1.01024 1. 878 -.010 00 
arc= 1n(k12/k14)/1n(k12/k13). 
b (1/m12).5 -
/:;,r = r - r, where r = 
c c (1/m12).5 
1. 888. 
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relationship was also tested with some fractionation factor equilibria 
0 45 
values reported by Hartshorn and Shiner that were calculated at 298 K. 
The reactions used are given by equations (III-14) and (III-15). 
(III-14) 
(III-15) 
Hartshorn and Shiner (HS) report a value of 1.0066 for the 13-carbon 
effect in (III-14). By raising this value to the 1.888 power, a value 
of 1.0125 was obtained which compares favorably with 14-carbon effect 
value of 1.0122 reported by Hs. 45 Similarly, the relation for the 
14-carbon effect in (III-15) is given by 
(0.9429) 1 "888 0.8949 (III-16) 
The 14-carbon effect value reported by HS is 0.8948. 45 The fact that 
these calculated values agree within 0.03% of the absolute rate theory 
calculated values reported by HS supports the validity of the relation-
ship expressed in Table XXXVI. 
Rule of the Geometric Mean Relationships 
As discussed in Chapter I, the rule of the geometric mean is based 
on the applicability of vibrational frequency sum rules to the calcu-
lation of transition-state theory isotope effects. Table XXXVII shows 
the relationship between the various secondary a-deuterium KIEs for 
both the CH4 + H and qhe CH3 + H2 reactions. It can be seen that the 
k(H/D) and F(H/D) (see footnote a in Table XXXVII) values for one 
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TABLE XXXVII 
RULE OF THE GEOMETRIC MEAN RELATIONSHIPS FOR SECONDARY ISOTOPE EFFECTS 
Isotope Effect TemEerature of IsotoEe Effect 
RelationshiEa,b 50°K 273°K 546°K 746°K 1046°K 2246°K 
k(CH4 ,H/CD3!i,H) 9.4826 1.6502 1. 2182 1.1251 1. 06675 1.01563 
F(CH4 ,H/CD3!i,H) 9.4755 1. 6490 1. 217 3 1.1243 1. 06595 1. 01487 
3 8.6101 1. 6430 1. 2176 1.1249 1. 06668 [k(CH4 ,H/CH2D~,H)] 1.01559 
3 8.6038 1. 6418 [F(CH4 ,H/CH2D~,H)] 1. 2167 1.1241 1.06590 1. 01486 
k(CH4 ,H/CHD2~,H) 4.3250 1.3942 1.1404 1. 08171 1. 04399 1.01038 
F(CH4 ,H/CHD2~~H) 4.3229 1. 3935 1.1399 1. 08117 1.04348 1.00989 
lk(CH4 ,H/CH 2D~,H)) 2 4.2009 1.3924 1.1403 1.08164 1. 04397 1. 01037 
2 4.1988 1. 3917 [F(CH4 ,H/CH2D~,H)] 1.1397 1. 08112 1.04346 1.00988 
k(CH4 ,H/CH2Dg,H) 2.0496 1.1800 1. 06783 1.04002 1. 0217 5 1. 00517 
F(CH4 ,H/CH2D~,H) 2.0491 1.1797 1. 067 57 1. 03977 1. 02150 1. 00493 
k(CH3 ,H2/cn3,H2) . 06413 .8115 .9579 .9804 .9915 .99902 
F(CH3,H2/cn3,H2) .06408 .8109 . 9572 .9796 .9908 .99827 
3 .05756 .8093 .9574 .9800 [k(CH3,H2/cH2D,H2)J .9913 .99898 
3 .05751 .8088 .9568 .9794 [F(CH3,H2/cH2D,H2)J .9907 .99826 
k(CH3,H2/CHD2,H2) .1548 .8697 . 9717 .9868 .9943 .99934 
F(CH3 ,H2/CHD2,H2) .1547 .8692 . 9712 .9863 .9938 .99884 
2 . 9714 [k(CH3,H2/cH2D,H2)J .1491 .8684 .9866 .9942 . 99932 
2 [F(CH3,H2/cH2D,H2)J .1490 .8681 .9710 .9862 .9938 .99884 
k(CH3,H2/cH2n,H2) .3861 .9319 .9856 .9933 . 9971 .99966 
F(CH3 ,H2/cH2D,H2) .3860 .9317 .9854 .9931 .9969 .99942 
ak(l/2) = (v!L/vtL)F(l/2), where 1 and 2 represent the light and heavy 
8 2/slf(Z/1) 
isotope species respectively and F(l/2) = f + ~ =VP·EXC·ZPE, 
see (I-29). s 2/s1f (2/1) 
b Where applicable the atom being abstracted is underlined. 
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a-deuterium when squared and cubed give reasonable approximations to the 
transition-state theory calculated k(H/D) and F(H/D) values having two 
and three a-deuteriums, respectively. This relationship produces better 
results at higher temperature, since the sum rules upon which this re-
lationship is based apply to the high temperature approximation to the 
transition-state theory calculated KIEs which is only valid at elevated 
46 
temperatures, see (I-23) and (III-17) . 
.1 .1 1 3n-6 2 2 3n-7 .12 .12 
ln(vT fvT ) + [ E (u u ) E (uT uT )] 
11 21 24 i=l il- i2 - i=l il - i2 (Ill-17) 
An indepth study of the deviations from the rule of the mean as it 
is related to the method of finite orthogonal polynomial expansions has 
been recently given by Ishida and Bigeleisen, see (I-25). 27 ' 47 However, 
the simple relationships expressed in Chapter I satisfy the comparisons 
made in Table XXXVII. 
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APPENDIX A 
LMR-PES COORDINATE RELATIONSHIPS 
The relationship between cartesian coordinates and the LMR-PES 
internal coordinates is controlled by three sets of equations in the 
computer code. The first set, shown in Equation (A-1) initializes 
the cartesian coordinates for each numbered atom in Figure 1 given 
values for z1 and z6 equal to r 1 and (r1 + r 6), respectively, in 
Table III or Table V, 
y2 ::: r sine e 
z2 = r case e 
x3 == r sinS e 
cos(ll'rr/6) 
y3 = r sine sin(llTI/6) e 
z3 r case e 
x4 = r sine cos (71T I 6) e 
y4 = r sine sin(7TI/6) e 
z4 = r case e 
with e defined by 
e = goo, (rl > 6.274) 
8 :::: 't (rl :s. r ) e 
8 = '- a5(rl-:re), (re<rl s. 6.274) 
(A-1) 
(A-2) 
where re has the value 2.0673 atomic units, a 5 is defined in Table IV, 
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T is the tetrahedral angle and x1 , y1 , x2 , x5 , y5 , z5 , x 6 , and y6 are 
set equal to zero. These cartesian coordinates are converted to the 
15 possible interatomic distances by the DIST routine defined by (A-3), 
D .. = [(x.-x.)2 + (y.-y.)2 + (z.-z.)2]1/2 
l] l J l J l J 
(A-3) 
where i and j are the atom numbers 1 through 6 with ifj. The 
corresponding interatomic distances defined in Tables III and V are 













rl3 = n2,3 
rl4 n2,4 
rlS = D3,4 (A-4) 
The last six interatomic distances (r10 through r 15) are used to 
calculate the six angles 81 through 86 . The ANGLE routine uses the 
law of cosines and the interatomic distances in (A-4) to calculate 





Therefore, when a cartesian coordinate is incremented the DIST and 
ANGLE routines convert that change to LMR-PES coordinates before the 
energy is calculated. 
The relationships between the internal valence coordinates 
designations (given in Table V) and the corresponding LMR-PES coor-
dinates was established by equations relating the valence coordinates 
designations to the· proper cartesian coordinate representations. The 
cartesian coordinate values calculated using these equations were then 
used in subroutine DIST to obtain the proper values for the LMR-PES 
coordinates designations. Each valence coordinate in the last column 
of Table V has a discrete functional cartesian coordinate representa-
tion programmed into the routine QRESET or ALBEND. For example, when 
R1 is incremented by h the QRESET function is given by (A-6), 
rCl + h 
(A-6) 
where rCl and ZCl and zc6 are the equilibrium LMR-PES and cartesian 
coordinate values, respectively, for the molecular configuration for 
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which force constants are being determined. The z1 and z6 values are 
then used in the DIST routine to obtain the corresponding LMR-PES 
notation is used for each of the following valence coordinate relation-
ships. The non-reacting C-H bond stretching relationships from 
incrementation of R.(i=2,3,4) by his given by (A-7), 
l 
r. rei+ h l 
A tP • 1 - (.21:_) l- 2 
r pi r.cos(A) l 
T = arctan(xc/Y Ci) 
x. r .sin(T) 
l pl 




where i=2,3,4, r . is r. projected into the xy plane, see Figure 1, and 
pl l 
A is the angle or ri out of the xy plane. DIST then converts xi, yi 
and zi' (i=2,3,4) to the corresponding LMR-PES coordinates. 
The H-H bond stretching relationship for incrementation of R5 by h 
is geometrically related to the linear-bending valence coordinates a 
X 
and a • Therefore, R5 , a and a relationships are all handled by the y X y 
same set of equations programmed in the ALBEND routine. These 
equations relating the incremented coordinates r 6 = rc 6 +h, ax= ax +h, 
or a 
y 
a + h to the LMR-PES coordinates are given in (A-8), 
y 
!J.a = 7f - a 
X X 








R r 6cos (t ..ay)/S 
x6 
2 
R = r 6cos (f'..a)/S 
y6 
x6 R sin(f'..a ) 
x6 X 
y6 R sin(f'..a ) 
x6 y 
z6 [R cos(f'..a )] + rl (A-8) x6 X 
where R5 and r 6 correspond to the same interatomic distance, but R5 is 
also a function of the LMR-PES coordinates r 5 , r 7 , r 8 and r 9 as are the 
a and a valence coordinates from Table V. Application of the DIST 
X y 
equations complete the transformation of the incremented R5 , ax or ay 
coordinates to the corresponding set of LMR-PES coordinates. 
The incremented ¢.(i=l,2,3) valence angle coordinates are 
l 
transformed into LMR-PES coordinates by (A-9), 







xi+l r . 1sin(T) pl+ 
yi+l rpi+lcos(T) 
2 i+l ri+l sin(A) (A-9) 
where xi+l' yi+l and zi+l (i=l,2,3) correspond to the cartesian 
coordinates of the non-reacting hydrogens ~n Figure 1. The correspond-
ing change in the ri+6(i=1,2,3) values during incrementation of 
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~i = f(8i,ri+6), (i=l,2,3) is calculated by application of the DIST 
equations. 
Equation (A-10) interrelates valence angle coordinates ~- (i=4,5,6) 
l 
and the LMR-PES coordinates for the HCH angles associated with the non-









~i + h 
~1 (Tr/2) 




2 2 1/2 + ri-1 2r 2r. 1cose.] l- l 
lz2 - zi-11 
re cos[arcsin( )] 
i re 
i 
2 2 2 
arcos[(rpl + rp 2 - pre )/(2r 1r 2)] i p p 




r 1sin(e ) 
p x2 
r 1cos(e ) p x2 
-r2sin(A1) 
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z. 1 = -r. 1sin(A2) l- l- (A-10) 
For i=4 or 5 in equation (II-35) rpl and rp 2 are the r 2 and ri-l bond-
lengths projected into the xy plane, respectively, and the cartesian 
coordinates x2 , y2 , z2 , xi-l' yi-l' and zi-l convert the incremented 
¢4 and ¢5 coordinates into the properly changed UfR-PES coordinate 
values through application of (A-3) and (A-4). The valence coordinate 
transformation for incrementation of ¢6 by his given by (A-11), 
86 ¢6 + h 
A3 ¢2 (Tr/2) 
A4 ¢3 (Tr /2) 
rp3 r 3cos (A3) 
rp4 r 4cos(A4) 
2 2 
r8 [r3 + r4 2r3r 4cos8] 
6 
z2 - z3 
r 8 cos[arcsin( )] prB 
6 6 re 
2 2 
p8 = arcos[(r 3 + rp4 6 p 









x3 r 3cos(8 ) p y3 
y3 r 3sin(8 ) p y3 
z3 -r 3sin (A3) 
x4 -r 4cos(8 ) p y4 
y4 r 4sin(8 ) p y4 
z4 -r4sin(A4) (A-ll) 
where rp 3 and rp 4 are the r 3 and r 4 bondlengths projected into the xy 
plane, respectively, and the cartesian coordinates x 3 , y 3 , z3 , x4 , y4 
and z4 transform the incremented ¢ 6 coordinate into the proportionally 
changed LMR-PES coordinates through application of (A-3) and (A-4). It 
should be noted that the ANGLE transformation routine was not used in 
incrementing a valence angle coordinate(s) since the internal valence 
coordinates not being used to obtain a particular derivative must be 
held constant while the energy values are computed as a function of a 
particular coordinate's values. Use of the ANGLE routine equations 
would not allow this to be done. 
APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF NORMAL MODE FREQUENCIES 
AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS 
Calculation of Normal Mode Frequencies 
The normal mode frequencies for the various isotopic configura-
tions were calculated using the Wilson FG matrix method which has been 
programmed in the Wolfsberg modification of the Schachtschneider 
9 program (WMS). The purpose of this appendix is to describe the 
relationship between the cartesian coordinate force constant matrices 
and the internal coordinate force constant matrices used in the 
FXGEN ROUTINE in addition to describing the calculational methods 
generally associated with the Wilson FG matrix calculations used in 
the Schachtschneider program. 9 
The usual input procedures requires the masses and cartesian 
coordinates associated with each atom and an internal coordinate code 
for each internal coordinate in the molecule. 9 • 48 The L~R-PES 
cartesian coordinates are easily obtained from Tables III and V and 
the equations (A-1) and (A-2) in Appendix A. The internal coordinate 
specifications are also obtained from Tables III and V. These 
specifications are combined with the cartesian coordinates of each 
atom to generate the transformation matrix, B, having I rows and 3N 
columns where I is the number of internal coordinates and N is the 
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number of atoms. 49 The B matrix transforms the cartesian coordinate 
. t 
column vector X, where X = [x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,x2 .... ZN], into the column 
vector of internal coordinates R, where Rt = [R1 ,R2 , ... R1 ], by (B-1), 
R Bx (B-1) 
where the superscript t indicates transposition of the column vector to 
9 48 the corresponding row vector. ' The inverse kinetic energy matrix, 
G, is calculated by (B-2), 
G (B-2) 
-1 
where M is the diagonal inverse mass matrix in which m. , m. , and 
lX lY 
miz are the masses associated with each atom i from one toN for each 
cartesian coordinate in (B-3). 49 




o ............... 1/~2 ; 
J 
The resultant G matrix is an I by I square matrix. Frequencies are 
obtained by solution of the corresponding GF product matrix secular 
equation, (B-4), 
GFL LA (B-4) 
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where F is the I by I internal coordinate force constant matrix, L is 
the transformation matrix which must be normalized to properly remove 
any redundant internal coordinates from the diagonal eigenvalue 
50 matrix A. The A matrix values are related to the vibrational 
-1 




2 2 2 




The numerical constant in (B-5) is that used in the Schachtschneider 
9 program. 
The vibrational potential energy, V,is defined by (B-6). 9 • 50 
2V 
Substitution of (B-1) into (B-6) gives (B-7). 
2V 
Since the vibrational potential energy is defined as the scalar 
product of a force constant matrix and its associated coordinate 
(B-6) 
(B-7) 
vectors as in (B-6) then the 3N by 3N cartesian coordinate force 
constant matrix F in equation (B-8) is equivalent to BtFB in equation 
X 
(B-7). 51 
2V t X F X 
X 
(B-8) 
Combining (B-7) and (B-8) produces a method of transforming internal 
coordinate force constant matrices into their corresponding cartesian 





If a cartesian coordinate force constant matrix is used in the 
-1 
frequency calculation then the G matrix equals M and the secular 
51 
equation reduces from (B-4) to (B-10). 
LA (B-10) 
The functional form of the secular equation (B-10) with the symmetric 
M-1F product matrix allows it to be solved more easily than the 
X 
unsymmetric GF product matrix. Also, if F is obtained from (B-9) 
X 
it is properly normalized and all eigenvalues except the normal mode 
frequencies will be zero upon solution of (B-10). 9 •51 If F is 
X 
calculated directly from a potential energy surface the eigenvalue 
solution to (B-10) may exhibit some small residual rotational-transla-
tional character unless special care is taken in the calculation of F . 
X 
The more involved solution of the internal coordinate GF secular 
equation used in the WMS program as described by Schachtschneider 
9 follows. The solution of an unsymmetric GF matrix is avoided by 
solving two symmetric secular equations. The G matrix is factored 
into conjugate W matrices by an eigenvalue-eigenvector diagonalization 
procedure to solve (B-11), 
GD = Dr (B-11) 
where D is the eigenvector matrix of G and r is the diagonal eigen-
value matrix of G. Since G is a symmetric matrix of real values, D 
must be orthogonal and the r. roQts must be real. Therefore, (B-12) is 
1 
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correct and theW matrix is defined by (B-13), 
G (B-12) 
w (B-13) 
where r~ is the diagonal matrix of square roots of the r. eigenvalues. 9 
l 
The G matrix is then defined by (B-14). 
G wwt (B-14) 
A real symmetric H matrix which is equivalent to the corresponding GF 
product matrix is defined by (B-15). 
(B-15) 
The solution of the secular equation (B-16) by diagonalization of H 
HC = CA (B-16) 
produces the eigenvector matrix C and the diagonal eigenvalue matrix A 
which is the same as the A in (B-4) and (B-5). The major difference 
between (B-4) and (B-16) is that in (B-4) L must be properly normalized 
to remove the redundant normal coordinate representations in the GF 
matrix (that is those over the 3N-6 limit). However, the symmetric 
form of H causes these redundancies to be automatically removed 
during the solution of (B-16). 9 
Calculation of Moments of Inertia 
The first step in the calculation of the mass moments of inertia, 
I , I , and I for a particular molecular species is the calculation 
X y Z 
of the cartesian coordinates of the center of mass, C , C , and C , 
X y Z 











i=l l l 
N 
~ m.Y. 







~ m.z. (B-17) 
i=l l l 
where M is the molecular weight, N is the number of atoms, m. is the 
l 
atomic weight of atom i (H = 1.007825 amu, D = 2.0141 amu, T = 
12 13 3.01605 amu, C = 12.000 amu, C 13.00335 amu, and 14c 
14.0032 amu), and xi, yi, and zi are the cartesian coordinates of 
atom i. The next step involves the calculation of the elements of the 
moment of inertia tensor matrix. The diagonal elements 9f the moment 
of inertia tensor matrix require the distance, ri' of each atom i from 
the center of mass. 
[(x. + C ) 2 + (y. + C ) 2 + (Z. + C ) 2 ]~ 
l X l y l Z 
(B-18) 
The individual elements of the moment of inertia tensor matrix are 












m.[r. 2 - (x. + C ) 2 ] 
l l l X 
m.[r. 2 - (y. + C ) 2] 
l l l y 
























I: m. (x. + c )(y. + 
l l X l 
i=l 
N 
I: m. (x. + C )(Z. + 
i=l l l X l 
N 
I: m. (y. + C )(z. + 
i=l l l y l 

















then diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues I , I , and I which are 
X y Z 
the principal moments of inertia for a particular molecular species 
b h f h f . d. 53 a out eac o t e center o mass cartes1an coor 1nate axes. 
APPENDIX C 
TABULATION OF ISOTOPIC NORMAL MODE FREQUENCIES 
AND PARAMETERS USED IN TRANSITION-STATE 
THEORY ISOTOPE EFFECT CALCULATIONS 
All normal mode frequencies, that are tabulated in this Appendix 
and are specified as being calculated using data from the LMR-PES, 
were calculated using internal coordinate force constants determined 
from the LMR-PES by the three-point difference method with an 
-4 increment size of 1 x 10 .. The other tabulated frequencies and 
parameters were calculated using the internal coordinate force 
constants and geometry from the specified source. The symbol F~ 
used in the latter tables refers to the HCH valence angle bending 
force constant Ff , see Table V. 
~1-3 
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TABLE XXXVII I 
LMR-PES DATA FOR ISOTOPIC HYDROGEN 
Molecular Hydrogen Isotopic Configurations Data 
H2 HD D2 T2 HT DT 
a 4468.1 3870.0 3160.6 2582.8 3649.3 2886.2 \)1 
I b 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
X 
I b 0. 27736 0.36972 0.54429 0.83004 0.41578 0.66470 y 




3.02193 4.02820 6.03210 4.02388 5.03015 
aF . in -1 Date from LMR-PES. requenc1es are em 
bThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian-coordinate axis in units 
of amu ~2. 
~olecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XXXIX 


















Molecularg 15 _0235 
Weight 





























































a are 1"n cm-l Frequencies Data calculated from the LMR-PES except as 
stated. 
b Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
c 
Out-of-plane bending frequency calculated using Gaussian 70 force 
constant weighted by LMR-PES bond length. 
dOut-of-plane bending frequencies calculated using the adjusted Tan, 
Winer and Pimental force constant weighted by the LMR-PES bond 
length. See Reference 38. 
eDoubly degenerate frequencies for symmetric species. 
fThe principal moments of inertia about the respective cartesian 
coordinate axis in amu-~2 . 
~olecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XL 
LMR-PES DATA FOR ISOTOPIC METHANE 
Methane Isotopic Configurations 
a 
CH4 CH3D CH2D2 CHD3 CD4 13CH 4 
14CH 
4 
CH3T CD 3T 
b 2917.0 2224.1 2166.4 2113.2 2063.4 2917.0 2917.0 1890.2 1850.5 \)1 
c 
1526.6 1476.3 1449.3 1303.5 1079.9 1526.6 1526.6 1470.5 1061.4 \)2 
1526.6 1476.3 1322.2 1303.5 1079.9 1526.6 1526.6 1470.5 1061.4 
d 
3080.1 2966.4 3080.1 3046.2 2287.8 3068.3 3058.3 2964.3 2160. 7 \)3 
3080.1 3080.1 3008.7 2287.9 2287.8 3068.3 3058.3 3080.1 2287.7 
3080.1 3080.1 2288.1 2287.9 2287.8 3068.3 3058.3 3080.1 2287.7 
d 
1366.1 1356.7 1280. 7 1040.0 1029.4 1358.0 1350.9 1343.3 1017.7 \)4 
1366.1 1197.9 1133.2 1052.6 1029.4 1358.0 1350.9 1121.8 951.7 
1366.1 1197.9 1052.9 1052.6 1029.4 1358.0 1350.9 1121.8 951.7 
TABLE XL (Continued) 















CH2D2 CHD3 CD4 
5.5352 6.4276 6.4276 
4.8219 5.1597 6.4276 
3. 9296 5.1597 6.4276 
18.0438 19.0501 20.0564 
aF . -1 
requenc~es are in em Data calculated from the LMR-PES. 








Doubly degenerate normal mode frequencies for symmetric species. 












eThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-~2 . 








LMR-PES ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA 















3388.4 3388.3 3388.1 3387.8 2724.7 3104.8 
b 2937.7 2228.7 2158.0 2095.3 2093.7 2095.2 \)2 
b 
964.7 906.6 836.4 735.0 726.4 728.0 \)3 
b 
1479.3i 1478.9i 1478.6i 1478.2i 1349.li 1180.5i \)4 
c 
3085.6 3085.3 3043.1 2303.2 2303.2 2303.2 \)5 
3085.6 2995.4 2305.3 2303.2 2303.2 2303.2 
c 1502.9 1478.9 1353.4 1093.8 1093.8 1093.8 \)6 
1502.9 1272.6 1130.2 1093.8 1093.8 1093.8 
c 
7 52.3 750.5 703.9 691.9 681.8 552.8 \)7 
752.3 696.4 692.0 691.9 681.8 552.8 
c 
367.3 365.9 344.2 313.6 274.3 308.7 \)8 
367.3 328.5 314.0 313.6 274.3 308.7 
I d 9.6301 10.8995 11. 7429 11.8790 16.7999 13.9858 
X 
I d 9.6301 9.8801 10.5286 11.8790 16.7999 13.9858 
y 
I d 3.3736 4.3931 5.5278 6.7427 6.7421 6.7421 
z 
Molecular e 
Weight 17.0391 18.0454 19.0517 20.0580 21.0642 21.0642 
Activated Complex Isotopic Configurations a 
13cH -H-H 14 CH -H-D CH -D-H CH -D-D CD -D-D CH -H-H 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
b 2720.9 3106.0 2405.0 2407.6 3387.3 3386.4 \)1 
b 2941. 2 2937.0 2939.3 2093.2 2936.0 2934.5 \)2 
b 956.9 959.3 953.6 721.4 959.7 955.3 \)3 
b 1350.4i 1181. 7i 1115. Oi 1113. 5i 1471. 3i 1464.3i \)4 
152 
TABLE XLI (Continued) 
Activated Complex Isotopic Configurations a 
CH -H-D CH -D-H CH -D-D CD -D-D 13 14 CH3-H-H CH -H-H 3 3 3 3 _3 
c 
3085.7 3085.7 3085.7 2303.2 3072.4 3061.1 v5 
c 
1502.9 1502.9. 1502.9 1093.8 1499.0 1495.7 v6 
c 746.1 636.6 632.6 543.2 750.8 749.5 v7 
c 
327.5 345.7 296.0 262.4 367.0 366.6 v8 
I d 14.2103 11.5250 15.7957 18.6144 9.6625 9.6913 
X 
I d 14.2103 11.5250 15.7957 18.6144 9.6625 9.6913 y 
I d 3. 3736 3. 3736 3.3736 6.7421 3.3736 3.3736 
z 
Molecular e 
Weight 18.0454 18.0454 19.0517 22.0705 18.0425 19.0423 
Activated Complex Isotopic Configurations a 
CH -H-T 3 CD -H-T 3 
CH -T-H 
3 




2445.6 2449.9 2997.5 2994.2 1973.3 1967.1 vl 
b 
2939.9 2091.2 2934.9 2095.2 2938.9 2101. 2 v2 
b 
950.2 719.0 955.6 722.8 946.8 712.5 v3 
b 
1270.8i 1269.3i 1032.7i 1031.1i 96l.Oi 958.7i v4 
c 
3085.7 2303.2 3085.7 2303.2 3085.7 2303.2 v5 
c 1502.9 1093.8 1502.8 1093.8 1502.9 1093.8 v6 
c 744.1 678.7 596.9 499.5 593.5 489.1 v7 
c 312.8 259.3 331.4 304.6 254.3 232.1 VB 
I d 18.2899 21.2536 13.2127 15.8926 20.8221 25.2528 
X 

























TABLE XLI (Continued) 








CD -T-H 3 CH -T-T 3 
CD -T-T 
3 
3.3736 6.7421 3. 3736 6. 7 421 3.3736 6.7421 
19.0474 22.0662 19.0474 22.0662 21.0556 24.0744 









2112.7 2275.3 2135.7 2278.5 
2939.1 2939.0 2071.9 2092.4 
948.3 951.1 715.4 717.5 
1070.2i 990.8i 1068.4i 988.8i 
3085.7 3085.7 2303.2 2303.2 
1502.9 1502.8 1093.8 1093.8 
631.4 594.2 540.5 491.3 
277.1 275.8 244.0 253.0 
19.6223 17.2163 22.8219 20.2638 
TABLE XLI (Continued) 










I 19.6223 17.2163 22.8219 20.2638 
y 
d 
I 3.3736 3.3736 6.7421 6.7421 
z 
e 
Molecular 20.0536 20.0536 23.0724 23.0724 Weight 
a -1 Frequencies in em • Data calculated using the LMR-PES force 
constants and geometry. 
b Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal morn.ent of inertia about the respective cartesian 
coordinate axis in amu-R2. 
lMolecular weight in amu. 
154 
TABLE XLII 
ll1R-PES ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA ¢.(i=l,2,3) = 90° AND ¢.(i=4,5,6) = 120° 
l l 
Planar CH3 Activated Complex Isotopic Configurationsa 
CH -H-H 
3 






b 3386.3 2403.8 3386.3 3103.8 2720.6 3385.4 3384.6 
b 
2914.0 2914.0 2061.3 2914.0 2914.0 2914.0 2914.0 \)2 
b 
555.2 548.9 426.1 551.9 551.5 552.0 549.2 \)3 
b 
1469.5i 1108.1i 1469.5i 1174.li 1340. 7i 1461.6i 1454.7i \)4 
c 
3099.8 3099.8 2324.4 3099.7 3099.8 3085.3 3073.0 \)5 
c 1606.7 1606.6 1176.2 1606.6 1606.7 1601.5 1597.0 \)6 
c 746.8 625.9 683.7 629.9 740.5 746.3 745.9 \)7 
c 




TABLE XLII (Continued) 














I d 9.1465 14.9889 11.0948 10.9083 13.5185 9.1990 9.2457 
X 
I d 9.1465 14.9889 11.0948 10.9083 13.5185 9.1990 9. 24 57 
y 





17.0391 19.0517 20.0580 18.0454 18.0454 18.0425 19.0423 
aF . . -1 Data calculated using the LMR-PES force constants with the isotopic CH3 requenc1es 1n em 
group planar and perpendicular to r1. 
b 
Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2 , 


















LMR-PES ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR ¢.(i=l-6) = 109°28' 
]_ 
Tetrahedral CH3 Activated Complex Isotopic Configurations 
CH -H-H CH -D-D CD -H-H CH -D-H CH -H-D 13 CH -H-H 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3389.3 2405.2 3388.3 3107.4 2720.1 3388.1 
2952.9 2955.5 2ll7. 4 2951. 6 2958.6 2950.1 
1104.6 1093.2 837.5 1099.4 1096.0 1099.2 
1478.9i 1113.2i 14lj7 .3i 1180.4i 1349.4i 147l.li 
3077.1 3077.1 2290.6 3077.1 3077.1 3064.5 
1451.9 1451.8 1053.1 1451.7 1451.9 1448.7 
751.1 631.1 693.2 635.2 744.8 749.3 
365.8 295.0 313.8 344.6 326.0 365.3 
a 



























TABLE XLIII (Continued) 
.i:-
Tetrahedral CH3 Activated Complex 
CH -D-D 
3 
CD3-H-H CH -D-H 3 
16.0533 12.1351 11.7281 
16.0533 12.1351 11.7281 
3.2163 6.4276 3.2163 
19.0517 20.0580 18.0454 
Isotopic Configurations a 
CH -H-D 3 
13cH -H-H 3 
14cH -H-H 3 
14.4346 9.8225 9. 84 71 
14.4346 9.8225 9. 8471 
3.2163 3.2163 3.2163 
18.0454 18.0425 19.0423 
~requencies in cm-l Date calculated using the LMR-PES force constants with the isotopic CH3 
group tetrahedral relative to r 1 . 
b Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2. 
lMolecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XLIV 
BEBO ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATAa 







CD -D-D 3 
CH -H-D 






1610.3 1297.8 1596.6 1218.5 1300.2 1591.5 1226.4 1576.1 1601.7 1594.3 \)1 
b 
2980.3 2980.0 2139.6 2136.8 2980.0 2980.3 2136.8 2139.6 2977.4 2974.9 \)2 
b 1178.9 1077.7 899.5 863.1 1089.0 1173.1 870.7 893.3 1174.3 1170.2 \)3 
b 
1688.9i 1213.li 1688.3i 1211.8i 1648.7i 1250.2i 1648.2i 1248.4i 1686.8i 1685.0i \)4 
c 3046.9 3046.8 2249.1 2248.8 3046.9 3046.8 2249.1 2248.8 3036.7 3028.1 \)5 
c 
1459.0 1457.7 1065.9 1065.4 1459.0 1457.7 1065.9 1065.4 1455.1 1451.8 \)6 
c 
1046.1 858.3 980.2 761.8 1040.2 862.6 971.6 770.2 1043.1 1040.4 \)7 
c 












TABLE XLIV (Continued) 









CH -H-D 3 
CH -D-H 
3 CD -H-D 3 
CD -D-H 3 
13cH -H-H 3 
8.1239 13.0996 10.3718 15.8724 12.1165 9.3369 14.7016 11.7648 8.1425 
8.1239 13.0996 10.3718 15.8724 12.1165 9.3369 14.7016 11.7648 8.1425 
3.1989 3.1989 6.3929 6.3929 3.1989 3.1989 6. 3929 6.3929 3.1989 
17.0391 19.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 21.0642 21.0642 18.0425 





aF . . -1 requenc1es 1n em Data calculated using the BEBO force constants and geometry from Reference 12. 
b Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2 . 
eMolecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XLV 
LEPS ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATAa 
LEPS Activated ComE1ex IsotoEic Configurations 
CH -H-H 
3 CH -D-D 3 CD -H-H 3 
CD -D-D 3 CH -H-D 3 
CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 
CD -D-H 3 
b 1396.6 1234.3 1372.8 1080.7 1235.1 1368. 6 1090.4 1336.2 v1 
b 
2979.9 2979.7 2136.8 2135.6 2979.7 2979.9 2135.6 2136.8 v2 
b 1146.6 959.7 883.3 824.2 980.9 1130.1 838.2 873.2 v3 
b 
2024.4i 1448.1i 2024.0i 1447.2i 1948.1i 1525.8i 1947.8i 1524.8i v4 
c 3046.8 3046.7 2248.9 2248.6 3046.8 3046.7 2248.9 2248.6 v5 
c 1458.1 1457.1 1065.6 1065.4 1458.1 1457.2 1065.6 1065.4 v6 
c 1076.7 856.1 1029.9 779.7 1063.5 867.4 1012.7 799.2 v7 




TABLE XLV (Continued) 









CH -H-D 3 CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 
CD -D-H 3 
I d 8.4210 13.6386 10.6812 16.4413 12.6318 9.6671 15.2420 12.1113 
X 
I d 8.4210 13.6386 10.6812 16.4413 12.6318 9.6671 15.2420 12.1113 
y 
I d 3.1989 3.1989 6.3929 6.3929 3.1989 3.1989 6.3929 6.3929 
z 
Molecular e 
Weight 17.0391 19.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 
21.0642 21.0642 
aF . in -1 Data requenc1es em calculated using the LEPS force constants from Reference 12. 
b Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-~2 . 
~olecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XLVI 
BEB03 ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR F~ = 0.0001 mdyne-~a 
BEB03 Activated ComE1ex IsotoEic Configurations 
CH -H-H 
3 CH -D-D 3 CD -H-H 3 CD -D-D 3 CH -H-D 3 CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 CD -D-H 3 
13cH·-H-H 
3 
14cH -H-H 3 
b 
1567.6 1195.9 1561.1 1175.7 1203.6 1546.7 1185.4 1539.5 1560.2 1553.9 vl 
b 3148.7 3148.5 2253.2 2251. 7 3148.5 3148.7 2251.7 2253.2 3146.1 3144.0 v2 
b 
938.4 925.3 730.3 709.4 931.5 954.1 715.1 724.9 953.8 949.8 v3 
b 1691. Oi 1214.8i 1690.6i 1213.8i 1649.7i 1253.2i 1649.3i 1252.0i 1688.8i 1687.0i v4 
c 
3165.2 3165.2 2345.4 2345.4 3165.2 3165.2 2345.4 2345.4 3153.5 3143.5 v5 
c 1472.8 1472.7 1074.9 1074.8 1472.8 1472.7 1074.9 1074.8 1468.6 1465.0 v6 
c 
622.9 442.7 622.4 442.0 582.9 494.2 582.3 493.6 622.8 622.6 v7 
c 














TABLE XLVI (Continued) 











8.1200 13.0953 10.3642 15.8642 12.1123 9.3329 14.6936 11.7659 
8.1200 13.0953 10.3642 15.8642 12.1123 9.3329 14.6936 11.7569 
3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 
17.0391 19.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 21.0642 21.0642 





aFrequencies in cm-1 . Data calculated using the BEB03 force constants from Reference 14 with Ft1_3 
equal to 0.0001 mdyne-R. 
b None-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-~2 . 
~olecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XLVII 
LEPS2 ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR Ft = 0.0001 mdyne-~a 
LEPS2 Activated ComJ21ex IsotoEic Configurations 
CH -H-H 
3 
CH -D-D 3 CD -H-H 3 CD -D-D 3 CH -H-D 3 CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 CD -D-H 3 
b 
1391.6 1096.9 1384.1 1055.7 1106.1 1356.2 1071.3 1346.8 \)1 
b 
3148.5 3148.4 2252.0 2251.2 3148.4 3148.? 2251.2 2252.0 \)2 
b 
954.2 895.2 728.3 701.0 90R.2 947.3 709.1 721.4 \)3 
b 
1838.7i 1315. 7i 1838.4i 1315. Oi 1769.5i 1383.5i 1769.2i 1382.7i \)4 
c 
3165.2 3165.2 2345.5 2345.5 3165.2 3165.2 2345.5 2345.5 \)5 
c 
1472.9 14 72.8 1075.3 1075.0 1472.9 1472.8 1075.2 1075.1 \)6 
c 
779.5 554.0 778.5 553.1 730.2 617.6 729.2 616.7 \)7 
c 


















TABLE XLVII (Continued) 
LEPS2 Activated ComJ21ex Isoto]2iC Configurations 
CH -D-D 
3 
CD -H-H 3 CD -D-D 3 CH -H-D 3 CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 
CD -D-H 3 
13.4401 10.5615 16.2277 12.4475 9.5376 15.0449 11.9716 
13.4401 10.5615 16.2277 12.4475 9.5376 15.0449 11.971-6 
3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 
19.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 21.0642 21.0642 
~requenci~s in cm-1 Data calculated using the LEPS2 force constants and geometry from Reference 
equal to 0.0001 mdyne-R. 14 with Fi 
4>1-3 
b 
Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2 . 
~olecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XLVIII 
BEB03 ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR Ft = 0. 26 mdyne-Ra 
BEB03 Activated Com121ex Isoto:Eic Configurations 
CH -H-H 3 CH -D-D 3 CD -H-H 3 CD -D-D 3 CH -H-D 3 
CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 
CD -D-H 
3 
b 1577.5 1273.8 1566.0 1196.3 1276.2 1558.3 1204.1 1545.2 \)1 
b 
3148.7 3148.5 2253.6 2252.1 3148.5 3148.7 2252.1 2253.6 \)2 
b 
1156.3 1055.0 883. 8' 846.8 1066.6 1150.3 854.6 877.4 \)3 
b 
1690.5i 1214.1i 1690.0i 1212.8i 1649.3i 1252.3i 1648.8i 1250.7i \)4 
c 
3166.5 3166.4 2348.4 2348.2 3166.5 3166.4 2348.4 2348.2 \)5 
c 
1479.9 1478.9 1076.6 1076.0 1479.9 1478.9 1076.5 1076.0 \)6 
c 
1008.1 827.4 944.0 733.9 1002.5 831.4 935.8 741.9 \)7 
c 


















TABLE XLVIII (Continued) 































aF . requenc1es 
14 with FT 
<Pl-3 
b Non-degenerate 
-1 in em . Data calculated using the BEB03 force constants and geometry from Reference 
equal to 0.26 mdyne-R. 
normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2 . 
eMolecular weight in amu. 
TABLE XLIX 
LEPS2 ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR F~ = 0.26 mdyne ~a 
LEPS2 Activated ComE1ex IsotoEic Configurations 
CH -H-H 3 CH -D-D 3 CD -H-H 3 CD3-D-D CH3-H-D CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 
CD -D-H 3 
b 
1411.8 1231.6 1391.6 1091.4 1232.9 1383.4 1102.1 1356.5 v1 
b 3148.5 3148.5 2252.4 2251.6 3148.4 3148.5 2251.6 2252.4 .. v2 
b 1141.9 968.1 879.3 823.3 989.1 1127.7 836.6 869.8 v3 
b 
1838.4i 1315.li 1838.0i 1314.2i 1769.2i 1382.8i 1768.9i 1381. 7i v4 
c 3166.5 3166.5 2348.6 2348.3 3166.5 3166.5 2348.6 2348.3 v5 
c 
1480.0 1479.0 1076.8 1076.1 1380.0 1479.0 1076.7 1076.1 v6 
c 1078.4 858.0 1030.8 781.2 1065.5 869.1 1014.0 800.2 v7 




TABLE XLIX (Continued) 





CD -H-H 3 CD -D-D 3 CD -H-D 3 CH -D-H 3 CD -li-D 3 
CD -D-H 3 
I d 8.3096 13.4401 10.5615 16.2277 12.4475 9.5376 15.0449 11.9716 
X 
I d 8.3096 13.4401 10.5615 16.2277 12.4475 9.5376 15.0449 11.9716 y 
I d 3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 z 
Molecular e 
Weight 17.0391 10.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 21.0642 21.0642 
~requencies in em -1 Data calculated using the LEPS2 force constants and geometry from Reference 
14 with Ff equal. to 0.26 mdyne-.R. 
91-3 
b mode frequencies. Non-degenerate normal 
cDoub1y degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2. 
~o1ecular weight in amu. 
TABLE L 
BEB03 ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR Ft = 0.568 mdyne-~a 
BEB03 Activated ComE1ex IsotoEic Configurations 
CH3-H-H CH -D-D CD -H-H CD -D-D CH -H-D CH -D-H CD -H-D CD -D-H 13cH -H-H 
14 CH -H-H 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
b 1603.4 1432.8 1574.0 1239.7 1432.9 1589.1 1244.2 1554.4 1591.7 1581.8 v1 
b 3148.7 3148.6 2254.3 2252.7 3148.6 3148.7 2252.7 2254.3 3146.2 3144.0 v2 
b 1337.1 1102.7 1033.3 960.6 1116.4 1326.2 971.8 1025.5 1334.1 1331.3 v3 
b 1690.1i 1213.5i 1689.4i 1211. 9i 1469.0i 1251.5i 1648.4i 1249.5i 1688 .li 1686.3i v4 
c 3168.3 3168.1 2353.3 2352.4 3168.3 3168.1 2353.3 2352.4 3156.3 3146.0 v5 
c 1526.9 1497.7 1276.1 1086.8 1526.6 1497.7 1273.4 1087.0 1526.4 1526.0 v6 
c 1355.1 1168.9 1072.8 1011.1 1353.6 1170.0 1072.7 1013.3 1348.0 1341.8 v7 




TABLE L (Continued) 
BEB03 Activated ComElex IsotoEic Configurations 
CH -H-H 3 . CH -D-D 3 CD -H-H 3 CD3-D-D CH -H-D 3 CH -D-H 3 CD -H-D 3 CD -D-H 3 
13cH -H-H 3 
14CH -H-H 3 
I d 8.1200 13.0953 10.3642 15.8642 12.1123 9.3329 14.6936 11.7 569 8.1386 8.1552 
X 
I d 8.1200 13.0953 10.3642 15.8642 12.1123 9.3329 14.6936 11.7569 8.1386 8.1552 y 
I d 3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 3.1931 3.1931 6.3812 6.3812 ' 3.1931 3.1931 z 
Molecular e 
Weight 17.0391 19.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 21.0642 21.0642 18.0425 19.0423 
~requencies in cm-1• Data calculated using the BEB03 force constants and geometry from Reference 14 
with ~1_3 equal to 0.568 mdyne-R. 
b Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2 . 
~olecular weight in amu. 
TABLE LI 
LEPS2 ACTIVATED COMPLEX DATA FOR Ft = 0.568 mdyne-Ra 





CD -H-H 3 
CD -D-D 3 CH -H-D 3 
CH -D-H 3 
CD -H-D 
3 
CD -D-H 3 
b 1481.7 1417.8 1405.6 1167.0 1417.9 1471.1 1171.1 1374.7 '\ 
b 3148.6 3148.4 2253.0 2252.1 3148.4 3148.6 2252.1 2253.0 \)2 
b 1278.6 988.5 1022.9 905.0 1010.7 1246.7 925.0 1009.0 \)3 
b 
1838.li 1314.6i 1837.6i 1313.5i 1768.9i 1382.2i 1768.6i 1380.7i \)4 
c 3168.4 3168.2 2353.6 2352.5 3168.4 3168.2 2353.6 2352.5 \)5 
c 1535.4 1497.9 1325.9 1089.5 1534.3 1497.9 1319.4 1090.4 \)6 
c 1384.1 1183.1 1074.8 1033.3 1380.7 1186.0 1074.5 1038.4 \)7 
c 




TABLE LI (Continued) 













I d 8.3096 13.4401 10.5615 
X 
16.2277 12.4475 9.5376 15.0449 11.9716 
I d 8.3096 13.4401 10.5615 16.2277 12.4475 9.5376 15.0449 11.9716 y 




Weight 17.0391 19.0517 20.0580 22.0705 18.0454 18.0454 21.0642 21.0642 
aF . in em -1 Data calculated using the LEPS2 force and geometry from Reference requenc1es constants 
14 with Ft equal. to 0.568 mdyne-R. 
b 
¢1-3 
Non-degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
cDoubly degenerate normal mode frequencies. 
dThe principal moment of inertia about the respective cartesian coordinate axis in amu-R2. 
~olecular weight in amu. 
APPENDIX D 
TABULATION OF THE KIEs USED TO OBTAIN 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE PA~~ETERS 
This Appendix presents tables of kinetic isotope effects 
calculated as a function of temperature. These data were used to 
calculate the temperature dependence for each kinetic isotope effect. 
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TABLE LII 
VALUES FOR k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH4,D) 
KHTb swc 
LMR-PES LMR-PESa BEBO LEPS BEB03 BEB03 BEB03 LEPS2 LEPS2 LEPS2 
Temperature +Bell Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = 
OK Tunneling 0.0001 0.26 0.568 0.0001 0.26 0.568 
396 0.390 0.618 0.597 0.691 0.634 0.634 0.634 0.687 0.686 0.685 
421 0.421 0.592 0.625 0. 719 0.663 0.663 0.663 0. 715 0. 714 o. 714 
446 0.450 0.590 0.650 0. 744 0.690 0.690 0.689 0.740 0. 739 0. 739 
471 0.478 0.598 0.674 0.766 0. 713 o. 713 0. 713 0. 762 0.762 0.762 
496 0.505 0.610 0.695 0. 786 0.735 0.735 0.735 0. 783 0.782 0.782 
521 0.530 0.624 0. 714 0.805 0.755 0.755 0. 7 44 0.801 0.801 0.800 
546 0.554 0.639 0.732 0.821 0. 773 0. 773 0. 773 0.818 0.818 0.818 
571 0.576 0.654 0. 748 0.836 0.789 0.789 0.789 0.388 0.833 0.833 
596 0.598 0.669 0. 763 0.850 0.804 0.804 0.804 0.846 0.846 0.846 
621 0.618 0.684 0. 776 0.862 0.818 0.818 0.818 0.859 0.859 0.859 
646 o. 638 0.699 0.789 0.873 0.830 0.830 0.830 0.870 0.870 0.870 
696 0.674 0. 727 0. 811 0.893 0.853 0.853 0.853 0.890 0.890 0.890 
~alues include a Bell tunneling correction, see (III-12). 
b Values calculated using force constants and geometry from Reference 12. 




LMR-PESa L..MR-PES b BEBO LEPS BEB03 BEB03 BEB03 LEPS2 LEPS2 LEPS2 
Temperature + Bell Fs = F = Fs = F - Fs = Fs = 
OK Tunneling 0.0001 0~26 0.568 0~0001 0.26 0.568 
396 1. 904 5.171 4.068 4.098 4.894 4.092 3.460 4.814 4.065 3.463 
421 1. 883 4.097 3.868 3.890 4.558 3. 877 3.321 4.502 3.861 3.331 
446 1.863 3.512 3.692 3.707 4.273 3.689 3.198 4.234 3. 681 3. 211 
471 1. 844 3.140 3.536 3.544 4.028 3.523 3.087 4.002 3.522 3.102 
496 1. 825 2.882 3.396 3.399 3. 815 . 3.375 2.986 3.799 3.379 3.003 
521 1. 808 2. 691 3.271 3.268 3. 630 3.243 2.895 3.620 3.250 2.913 
546 1.791 2.543 3.157 3.150 3.466 3.125 2. 811 3.461 3.134 2.829 
571 1. 775 2.426 3.054 3.043 3.320 3.017 2.734 3.320 3.038 2.752 
596 1. 759 2.329 2.960 2.945 3.190 2.920 2.662 3.193 2.932 2.681 
621 1.745 2.248 2.874 2.856 3.073 2.831 2.597 3.078 2.844 2.615 
646 1. 731 2.179 2.796 2.7.74 2.968 2.750 2.536 2.975 2.763 2.554 
696 1. 704 2.068 2.656 2.629 2.786 2.606 2.426 2.795 2.620 2.444 
aValues calculated using the U1R-PES H2 and n2 frequencies. 
b LMR-PES values corrected for Bell tunneling, see (III-12). 
cValues calculated using the force constants and geometry in Reference 12. 
d 
Values adjusted to the rotationally corrected reactant H2 and D2 frequencies of Persky and Klein, 
see Chapter III and Reference 43. 
eValues calculated using the force constants and geometry in Reference 14. Fs F+ in 




LMR-PESa LMR-PESb BEBO LEPS BEB03 BEB03 BEB03 LEPS2 LEPS2 LEPS2 
Temperature + Bell Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = FS = Fs = 
OK Tunneling 0.0001 0.26 0.568 0.0001 0.26 0.568 
396 1. 900 5.149 3.900 4.076 4.893 4.068 3.394 3. 813 . 4.043 3.401 
421 1.880 4.085 3. 713 3.873 4.558 3.859 3. 268 4. 501 3.844 3.280 
446 1.861 3.505 3.547 3.693 4.273 3.675 3.155 4.234 3.668 3.169 
471 1.842 3.136 3.400 3.533 4.028 3.512 3.052 4.002 3.511 3.068 
496 1. 824 2.879 3.268 3.390 3.816 3.367 2.958 3.799 3.370 2.975 
521 1.807 2.689 3.148 3.261 3.630 3.237 2.871 3.620 3.243 2.889 
546 1. 790 2.542 3.041 3.144 3.467 3.120 2. 791 3.462 3.128 2.810 
571 1. 775 2.425 2.942 3.038 3.321 3.014 2.717 3.320 3.024 2. 736 
596 1. 759 2.329 2.853 2.944 3.191 2.917 2.649 3.193 2.928 2.668 
621 1. 745 2.248 2. 771 2.853 3.074 2.829 2.585 3.079 2.841 2.604 
646 1. 731 2.179 2.695 2. 772 2.969 2.748 2.526 2.975 2.761 2.545 
696 1. 705 2.068 2.561 2.628 2.787 2.605 2.420 2.795 2.619 2.437 
aValues calculated using the LMR-PES H2 and n2 frequencies. 
b tunneling, (III-12). LMR-PES values corrected for Bell see 
cValues calculated using the force constants and geometry in Reference 12. 
d Values adjusted to the rotationally corrected Hz and Dz frequencies of Persky and Klein, see Chapter 
III and Reference 43. 
eValues calculated using the force constants and geometry in Reference 14. Fs F+ in 




LMR-PES LMR-PESa BEBO LEPS BEB03 BEB03 BEB03 LEPS2 LEPS2 LEPS2 
Temperature + Bell Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = 
OK Tunneling 0.0001 0.26 0.568 0.0001 0.26 0.568 
396 1. 748 2.637 1.488 1. 235 1. 782 1.491 1.261 1.476 1.247 1.063 
421 1. 702 2.366 1.476 1.240 1. 737 1.477 1. 266 1.459 1.252 1.080 
446 1.661 2.183 1.464 1.245 1. 697 1.466 1.271 1.443 1.256 1.095 
471 1. 625 2.049 1.454 1.249 1. 663 1.455 1. 275 1.430 1. 259 1.109 
496 1. 593 1. 946 1.445 1.252 1.633 1.445 1.278 1.418 1.261 1.121 
521 1.563 1. 863 1.436 1. 255 1. 607 1.436 1.282 1.407 1.264 1.133 
546 1. 537 1. 795 1.428 1. 257 1.584 1.428 1.285 1. 398 1.265 1.143 
571 1. 573 1. 738 1. 421 1.259 1. 563 1.421 1. 287 1.389 1. 267 1.152 
596 1.491 1.689 1.415 1. 261 1. 545 1.414 1.289 1. 381 1.268 1.160 
621 1.471 1. 647 1. 409 1.262 1. 528 1.408 1.292 1. 374 1.270 1.168 
646 1.453 1.610 1.403 1. 263 1. 514 1. 402 1.293 1. 368 1.271 1.175 
696 1.421 1. 549 1. 394 1.266 1.488 1. 393 1.297 1. 357 1.272 1.187 
a 
Values corrected for Bell tunneling, see (III-12). 
b Values calculated using force constants and geometries in Reference 12. 




LMR-PES LMR-PESa BEBO LEPS BEB03 BEB03 BEB03 LEPS2 LEPS2 LEPS2 
Temperature + Bell Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = Fs = 
OK Tunneling 0.0001 0.26 0.568 0.0001 0.26 0.568 
396 1. 744 2.628 -1.478 1.228 1. 782 1. 482 1. 237 1.475 1.240 1.044 
421 1. 699 2.360 1.468 1.234 1.736 1.470 1.246 1.458 1.246 1.063 
446 1.659 2.179 1.458 1.240 1. 697 1.460 1.254 1.443 1.251 1.081 
471 1. 623 2.046 1.449 1.245 1. 663 1.450 1. 260 1.430 1.255 1.097 
496 1.591 1.943 1. 440 1.248 1. 633 1.441 1.266 1.418 1.258 1.111 
521 1.562 1. 861 1.433 1. 252 1. 607 1.433 1.271 1.407 1.261 1.123 
546 1. 536 1. 794 1.426 1. 254 1.584 1.426 1.276 1.398 1.263 1.135 
571 1.512 1. 737 1. 419 1. 257 1. 564 1.419 1.28- 1. 389 1.265 1.145 
596 1. 491 1.688 1.413 1.259 1. 545 1.413 1.283 1. 381 1. 267 1.154 
621 1.471 1. 646 1.407 1. 261 1. 529 1. 407 1.286 1. 374 1.268 1.163 
646 1.453 1. 610 1. 402 1.262 1.514 1.402 1.289 1.368 1.270 1.170 
696 1.420 1. 549 1. 393 1.265 1. 489 1. 392 1. 293 1. 357 1.272 1.183 
aValues corrected for Bell tunneling, see (III-12). 
b 
Values calculated using force constants and geometry in Reference 12. 




VALUES FOR k(CH4,H)/k(13cH4 ,H) 
Temperature LMR-PES BE BOa BEB03b BEB03b 
OK F 13 = o.ooo1 FB = 0.568 
273 1.038 1.024 1. 031 1. 0086 
296 1. 035 1. 022 1.028 1.0080 
321 1. 032 1.020 1.025 1. 007 5 
346 1.030 1. 019 1. 023 1. 0071 
371 1.028 1.017 1.021 1. 0067 
396 1.026 1.016 1.020 1.0064 
421 1. 024 1.015 1.018 1.0061 
446 1.023 1. 014 1. 017 1.0058 
471 1. 021 1. 013 1.016 1. 0056 
496 1. 020 1. 013 1.015 1. 0053 
521 1. 019 1.012 1.014 1.0051 
546 1.018 1.011 1.013 1. 0049 
~alues calculated using the force constants and geometry in Reference 
12. 
b 

















LMR-PESa LMR-PESb BEBOc 
+ Pimentel 
1.0064 1.0021 0.9923 
1.0064 1.0026 0.9935 
1.0063 1.0030 0.9945 
1.0063 1.0033 0.9954 
1.0063 1.0036 0.9962 
1.0062 1.0038 0.9969 
1.0062 1.0040 0.9974 
1.0061 1.0041 0.9979 
1.0061 1.0043 0.9984 
1.0061 1.0044 0.9987 
1.0060 1.0045 0.9990 
1.0060 1.0046 0.9993 
BEB03d 




























aValues calculated using the LMR-PES force constants and geometry plus 
the Gaussian 70 CH3 out-of-plane bending force constant, see 
Chapter II. 
bValues calculated using the LMR-PES force constants and geometry plus 
the Tan, Winer, and Pimentel harmonic CH3 out-of-plane bending 
frequency, see Appendix C. 
cValues calculated using the BEBO data in Reference 12. 
dV7lues calculated usin~ the BEB03 data in Reference 14. F13 
Fj (i=l 2 3) in mdyne-X. 
<l>i • ' 
183 
TABLE LIX 
VALUES FOR k(CH4 ,H)/k(CD3~,H) 
Temperature LMR-PES BEBOa BEB03b BEB03b 
OK FB = 0.0001 FB = 0.568 
273 1. 650 1. 321 1. 591 0.687 
296 1. 579 1. 293 1. 507 0. 712 
321 1. 514 1. 266 1.434 0.735 
346 1.460 1.242 1. 374 0.755 
371 1.413 1. 222 1. 324 0. 772 
396 1.372 1. 203 1.283 0.787 
421 1. 338 1.186 1.248 0.800 
446 1. 307 1.172 1. 219 0.812 
471 1. 281 1.159 1.193 0.823 
496 1. 257 1.147 1.172 0.833 
521 1.237 1.136 1.153 0.842 
546 1. 218 1.127 1.136 0.850 
aValues calculated using the BEBO data in Reference 12. 
bV+lues calculated usin~ the BEB03 data in Reference 14. FB = 
F (i=l 2 3) in mdyne- . 
<Pi ' ' 
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TABLE LX 
Temperature LMR-PESa LMR-PESb BEBOc BEB03d BEB03d 
OK + Pimentel Fs = o.ooo1 Fs = o.568 
273 0.811 0.722 0.650 0. 782 0.338 
296 0.838 0.756 0.686 0.800 0.378 
321 0.862 0.787 0. 721 0.816 0.418 
346 0.882 0.813 0.751 0.830 0.456 
371 0.898 0.835 o. 776 0.842 0.491 
396 0.911 0.854 0.799 0.852 0.523 
421 0. 923 0. 871 0.819 0.861 0.552 
446 0.932 0.884 0.836 0.869 0.579 
471 0.940 0.896 0.851 0.876 0.604 
496 0.947 0.907 0.864 0.883 0.627 
521 0.953 0.916 0.876 0.888 0.649 
546 0.958 0. 923 0.886 0.894 0. 668 
a 
Values calculated using the LMR-PES force constants and geometry plus 
the Gaussian 70 CH3 out-of-plane bending force constant, see 
Chapter II, and Appendix C. 
bValues calculated using the LMR-PES force constants and geometry plus 
the Tan, Winer, and Pimentel harmonic CH3 out-of-plane bending 
frequency, see Appendix C. 
cValues calculated using the BEBO data in Reference 12. 
d Values calculated using the BEB03 data in Reference 14. FS 
Fj in mdyne-R. 
<Pi (i=l,2,3) 
TABLE LXI 
LMR-PES KIEs USING DIFFERENT TRANSITION-STATE GEOMETRIES 
14 k(CH4 ,H)/k( CH4 ,H) 
14 k(CH3,H2)/k( CH3,H2) 
a b a b Temperature Tetrahedral U1R.-PES Planar Tetrahedral LMR-PES Planar 
OK CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
371 1. 0527 1.0520 1. 0526 1.0124 1.0117 1. 0123 
396 1. 0491 1. 0484 1. 0488 1. 0123 1. 0116 1.0120 
421 1.0459 1. 0453 1. 0455 1. 0122 1. 0115 1.0117 
446 1. 0431 1. 0425 1. 0426 1. 0121 1. 0115 1.0115 
471 1.0407 1.0401 1. 0400 1.0119 1.0114 1. 0113 
496 1.0384 0.0379 0.0377 1. 0118 1.0113 1.0112 
521 1.0365 1. 0360 1. 0357 1. 0117 1.0113 1. 0110 
546 1. 034 7 1. 0342 1. 0339 1. 0117 1. 0112 1.0109 
a<P. (i=l-6) 109°28'16". 
l 
b<P.(i=l,2,3) = 90°, <jl.(i=4,5,6) 120°. 





LMR-PES KIEs USING DIFFERENT TRANSITION-STATE GEOMETRIES 
k(CH4 ,H)/k(CH4,D) k(CH3 ,H2 )/k(CH3 ,~D) 
Temperature Tetrahedral a LMR-PES Planarb Tetrahedral a LMR-PES Planarb 
OK CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
371 0.357 0.357 0.358 0.986 0.986 0.989 
396 0.389 0.390 0.391 1.000 1.000 1.003 
421 0.420 0.421 0.422 1.012 1.012 1.014 
446 0.450 0.450 0.451 1. 023 1.023 1.025 
471 0.478 0.478 0.479 1.032 1.032 1.035 
496 0.505 0.505 0.506 1.041 1.041 1.043 
521 0.530 0.530 0.531 1.048 1.048 1.050 
546 0.554 0.554 0.555 1.055 1.055 1.057 
act>. (i=l-6) 109°28'16". 
1 
b = 90°, cj>.(i=4,5,6) 120°. cj>.(i=1,2,3) ,_. 
1 1 00 
"' 
TABLE LXIII 
LMR-PES KIEs USING DIFFERENT TRANSITION-STATE GEOMETRIES 
k(CH4,H)/k(CH3D,H) k(CH3,H2)/k(CH3,pH) 
a b a b 
Temperature Tetrahedral LMR-PES Planar Tetrahedral LMR-PES Planar 
OK CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
371 3.871 3.869 3.883 1. 777 1. 776 1. 782 
396 3.529 3.527 3.539 1. 749 1. 748 1. 754 
421 3.252 3.250 3.260 1. 724 1. 723 1. 728 
446 3.024 3.023 3.031 1. 700 1.699 1. 704 
471 2.835 2.834 2.841 1. 679 1. 678 1.682 
496 2.676 2.674 2.680 1.658 1.658 1.661 
521 2.540 2.538 2.544 1.640 1. 639 1.642 
546 2.423 2.421 2.426 1. 622 1. 621 1.625 
acj>. (i=l-6) 109°28'16". 
l 
bcj>.(i=l,2,3) = 90°, ¢.(i=4,5,6) 120°. 1-' 
l l co 
-....J 
TABLE LXIV 
LMR-PES KIEs USING DIFFERENT TRANSITION-STATE GEOMETRIES 
k(CH4 ,H)/k(CD3H,H) k(CH3,H2)/k(CD3 ,H2) 
Temperature Tetrahedral a LMR-PES 
b Planar Tetrahedral a LMR-PES Planar 
b 
OK CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 , 
371 1. 396 1. 413 1. 478 0.887 0.898 0.939 
396 1. 359 1.372 1.426 0.902 0.911 0.947 
421 1. 326 1. 338 1.381 0.915 0.923 0.953 
446 1. 298 1.307 1. 344 0.925 0.932 0.958 
471 1.273 1. 281 1.311 0.934 0.940 0.963 
496 1. 250 1.257 1. 283 0.942 0.947 0.966 
521 1. 231 1. 237 1.258 0.948 0.953 0.970 
546 1. 213 1. 218 1.237 0.954 0.958 0.972 
a<P. (i=l-6) 109°28'16". 
]_ 
b<P. (i=l, 2, 3) = 90°, <P.(i=4,5,6) 120°. 1-' ]_ ]_ co 
co 
APPENDIX E 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The following computer programs are arranged in the relative 
order of usage to calculate transition-state theory kinetic isotope 
effects. The first program is the SCANNING ROUTINE used to search 
out and define the LMR-PES activated complex geometric configuration, 
CH 3-H-H, for the axial hydrogen abstraction reaction. This is 
followed by the subroutines describing the LMR-PES, that is, POT6, 
TRI, PLACE, DIST, ANGLE and READ. 2 Subroutine TETRAH contains 
equations describing a geometric derivation of the tetrahedral angle 
and is called no more than once in any one program. The next program 
is the INTERNAL COORDINATE FORCE CONSTANT ROUTINE which uses the 
subroutines describing the LMR-PES 2 in addition to CPUNCH for punching 
the force constants in the proper form for use with the Schacht-
9 
schneider normal mode frequency program, and ALBEND and QRESET whose 
functional forms are described in Appendix A. The third program, 
FXGEN ROUTINE, was used to convert internal coordinate force constants 
to cartesian coordinate force constants by the matrix methods 
described in Appendix B. The fourth program is the CARTESIAN 
COORDINATE FORCE CONSTANT ROUTINE which uses the subroutine describing 
2 
the LMR-PES in addition to the polynomial least squares subroutine 
LESQ. 32 The fifth program is the ABSOLUTE RATE THEORY ROUTINE which 
controls the input to the subroutine THERMO. Then THERMO calculates 
189 
190 
the transition-state theory kinetic isotope effect ratios and their 
c 
temperature dependence using subroutine LESQ. 32 THERMO has also been 
modified to use a temperature dependent exponential factor like those 
in (III-10) and (III-11). 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Computer print-out on pages 
191-244 has very small type. 
Filmed as received. 
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS. 
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C LMi<-PES SCANN!Nu RlJUT1~f 
C IHL' l.MR-Pl:S OR L. M. KMr POHNTIM. cfJI,RGY SUKIM.c IS PRUGKAMMfO IN THE 
l. SUORtlUTIIH~S 11 UT6, TRI, PLALE, ,JI~T t\1\llJ ANGLE. 
C"~~~~~~NNMINN#NIIHNN•N~bNNoN•HuNNNINIHN•hNNNNNNHNN#NNNNNI•uu#NNN~NhNNN•NN*NN•IU 
lMf-lL.IC.JT KEAL*ts IA-H,U-Ll 
U I Mt: N S l tJN P ( b L , l 00 l , X~ AX I !I l , YM~A ( t... J r LM /J.X I D I r k.MAX ( 15 J, AMAX 16 l 
DlM:.N::.liJN X(OI tYI6),ll6),1<( l:>J,OI.:I-' ll~l ,At, I b) ,R21 1~1 ,lJll 31 ,t)J t3l, 
1 A L PH u J , R E '.j J , ~ErA 1 3 1 , c c '3 1, ,,A'.:; 1 , ~ 1 G' J 1, RS r R' "3 hAts' 61, o~<.' b 1 , 
.!.. Yl( 6) 1 Y2lbl ,A~S(OJ ,F(41 ,t~f (4) ,RX(uJ ,PX(&J ,PY(61 1 PZl6l ,OXI6J, 
3 UY t 6 I , I) Zl 61 , lJ P X ( 6 J, tJ P Y ( ,,J , DP L ( 61 , u f-- ( 1 5, 3 J 
UIM(N51UN APARMI5l 
CLJMMUN X, Y, L, R ,OErt ,1\G, R2 ,u L ,ALt'H ,,~[ ,!JJ rUE T A, CC ,AA ,Slli, RST~, TAU, 
1 tW, U1J ,CP ,L C,ACS,A~S, RX, X II, Vl, V2, VJ, oJ4 rbMAX, 
2 RS5, VH.,IJt:R ,tl ,PX,PY, PZ. ,riH,r.I.,,WdK.,w, LJT, OX,OY, Ul,OPX, LrY ,LJPl, 1, UF, 
JfEMP,RKf r'STAKT,APARM,PI, T3PI ,f:.L6PI ,~6PI, 
tIll tJJJ,KKK, Lllt ~Vl,NV2,NV3,NV4,JJ,NI,K.U:: 
Kt:AL*4 p,ppp 
LLLLL"&L&GocGG£LGL£"&££"&££cLLc&£££££LL£££££££££L&c£L£L££££££££L"LL£&L£££&&£££ 
I HIS ROUllNE SCANS A REGlU~ LIF THE POTENT lAL cNEi<GY SUI<I-ACE ilLSCR1lll0 eY 
Hlf LMK-I'ES IN SEARCH cF THE ENtRGY A~U Cho STRULTUR< cOR THE AXIAL 
L <·,YURUGtN AeSTRACTlUN REALTldN AI IHc TOP UF THE llARRIER ALllNG THE 
(. 'loACT1CN COOKUINATt HY INCKEMENTINt, THE C-H DISTANCE VER5U> THt H-H 
l UISTANCE SYSTEMATICALLY. 
C £££L"•LL££££&£££££££££L&££££LL££££LL££LL£L£££LLL£££££L£LLLLL£££""LLLL£££££LLL£ 
AilS( Xl•OABSI XI 
KCAU(J,LOO) A,B,C,U,E 
!OJ fUI\MATI5All 
300 IJD ; 1=1,61 
UO ? J=l,JOJ 
PI I , Jl =l: 
Ou l I•L.LOIJ 
I' 16l, l) =A 
IJU 2. I• 2, o 1 
P(l.Ll•d 
PII.IOOJ=d 
DO 3 J:RO,';o,S 
00 4 J•l.!OO 






xx=l. ~42 ;uo 
!l/1/11/lllll/l//llll/11/l//11/l/1/l/l/llllll/lll/ll///l//l/lll//l/ll/11/lll/1 

















I)J 1 J 
Gd r l 
C\! 7 .._ 





8n t a 
c.u (9 
t.:U -.HJ 
.., I ,j I 
tltr',:-,c '.1) 
') J I :. ~ rl J..., 
., I .. J,.Jo 
d ... J=J..JJJ 
I I, __ .)=! '11 +i..l) 
,J.'.ft I o3 JC. l!J/J1/4o 
I ll/1/!llll//l//l/1/1/ii/II/!II//I/I/II!I//I///I/I!II/IJ/I!!I/II!/II/1/III!//11 
L·•LLUL~l:, l k.l,'l' AFl •{ SCI f I,.,__, utUo•H lf.:Y ·•~ A ru:~(T ll'l\ ,_if· lrj'~;_) LH,UTH Ut-
~ :- .., t, I I ~j \, l..- r-· J ! N, ~ • 
I~.\ I l i'l f.( _ . ( ( ._: 11 I J 
._: -~ L L ;; I .'i I 
L. oi.l L •. .' o~~·l t 
\ <\ll. I l'f6 
t· 1 ;:t !:. t- l:. 7 ~ :i lt)U 
l /l!/!lll/1/lll/l!ll!l!/!l!lllll!lllll//!/l!llll/ll!!ll!llll!//l!/l/1/ll/l!l!/1 
\.. l't-"}1 t- r·: Mlf'l')lJr-< l'~tf-.GY IKL~CTIJ~ (U,tJLI•\iATf PU~Illlir\1) .\·,.J\IG TH!: tt-H lNCkl 
L 'o~( . .;I" I l. '\ SL.-\ 'J .. 
L ill l!.lr-t L I 2Cr.:.l ,71 
• l 1- i I 
II 
7 .) 
r,. .' z 
/,l I :::.\L.)_,( f/J .. J..,.UJ-6J .. .._j,;UJ 
It IL-t..ll 7'J,7:~,71 
L =td 
l-, .. :\11 I fi;Ul 
I' I L. ~I=.: 
r,::;r., t-1 
It I:·L-11-'i\XJ 4JU,4JU.4-J1 
I, ~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~L~&'~~&~&Lt~,~t~~~&~~~~~~L~~~L£t&&~&&~~&&&&Et&&~~~&~~L&&LL&tL~Ll 
.:.l •. l,t- ,,t,;Mr:Tf.\Y d- 'IIIAX('-~UM tNERU'I' L:u'lF lvUt<.,\TION. 
r,Jl l""AX=::t: 
o,; ... a c. 1"'"" 1, o 
X""" IK)oX)l<l 
vI",., ... ( I K J =Y ( 1 !\) 
~··.~X(lKloLClKl 
•tU? A·'1~>.-( II<.J=·l.Ll.lr-.l»ldO .. JL)Q/PI 
u ~ 4 ') ~ I "0! 1 , I '-' 
:, J ~ ,, ,': .lX I I K. I ::.f... I I+-, I 
't·h) l.Lird I 'JIJt 
l.L~ T ll •:; \..'< 
( ~LLL~~LG~~&&LLL&~~L~L~~~L~L~~~L~~~~~LLL~L~~~~&&&L&t&L&LLL~~LL~~LL~&&LL~~&&£&~~ 
I:,(. K(M EN r H-ti Li I\ l A 1-IC t:. 
(_.2 LO=L6 .. :1.')ll-4 
''I CUNfiNUE 
~ LI·~~LL&LL&LLLLL~L&&L~LLLLLLLL~L~~L~~&~LL~~G&t~LLLL&L&&L&&&LLL~G~~~~LL~~L&~&~~L 





:JV ~~ U"'i.( L!-3 .. Jtl-4 
u~ oLJ I= 1 .12 
,"1:.?11111-lJ+ 1 
"11 [Tf:(0,LJ?I ~PI 1 ,lPlM,NI,N=1 1 100J 
r .11~.\\ 11. T C 1 X, 1- '> .. L 1 .' x , 1 rJ J .\ 1 ! 
FllFMAf (ijX, lllOA!l 
11.1 ol J= L ,4 
,>~-"5*1 I-LJt·Jtl 
•• ,1 1 r E: 'u , 1 u 3 1 1 P t ... , ,\ 1 I ~ = 1 , 1 a J 1 
ClJ'~TINUE 
j'Jj-lfJ:: ~ .o 
... tUTEIO,L02J PPP, l~lbl,'lJ,t~,=l~lJU! 
"-<IItt6,LC5J 
192 
r ( R 1 ~~ li ~ t V 'i l. ;1 I l l I'l.. 'J r 2 • U '>IL '- 703U2 1 (l /() i /4 t.l 
uuor 
(J!Jtld 
i)~ l-tlHMAfi40Xd·JHkr~CTltlN LUOKL.JINArl:l 
lf7 l.LI~.,jf I NUt 
wl-1. ll F ( tJ 'll.l I ) 
rm I It-to, .:.U4J 
fURM.\! L:JXr3'-!li_-...Et<l/1' 1-\NLl lil:.dr-lElr{Y Vi· THE. SADOLE-POI~r// 
I l.QX,l11i!i.Tilt"' lrl'JX,LIIII\TOi~ 2,l.'JX,bHATlJM ),l5X,aHAfllM 4rl~X,Lr!i\IU~ 5, 
c 1''-'• tHATLH•1 o/!1 
~klll(o,405) XM~X,Y~IAX,LMAX 
<t;! ';) ~ U H."''A T t l X, 1 H X, LX ,b t liJ LJ2 1 • 14 )/ 1 A, 1 HY, ZX , t1 ( 1 P02l. l 4 }/ D , li!L r 2' X, 6( 1 PI) 
[.' 1. 141 /) 
oJiJ ltOLJ 1 = l, l 'J 
'-lllll :....RIIE(tlo4U71 (,1-..M/IXIII 
-tU7 i-!_:l<i'w!Al( .i.:JXrl1lRr12,tH.::,LX,lPU2i.l?J 
r.i<ll((b,4l.l8J AM/I.X 
'+'Jb f 1.1-'.Mll.T l//20X,OHANGL!::S//l0X ,JHTl>=,JPU1~.6r2Xr 3HT2=, 3P0l?.o,2X, 
1 >•1 r .l =, J PO 1). 6, 2 x, JH r :,.:. , 1 PLJ 1?. b ,2. x , J HT'..> =, 3 PD 1!;; .b , zx , .l1t T u=, 1 P u 1? .& , 
~- II i 
/UAX=lTMAX-0.4G~Ol*2J.0uJ~U0 
r/H.l1E-it..,4U~) TMAX 





































SUBRrJUT! NE PDT6 
(******************~*********~*******************************~**************~*** 
C S 0 f il.EFEPFNCr:: L. M. RAFF, J. CtiE~. PHYS., VOL, SO, ?2201197.:.1 
C StJf\R JUliNE T1) CALCULATF. THe CH4-H SUPFACE 
C R[IJU IRFS SUtJ~OUT INES DIS T ,ANLGE,ANfJ T!'l 
C ALSO COMPUTES Of/OR FUR ALL R A!'D STJR•:S RE~LJLTS IN ARRAY l)fk 
C*******~******************************~*********************************~****** 
!MPLIC IT REAL*R IA-H,O-Zl 
DIM~N510~ FR(4I,CFRI41 
IJ I M F N S I 'l N X ( 61 , Y ( 6 l , l ( 6 l , q I 1 5 l , DE>' ( 1 5 I , A G I 6 I, R2 I l 5 l , U! 13 I , 0' ( 3 I , 
1 A L PI-I I 3 l , R F I 3 l , B FT A I 3 l , C C ( 3 I , A A I 3 l , S I G ( 3 l , ~ S T R .( 3 l , AC S I 6 l ,ll K I 61 , 
2 Yl I 61 , Y2 I 6 I , ASS I 61 , F ( 41 , OF ( 41 , RX I 6 I, PX ( 6 I, PY In l , P l I 6 I , DX I A I, 
3 DY I 6 l , f.1Z I 6 l , 0 P X I 6 l , 0 P Y I 6 l , 'W Z ( 6 l , G F I 1 ~, J l 
D I I"~ ~S I "~ ~ PAP M l 'i l 
(:)M.'1'JN A ,y ,z,R ,tlcP ,nr;, R2 oDl,ALPH,R~ ,[J'l ,B':TA,CC,AA ,SI G,PSTP ,TAU, 
1 AV,O!J,CP,EF,ACS,ASS,RX,XIl, V',V2,V3,V4,qMaX, 
? P S S , VR ,p E~ ,HH, PX, PY, P Z diH, WC, W !JR, w,; , DT , DX, OY, D z, IJP X, OPY, DP l, T, GF, 
J ToM P , R P T , STAR T , A PAR·~ , P I , T 3 PI , ~ L b P I , 56 P l , 
4 I I l ,J J J, KKK, L L l, NV 1, NV 2, NV 1, NV4, JJ, N I, Kl 0 
[XPIXI=IJEXPIXI 
SU~TlXI=OSWRTlXl 
C·cS l X I =itCOS.l XI 




C CilMPUTF THr lf.TERPAqTJCLF DISTANCES P 
C CALL D!ST 
C****~******************~******************************************************* 
C CHECK FOP THE FIFTH ATDM--l.~.--CH4---lHl 
C rlY DEFliiiiTION THE FIFTH H ATDI" IS THC: :JNE WHOSE' C-H DISTANCE IS 'IAXIMLJM 
c 1/l/l/l//l/1/llll//ll//ll//ll//l/111/l//l/1/ll//l/1//lll//ll/lll/1/l//ll/1//l/ 
O.HM•\X=kl l I 
KM A X= 1 
IF!Rl?l.LT.PHMAX) GO TO 1100 
Rf.IMAX=P(?.l 
KM~ X:2 
ll. 0 0 IF ( R l 3 I • L T, R HM AX l GO T 0 1 l 01 
tU;Ml\X=k( 3 I 
KMA X=1 
11 •J l IF ( R (1.). LT. R HMAX l GO T IJ 1'. 0 2 
RH~AX =Rl4 I 
KMl\ X=4 
1 1 'l 2 l F I R ( .-, l • L T • R HM AX l GO T n 1 l 0 3 
RHMAX=P15l 
K'1AX=S 
I' 0 3 
c 
C'JtH INur 





COMPUTE TtH' HCH ANGLES AND ST'1Rc kESUL TS IN ARRAY AG 
CALL A~GLE 
C*******************************~***~*******************~**************~***6**** 
ill] 50 1=1,15 
5 0 DE R ( I I =ll , 0 DO 


























































CALL T k I I R C 3 ) , R ( 5 I , P. ( ~ I , () F R ( 1 I , 0~? , IJ E "· ( H I , 1 , 3, ~, ~ I 
F.F• f:E+F 
OfKC~I•OFMI51+DR? 




C CL1M~UT F F~ll." C'JNSTMHS 
C COM~UTf ATTENUATION TF.RMS 
XhaP.Ili-REill 
Xi{D~.(2 )-Rf( 1) 
XC•kDI-RFil I 
XD•RI 41-RF 11 I 
XA2•X A*X A 
Xl\2 •Xi1*Xf:l 
XC 2•XC *XC 
XD?•XU*XD 






E XA 1 3 • EX PI • AI" ARM I 2 I *R 2 I 8 II 
GXAI4•f.:X P 1-APAk~ I 2 J *R21 9) I 
EX~2\•FXPI-APAPM(51*XX~*XXAl 
E XA 2?•£X~I-APAP.M( ~I"XXH*XXBI 
F.XA23•EXPI-APARMI5l*XXC~XXCI 
!XA24•~XPI-APAPMI51•XXC*XXCI 
4 I I• 1, 00 IJ· ~ XA l.l 
A12•\,0DI.l-EXAl2 
hl ~·1. OiJO-EXAD 
A !4•loOIII.l-F.XAL4 
A21 •APAP.MI3 I+APAPM l4l*EX112L 
AZ2•AP ARM( 3 I +APAR M(41 *FXA' 2 
A23eAPARMI,I+APA~MI41*EXA23 
A24•APARM(3J+APAR~I41*EXA24 
E XF l• E' XP I- A 2! * XA 2 I 
EXF2•EXPI·A22*XB21 
EXF3•EXPI·A23*XC21 
FXI'4•E XP I -A·24*XD21 
Fltl•All*tXFt 
r-cz )•AP*rXF2 
I' l:ll•A l3*EXF3 
F14l•At4*EXF4 
C 11K • ~ AIU THE FORCE C('JNSTANTS 
'l r< I U • AP ARM I 1l * F I ll * F I 2 I 
DKI2J.,APAPM(1 I*Fil t••FDI 
DK(3)•APAkMili*FILI*FI4) 




C COM~UTE THF EOUILIB~!UM ANGLES 































Ol 1 0 










ll' 2 1 
Ct 2 2 
OJ ?3 
0124 












!F(PPI.LT.I'GRI Gn TfJ llOll 
R ;;r;::: ;-~ ( 2 J 
Kl '1~.7 
800 !Fl1<(11.LT.RGPI (,/"'TO ·IJl. 
'lGP~~~ :'> 
KLM="l 




IF IRIKLM+ol .GT.?Uil G'' 'T'l 4J)') 
ill JF ~o IJ 
c rF ~c P 
8AA = ), •]I)!J 
GrJ Til 4u0'. 
'•UllO IF(~(51,GT,D!JI GU TC 4u0? 
CI'F=.), B9757fl0/l "-I 51-R >:I lll 
D!JF~f'(5) 
'1AJ\=-C Fl'/l" 151-P:'( lll 
IJAJ\=-UAt'I''IPGR-P 0 (1 IJ 




'+001 [r(t<GR.l;T,DIJFI r;n TO ~0~ 
l I' I R GR , L T, ~F. l \ I I Gll TC1 ~ J 4 
C CnMPUT' [.!UIL!UP!Ufl FRONTSID~ A'~GLE 
A SF = T A U- C PI' * ( P. G R- RE ( 1 l I 
C COMPUTF HACKS!DE fUUILIBR!UM ANGLE 
XYZ =SJ r\( ASFI 
ASfl=AR(rJSI l. 000-1, 5DO*XYZ*XYZI 
C COMPlJTF D~RIVATIVFS rJF ~..JUIL!Gq!U~ A%L!' WITH R[SP"CT f.J Fr,F 
DASF =-C~F 
OA S:.J =- 1, ODO*C PF *X Y Z*C 11 S I A SF I I Sl N I ASH l 
GIJ T•l HJ~ 










C CGMPUTf (;)NTO(~UT!ON TO TH 0 TOTAL ENEPGY FPOM THE M<GL<: TE"M5 
AU~ Grl TO (~06,'l07,R0~,80'l) ,KL,~ 
BOro SUM=O, OIJO 
!Fl=l 
II' 2 ~? 
IF J = 1 
I Fll= 4 
10~=<; 
r ~ 3= b 
DU C·ll ·) I = 1 ' 3 
l=AL.I !1-ASF 
Vl I I I= ll 
Y2 I ll=C*n 
197 






















































DO 3 3 0 I =4 ,6 
Yl I ll=fiG( 11-ASI\ 
Y? I li=Yl I ll*Vll I I 





GO TO 820 
807 SUM=U. 000 
1 F l: l 
1F2=4 
IF 3 =5 
11Hz2 





SUM•SUM+DK I ll*Y2( l I 
rJO 811 1=4,5 
O•AGI ll-ASF 
Yll 1 I• 0 
Yi'IJI=C*C 
811 SIJM=SUM+OK (I l *Y2 I I I 
1)0 A 31 1 =2 ,3 
Y I ( l l = AG ( II - AS B 
Y211l=Yllll*Yll1l 
831 SUM=S,UM+DKI!l*Y211l 
Yl I 6l=AGioi-ASB 






r;n ro 820 
BOB SUM=O, 000 
l F l= 2 
l F2 =4 
l F 3 = ro 
l 81 =I 
lii2='l 
l Fl3='t 
1)0 B 1 2 1 = 2, b, 2 
Y1 ( I I= hG ( II- AS F 
Y? ( 1 I= Yl ( II* Yl ( 11 
812 SUM=SUM+DK(Il*Y21II 
00 832 1=1.,5,? 
Yl l l l = AG ( l 1- A 58 




1 F ( KfE ,E 1,), -I I RETURN 
C #II# U # # # # # # U N# II### N# U #.# # # ##II # # # ## U # # # #N # N# # H # ## # H # # # # # N # # # # # # II# ~ H H NH U #II#### 
GCl TO ll20 
198 
FOHRAN IV G LEVEL n POT6 DATE • 76044 14/04/41 
0189 ~09 SUM•U.OOO 
Cl9<J IF 1 •3 
019'1. IF 2•5 
0192 IF3•6 
0193 IBt•l 
Ol9't 18 z,. 2 
019'5 183•4 
0196 Vli31•AG(li-ASF 
01CJ7 Y21 3I•Vli31*Y1131 
01CJ8 SUMzOKI31•Y2131 
019CJ on aB 1•5,~> 
0200 Y 1111• AGII 1-ASF 
0201 Y21li•Y1 ( II•Vl C II 
07.0'- Al3 SUM•SUM+DKCII*V2111 
020"1 00 833 1•1. 2 
010't VII II•AGili-AS.B 
020' V2CII•niii*VUII 
0206 833 SUM•SUM+DKIII*¥2111 
0207 Yli41•AGI41-ASB 
0208 V21 41•Y1141"'V1141 
0209 SUM•SUM+OKI41*V2141 
0210 EF•fE+~500*SU~ 




C COMPUH O~RIVATIVES CIF THE ANGLE ATTENUATION TERMS WITH RFSPECT T'1 Rb,R7,1<.~, 
C AND R~ 
0212 820 DFPI11•2.000*APARM(21*RI61*EXA1t•EXFl+All•EXFl*XA2•2.UDO*APARM!41* 







C COMPUTE DERIVATr\IES OF ATTENUATION TERMS WITH RESPtCT TO Rl,R2oR3, ~ND 1'1.4 
ozt• OFI1l••2oOOO*A2l*XA*Fill 
0217 OF( 21••2oOOOIIIA22*XS*F( 21 
0218 DFC31•-2 .OOOU23*XC*FI 31 
0219 DF141•-2o0DO*A24*XD•FI41 
C**"'**********************"'"'**~************"'"'*"'**"'*"'**************************** 
C ADO IN CONTRIBUTION TO OER F~OM DK/DR INGLE TERMS AND OITHETAI/DR TERMS 
C FIRST THREE ANGLE TERMS 
0?20 00 900 l•lo3 
02?.1 STP•0.5Cl0*0Kili*Y21ll 
0222 W•DKIII*Yll [I 
02 2 3 OER ILI•OER 1!. I +S T P*OF 11 1/F ( 11 tW * 1-1. 0001( R I l + 1 I*A S SIt I I +AC S I Ill 
1 UUli.*ASSillll 
0?. 24 DE R ( I +li•OER I I +11 + S T P*OF I I+ 11/ F 11 + 11 +W"' I-!. • 0 0011 R Ill *ASS( t I I+ 
1 ACSIII/IASS!II*RII+llll 
C2 2 5 DE fl. ( 6 I •0 E R ( b I + S T P• DF R ll 1/ F ( tl 
022 b DfR ( !+6I•DER( l +61+STP•OFRI 1+11/FII+ll 
0227 900 OERII+CJl•OEIUI+<;JI+w•R<I+91/lRili*RII+li*ASSilll c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C FOURTH AND Fl FTH ANGLE TERMS· 
0228 00 'lOl 1•4,5 . 
02~9 STP•0.500*0Klii*Y2(1 I 
199 















0 E R I ., i : 1 Cf I ? I • S T D<'i)F I · II F I 2 l + >~* I -1 • ') U'l I I ASS I I l "F I I -1. l l • 
1. ~SSIII/I.~S5111*~121ll 
n t ~ I 7 I =il c' I 7 I+ S T P *DF R I ? I I F I J l 
<lf k I I '-1. l = 0~~ I 1-l J + S T r ''' .' F ( I - '· II f I I - 1 I HI •> I - ~ • 0 D 01 I ASS I I l * > I 2 l l + 
l ACSII II lASS I I l''RI I-~ Ill 
Ur:P I I+'+ J = n E P I I >.4 J + S T P•' JF R I I -1 1/ F ( I -' J 
g;Jt D~Ril+'li=<'E~I I+91+W*RI I+9JI(Pin*"'l 1-ll*ASSI Ill 
C C!l'ITRIIWT!r'l' f'P(Jt' SIXTH MICL" T<'RM 
STP=O. 5l'l*OKI 6l*Y?( ~~ 
W=11KI6 I''Y) (6) 
•e ~ I~ I =11 F R I 3 J +<T P* QF I' I If I 3 l • ~*I -1 , U DO I I ASS I D I *PI 4 I I + 
1 A C S I i> I I I A S S I '>I *D ( 3 I I I 
U r R I 8 ) = 1H o (;! I + S T o * ll F R I 3 I I F 13 I 
Ut o I·+ J =ll E >' H I+ <TP *rlF (4 II F I 4 l +W* I -1 • 0 DO I I ISS I o I*" I ·;I I + 
1 ACSibl/IASSiflMI4111 
n~R ('l I ~nt~l'l I+STI'*OFP 141/ F141 
ilER I '· ')I= I'F f< I 1 5 J + ~" rq 1 ~ J II~ S S I G I ~!{I 3 I*' (" I I 
c *~~*~**********~****•******************'~**~******~~********~~*~$*******~**«~·~ 
c U.•I~~I{IF\UTI~''·I FI<(J,v f'W, .\NGLE VARIATI,JN TJ DIANGLFI/rl>{~"***" 
DE k I K l I·' I ~ G F. ~ I KL '1 I - I IJ K I IF 1 I * Yl I 1 F l I • LJK I I F 2 I '' Yl I I FZ I +UK I I f J I<' yt II F ' I 
1 l*ilA'.I' -lrKI Iflli*Yl I!Bli+DKI !llZI*Ytl 1~·21+ 
nKII•<II*Y' I!L<~II*D·\Sl' 
n"R I S I "'J fQ I '1)- I ilK I I r 1 I * Yl I If' 11 +IlK! I F2 I *Y l I IF 2 I +ilK I I H I'' YJ. I IF 31 I'' 
1. UA A - I lJK I lfll.l ~y 1. I I HI l +IJK I I 8 n * Y I I ILl 2 I +IJK II ll3 I *¥1 I I H 31 l 
2 *'•.LlilC<•SPJIASFI*Cl'l!ASFI*DA.41SI~I~St\l 
c *****~**~~*************~****~*********************************~~**~**~'***~*~** 
c CALL S•ITCH (KM~X.ZI 
~ f TUP N 
200 

































Qf) 3 3 
I) (I ?'• 







') (~ ,.., ?. 
001,3 
SUBR•JUTTNF. TR!(<l,R1 ,RR''.,RR,,D~l,OR2,[' 0.3,!,J,K,Fl 
C*******************~******o*********************~***************~************** 
C 5n RFFF.I>."rKE: L. M. ~.AFF, J. CHEM. PHVS., VOL. 6'1, 222 1)( \Q741 
L RCllJTIN~ TU CALCULATE THRF.f-llOOV <::NrRGV FOR A~C SYSTEM 
C r'p~,R~2.R~3 APE THf THRFf' !N"'E'RPA.OTJCL" OISTANC':S 
C rmt,iJk2,0K' ARE THI' THRfE D6RIV4T!V;:S •ITH 0 ESP0Cf TCJ RRl,I·F2, Mill Pel3 
C J,J, ANn K GIV~ THI' ~kRAV MJMBI'R FIJR THE r\PPP JPP!AT= PlFNTiill i'ARAMET'RS 
C F IS THE FINAL THRfE-HODV fNFRGY 
c•••*****~****************$******•*****************************#*~**~*********** 
!I~PLIC IT Rf_AL*!l IA-H,U-Zl 
L'IMEr<S!O~ APARMI51 
lJ I M F N S I iJ ;-1 X I 6 l , V I '> I , l I ~ I , !'. I t 5 I , OF' P I t 5 l , A G I 6 l , P ? ( 1 5 I , D 1. l 3 I , [l? l 3 I , 
' hl PH l :\l , R f I 3 I , ll ETA l 3 I , C C ( 3 l , ~A I 31 , 5 I G I 31 , R ST R I 3 I , AC Sl t. l , 0 K I 6 I , 
> Y1 I o I , Y~ I 6 I , A 5 S l 1J I , F I 4 l , G F I 4 l , ~X I o I , P X l ~I , PY I 6 I , P l I f. I, QX If· l, 
J ~1y (r, J ,lll(f lo C'PXI 6), DPY( <,),DPl( 6) ,DFI !5, 31 
Ci' M M ON X , V , Z , " , DE R , A G, r-? , C '·, ALP hi'. [ , D ·;, tl ET \, C C, ,\f., S I r;, P S T i< , T A lJ, 
1 ~ V, lJ I J, C P, E ~, ~: S, ASS,'" X, X II , V! , V 2 , V 3, V ~, 1:P1AX , 
c RSS, VP , P f~, H, PX , PY, P Z, WH, WC, We",~, DT, DX, OY ,I) Z, G P X ,I) P Y ,liP l, T, OF- , 
!·1'F.'1P,R"T ,START ,r\PARI~,P!,T3 PI, ~L~PI, 56P I, 
4 l I I , J J J, KKK , L L L, NV 1 , NV 2 , NV '3 , N V4 , J J , N l , K r < 
SwRTIXJ~QSQRTIXl 




At~ FXPI-ALPHI !I*Al 
h!:. tXPI-ALPHlJI*Ill 
CI• FXP( -ALPHl Kl *C I 
A?"Al*Al 
H2•Bl*lil 
C?. zC l*Cl 
OAll=D' I I l*l A2-2 .OOU*A ll 
f'1 AC =U 1. ( J I* I B7 -2 • 0 00 * ll 1 I 
L' l R C = fl 11 K l *I C 2- ?. • '111 'l* C ll 
Drl Ml=2.0lJU*ALPH( li*Ol (I l*( Al-1121 
011AC=:'.:)fl0¥hLPHIJI*I'1 IJI*Idl-B?J 




c3All=D J (II« I 11112+~ .OOO*AA' l 
IJF. 3 A~=-? • 0 DO *B q II I I I *J ~I I I* I A AI +A,V I 
GO Tel : 
Alit~ C:XPI-~ IGI II *R~'- I 
F3Ail=Cl (I l*l op l+AA I I I I *AAl 
OF3 II tl= CC l l I* AA 1 *I 1 .u DO-S IGI I J *R R 1- S I G I I I *'II II I I I J 





G(J T"l 6 
l\R1 = F. XPI -S lGIJI *~P? I 
F3~.C=<.ClJI"'IRP2+AAIJII*BBl 































I) F 3 u C o -l , 000 * fl F T ~ ( 1\ l * D 3 ( K l * ( C C l + C C 2 l 
GU hl ·1 
LC! = CXP(-S !L(~ l'•!<Pll 
O<lC 'l( IKl*( PP~+ A.\(Kl l *CCl 
OATF 
IJDllC=CC I K l *CCJ *I J .~DIJ-S IGI K I«~ :n-s! Gl Kl *AA I Kl l 
9 ll~H=I f'IIA+l'Hlll/7 ,JilO 
WAL=( ~UC+<)/1(. l /?,JIJQ 
QHC= IE' l!C+UBCI/?,ODO 
f. Lilli= I 11 AB-E3 ABI/2 .0 CO 
·\L AC=I ElAC-1:: 3AC l/2. Jll<J 
ALBC= IE~ t\C-Dl:lCI/2 .dOll 
XX =AL·\il-ALI~C 
YY=I\LI\C-ALLIC 
ll• ALA C-AL AB 
U=IXX*XX+YV*YY+ll*Zll/2,000 
U= SOC. T IU l 
F.= QAt1+Qfl C+WAC-U 
~tl='+ .ODU*U 
~4/')4/4) 
Dq l=( iJ U ~llHJ~oAB l 0. ODD.- (:?, 000* ALA H-AUIC -ALIIC l * (DEl All-[J r3 AP, II HI'. 
OR2=1nEJAC+DE3ACI/2,000-(2.00D*AL~C-ALA8-ALKCl*IOElAC-DE3ACl/~~ 





F DR 1 ~AN IV G l ~ VI L ?. ' DATF 71:>)44 ~ 4/1~/41 
Ll001 SUH~ilUJl~F PLACF(Rtl 
(***~**~***************************•******************************************** 
C src O.'F'>nJCo;:: L. M. P-~FF, JoCHEM. PHY~., VOL. 60, 2220(1.974) 
( R UT!N" rr PL~CF H2,H1,ANO ~4 I~ fQUILI8RlUM POSITIQNS FOR A GIVE~ 
C rl \J I S T ~ '1[:1: F 1.; IJ A l T 0 R 1 
ca~ ***********************$********************************~**#***•************ 
OOLl? IMPLICIT PF Al *8 ( A-H, I'-ll 
000~ :l[M~··J')l'~'ll APAP,_,(~) 



































1 llPH(:'.),R[(3l ,BFTAI3l,CC(3l,A~(3l,SIG(3l,RST~(3l,ACS!6l,DK(6), 
2 Yl ( "l , Y ?.! 61 , ASS ( 6) , F ( 4 l , GF ( 4) , R X ( 6 l , P X ( (, l , PY ( 6) , P l ( 6 l, DX ( 6 l, 
'J 0Y(6),1Jl(6),DPX(6l,DPY(6),0PZ(c),DF(l5,3) 
C 1. 11~~·0'J X ,y, z,R ,IJf:D ,.~G,R', Cl, AlPH,'<EolJ3, 1-!FTA,CC,AA ,S IG,~STR, TAU, 
1 ~V nJ1 J,C P,EE ,AC S,ASS, '<X,XIl, Vl ,vz,v 3,V4,BMAX, 
Z kSS,V~,PFP,H,PX,PY,PZ,~H,WC,WHR,W,DT,DX,DY,DZ,DPX,DPY,PPZ,T,~F, 
3 TF "1 P, P >' T , START,~ 11 A R 11 , P I , T"< P 1 , E L 6 PI , S b P I , 
'• I I I , J J J, K 1\K, Ll. l., ,'JV 1 , NV?, 'IJ V, , N V4 , JJ, N I , K! ~ 
q 'H X I =\J S HI (X l 
AkCfl 5( XI =fl~RCf'S( X I 
CLIS (X l =Ol.CS !X l 
SWRT(Xl=JSWRT(XI 
Cl/1/ll/l///l////l/lllll/llll/ll/ll/ll//l//ll//l!/ll/11/ll/11/l/1111/l/1/llll/11 
C SFT M·IGLf: CUT IIF TH:O XY P;LANE DESCRIB~·J ~y THE C-H 131JNDS IN THE CH3 GROUP. 
C 1\ASFD rl~~ THE Pl IJISTA!\C 0 FFC TO THIS ~JUliN~. 
IF ( R 1. • L" • U I J l GC1 T1 q 
f1 TS=Pl/2.0['0 
Gfl F 10 
o IF ( P 1 • L T • P r ( 1 l I GO Tl) l l 
TS=T-\U-CP"!R!-1':~(1)1 
1. 0 CONTI tHJf: 
r;r, rr; 12 
l' TS=TAU 
1 2 C JN Tl N Uf 
Cl/1111/lllllllll/ll/1/ll//1//ll/l//ll/1/l/1/ll//////////l/1/l/l/lll/1/l/1111111 
C CALCUL~T~ All CAQTESIAN COClRDINATE ATO:~ PJSITiflNS <:XC~DT Z! 1 l AriD Z(6l 





xc 21 ~a.ono 
YC ?l=-.f! ll*S 
l!'l =Rr( ll*C 
X( ll=i'.[(ll*~*CDS!':lbPII 
Y ( 3 l = '< H 11 * S * S I 'H F L ':> P l l 
Z('l=R£(1l*C 
X( 4) =~ U ll*S*COS( SbPI l 



























































C ~'"' Rc~FR!'"\ICf': L. "· PI\FF, J, CHcM, PHY<,, VUL, 60,2220119741 
C l>fl\!f!',f T•i C"M!'UF TW 1"JTERP~RTICL" DISTA)lCES FROM THE CAI'Tr:SIA"J 
C C·t·WOIIJ.\Ti:S IJF T;-1[" nTOI'S 
c•~·~·~********~**********~********~*****~************************************** 
4 
l'-'PL!CIT f<I'~L''8 IA-H,'l-ZI 
li~~I'''S I.J'< A PARMI~~ 
ll I '-11· N, Ill N X I 1> I , Y I I"> I , l I ~I , R I t 5 I , DE R C l 5 I , AG C 6 J , R 2 I 1 5 J , 0 1 I 3 J , 0; I 3 I , 
1 r, L PH I '11 , e t ( 3 I , ~ ET A I 'I I , C C I ' I , A A ( 3 I , S I G I > J , Q S T Q ( 3 I , AC S ( 6 I , OK ( b I , 
., Y 1 ( 6 I , Y? ( r, I , ASS ( n), F 14 I , G F I 4 l , ox I 6) , P X ( 6 I , PY ( 6 I , P Zl 6 I, DX 16 I , 
':JY(~>),.JL((,J,rJPX(hJ,nPYI6),DPZI6l,DFil5,3l 
C "l M :1nli X , Y , l , R , rJ E I' , A G , R2 , 0 l , AlP H, P E , 03 , BET A, C C, A A , S 1 G, " S T F< , T AIJ, 
1 ~V,n!J,CP,~E,ACS,ASS,RX,~II, Vl,V2,V~,V4,BMAX, 
l :1 S S , V f•, pc r ,H, PX, PY, P l, wH, WC ,.HIP, W, DT , OX, OY, D Z, DP X, DPY, DP Z, T, fJF, 
J ro "~ r, I<· T, s TAP r •. ~ P~R ~o~, PI , n PI , ~ L6 PI , 56 PI , 
'< I I l, JJ J, K K.K, LL L, 1\V I , NV 2, NV", NV 4, JJ, N I, K f"'E 
SORTIXI=DSWKTIXI 
:1 ··1 \ ! ,:,;. 1 , It 
:H I I,' I= X I l I-X I 5 I 
'11- I lo21=YII I-YI51 
'JFI!,li=LI 11-ZISI 
k.' I II= i'f ( I ,1 I *I"1F I 1, I I +OF I I, 2) «0 Fl I, 2 I +OF (I, 31 «OF (I, 3 I 
Rl! )• ~UQT(R?I1l I 
or ( <;, 1 I= X I r, l- X I 6 I 
')"'"'~ >=Yiol~Ybl 
;J 1- I ~, 3 ) = Z I o I -ll 6 I 
"?I 5l=f:H ~.l J«OF ( 5,1 )+DFI 5,2 l*DFI5, ?.l+DFI 5,31 *DF 1? 0~ I 
P15)= S~PTIO'IS)) 
DCJ 2 !=1,4 
j "'1 +? 
n1- 1 J.! J=XI r 1 -x 161 
IH I J, 2 l = Y I I I- Y ( 61 
IJ F I J, 3 I= l I I I- Z I 6 I 
R? I J I =OF I J, 1 I *llF I J, l I+ OF I J, 2 I *0 f ( J, 2 I+ DF ( J, 3 I +OF ( J, 3 I 
o, I J I= Sll ~ T I o ? I J I I 
r1o 3 r =1 .-l 
J=l+l 
K= l +9 
DHK.l l=XI 1 l-XIJI 
llf( K,2 l=YI 11-YI Jl 
0F(K,3l=li11-ZIJI 
1:: ;> ( K I =OF I K,! I$ DF I K ol I+ CF I K,? J *0 F I K, 2 I+ OF I K, 3 I *DI- I K, 3 I 
P I K I = S.J ~ T ( Q 2 I K I I 
1}1] 4 ! =! • 2 
J =I +2 
K=Iq2 
f)flt<.,li=XI21-X(Jl 
IJFI K,ZI=YI?l -YIJJ 
llFIK,li=Z12l-ZIJl 
R? ( K) =OF { K, l I *OF I K, l I +IJF ( K ·,?) *D F I K, 2 I+ OF ( K, 3) *DF ( K, 3 I 
<UKI= Si~RliR21Kll 
IJF( l'i, U=XI :l-XI41 
l)F( :s, 2l=YI31-YI4l 
llFit5,31=/(31-ZI41 
q 21 1<;)=UH 15,1 l*DF 115,li+DF1l5, 21*DF( l5,2l+DF 115 ,3l*OFI 15,31 
Kll51= Sl.IRT(R2Cl.<;)) 
RF: TU" N 
204 
~llRTP~·~ IV 1; LFVFL ?' l4/•J4/4 1 
0001 






















',II~ R r1U T 1 i'<f AN G L" 
C4***********************~********************************$*~***************.***~ 
C ~rr_ DC"FfRf'IJCE: L. ~~. RAFF, J. CHf'1• PHYS., vrL. 1>1, ??,IU(1q?4) 
C P,CIJTINF TU CDr·IPUTF (HI, ,\NGLcS FROII TdF INTEPPAR.T!CL':: OISB'JC 0 5 
:**************************************~********~****n******t=~~*********h~*~**~* 
I~PLICIT REAL*P (A-H,O-ll 
JI~F~SIC~ IPAAM(5) 
:l I .1 '· \ S I U Ill X X ( 6 I , Y ( 6 I , l l ~I , 0 l '· 5 I , 'l~ ;; I 1 '51 , ,\ G l 6 I , R ~ ( 1 •, I , IJl ( ':! I , i'J' ( 3 I , 
t AL PH I ll , P t l 3 l , B n A( 'I ,: ~ I 11 , A A (J l , S I G l 3 I , PST~ l3 l , ~C S ( £, l ,o K ( 6 I , 
' Y1 ( 6 l , Y? I !) I , ASS ( ~ I , F ( ·• I , G F ( 4 l , qx I o I , P X ( b I , PY I 6 I , P Z I 6 I , D X l 6 I , 
'I fJ Y l 6 I , ill ( 6 I , D I' X I "·I , IJ P Y I ''I , I) P l ( 61 , •J F( 1 5 , 3 I 
C 11M ~~~llX.\ 1 Y, l , 1 1 'J F R 1 A G 1 P 2, 11] , AlP H, '' E, 0 l 1 B f T A , C C , A A , $I C , < c T P , TAU , 
' ;v ,•)! J,CP,EE, ACS,ASS,RX ,x II, Vl,V ?,V",V4,tl'IAX, 
~ ;( S S, V f<, PH~, H, P X, ~y, P l , \o<H, wC, WB P , ~, •JT, DX, DY, L) l, D PX, 0 P¥, flP l, T, cF, 
3 T , . .., p '~ K T '<TAP. T' A p "R"'. pI. T ~pI • EL ~pI Is 6 pI ' 
4 I I I , ,J J J, KKK, l L L, NV 1 , NV? , NV 3 , ~V 4 , J J, 1\J I , K f ~ 
~WRTlXl=JSQRTIXI 
ARCOSlXI=DARCDSIXI 
0:1 2 I =1 , 3 
X= l R? I 1 I i-R 'l ( I._, I -R 2 ( I i- 9 I I/ ( 2 • 0Ll 0*'~ l 11 "'R ( I+ ll I 
"CS (I I =X 
"SSIII=SiolRTit,OnO-X*XI 
AGIII= ARCDSIXl 
ll 0 3 I=' , 2 




X= ( P. 2 I 3 I i-R2 ( 4) -R? I 1 5 l l !( 2. 0 DO ·•R I 3 l *R I 4 I I 
~C$16) =X 
ASS I6I=SORT( 1.0')0-X''XI 
AG( 61= 1\RCnSIX I 
P F TURN 
~ND 
205 




































)Ull''''UT INF Rr.~p 
S'J •H·cK,;~KE: L. '1, P.HF, J, C~EM, PHYS., VOL. 60, ?nOI'.'J741 
"'llJTJ'-1< Tl ,rA[I IN l~<!T[hL PIJT~"'T!AL ~URFACE PARAMFTE'<S 
r,:JUTIN" J\L',I~ '"'A:JS IN INIT!~L OYf\AI'llC VARIABLE'S 
JI'IPI!C!T i<=AL*R (11-H,C-ZI 
[) 1 M ~tJ~; I 'l N X l 6) , Y ( 6 I ,L ( 6 l , " I 1. 5 I , DE P ( 1 51 , A G ( 6 I , R 2 I 1? I , D) ( 31 , 1.: ~ ( 'J I , 
' A L P t< ( 31 , ;> ;: ( J I , ~ :: T A I : I , C C ( 3 I , .A~ ( 3 I , S I G I 3 I , R S T R ( 3 I , A C S I b I , 0 K I h I , 
'? Y! I "I , Y 2 ( 61 , ASS( 6 I , r I 41 , GF I 4 I , R X ( & I , P X ( 6 I , PY ( 6 I, P l ( 6 I , OX ( ~ I, 
.l DY(b),Ol(61,0PX((_,I,flPYI61,UPZI61,()F(15,3) 
IH1" 0 NSI'l~ IIPAqM(51 
C"'1'1C\ X ,Y,l ,K,'lfi< ,r\G, '2 ,01, ALPH,oE,Q 7 ,l:lFTA,CC,AA,Sl G,RSTP,TAIJ, 
'- •v,rn~,CP,F!:,ACS,~SS,RX,XII, V~,vz,v<,V4,B"l,\X, 
:> "S S , V?, PF P , H, PX, PY, P!, WH ,W C ,w BR, rl, DT, OX, OY, 0 l, DPX, DPY, LP Z, T, 0~, 
~ T ~' M P , ,; k T , STAll. T , A I' A P 11 , P 1 , T 3 PI , fC L 6 P I , S6 P 1 , 
4 II I , J J J, KKK, LL L, NV! , 'IV .2, NV~, NV 4, J J, N I, KF f 
RfAil(·i,!_QL)I 01 ,l)l,ALPH,RF,B<;TA,CC,AA,SIG,R<;TR 
1r)Q FU~'•r/IT(lDl~.;q 
"fAI)(•;,l 011 TAU,i'V 
R [ A [\( -, , 1, 11!. I n l J , C P 
111 f'~'P'1AT(20!~.ill 
10;> Fl!i<r-t.\T( 1 Hll 
w~ I n• ( o, I U 2 I 
~RITF(6,1J.ll 
1<B F~l~'1~T(l<l;(,'Sl!RF~L':: P\~MFT:'RS',/111 
~F[TC(b,]'l41 
' C). f[J< :1A T (1. •; X ' ' c-HI '2 3 X' • H- X I ' ~ 3 X' 'c- X I 'I ' 3 3 X' I s I NG L r T- s T A TF pAR~-~ F fER s ' ' Ill 
~<sl,lfl 
• r{ I rr I t. 1 .; '>) D 1' ~L pH'"· F 
·.l 5 F r]R '1 ,\T ( ? X , 2 ~Hll, 3X, 3 ( 1 P D2 0. 8 I , I, 1X, C.HA L PH, 3 X, 3 ( l P :)2 O. R I , I, 
1 SX,2HRE t3Xdl 1P 1nO. Rl ,//1 
WRJTF(b,10f.) 
101.> F•JDM.H(3)X, 1 TRIPLfT-ST,\TE Pt\RAMcT~RS 1 ,/II 
w~ I Fl b, 1071 !l3,9fTA ,CC ,AA ,SIG, RSTR 
1 •)7 FOF. 1'1 AT ( 5 X ,? HD3, 3X, o ( 1 P U? 0, 81 , I, :lX, 4rlB ETA, 3X, 3 I 1 P 02 O. R I , I, 
1 (JX 9 'dC,3X,-3(1.PCJ20,RI,/,&X,lHA,'lX,3(lPD20.BI,I, 
2 1.X,JHSIG,3X,3( lPD2J.31 ,1,3X,4HRSTR,3X,3(!P'1?~.81 ,/Ill 
WP!TE(6,JllHI TA~.~V 
10~ F·!P.r-'H(25X,28HFuU!LI!:lk!lJ.I.1 tNGLE PAR~METE~S,/,lSX,4HTAU=,JPD20.12, 
l 'iX,JIFV=, 1 PD?.Cl.l2,/ Ill 
1/~!T"lt.''lq) DIJ,CP 
J.uoo r·l·''1AT(J5X,28H~QUILiflRIIJ'1 liNGLE PARAMF.TERS,/,15X, 
1 '~HLJPP 0 i< LIMIT PAPAM':T 0 R-FRONTSIDE ANGlf=,JPD20,\2,1, 1 5X, 
2 i?HSL 1:P> PAf<Ar'I~TFP-F~ONT'i!Cf IINGL!=~,JPD?0.12,/I 
C <F,\11 IN INIT!11L 0/\N;Jr.M NlJMf3fQ--7 CECIMAL DIG!TS.'l 
o ,· Ml ( 5 , 1 0 1 ) !< X I 1 l 
L fU'J\I'J l.H4 FU'IO~I>IEU/\L FRt:QIJE~IC!ES 
1l'-A'H5.1lll vt,v,,v;,v4 
l' 0 HJQM/\T(4D1~.>ll 
r. ;!I' ill' l ~~ MASSeS 
P<'ADI?,11'll ·,,H,wC,WflP 
1;;:11,) I:'' tlMIIX ~;-ll) P,)S 
''cAD(';,lO'.l Hf>IAX,RSS 
C :~~'Ml I"J l"J IT TAL VlflRAT!DNAL UUA'FU"' NU.'I[lERS 
f{EIID(~ ,1 Ill NVJ, NV2 ,NV1,NI/4 
11' FtP'1AThl',?l 
c R-FAl PITti;I<AT l l'J STCfl SlZf. 
R~ADI5 ,1 01) DT 



























C ~ran TFMP[PATUPF FrR •JTATID~AL AVERAGING 
"!"hDI~,l Oil TFMo 
Wk I H I t: , 1 1 2 I P X I l l 
76044 
112 FI]~MATI~ '5X,22HI'J!Tihl RA'l!)'JM '·JUMBc,<,=,lP'l20.12,/l 
W''ITF'Ic,ll3l V1,V?,V3,V4 
1 4/04/41 
'13 f.l":·'1hTIJ 5X,'~1ETHhNf; FUNDAMENTAL FPEQU:ONC!f5 liN fVol:•,t,?IX,3HVI=, 
1. , ll'u.l0,5X,3HV'=•'120.10,5X,3HV,3=,D20.1D,5X,3HV4=,020.! 0,/l 
WQI TF 16,1141 wH,~C ,wso 
114 FJf:MAT ll5X,6HMASSF S, 5X ,ZHH=,lPIJ?Q, 1 J,5X ,2HC=,~PIJ20,1 'l ,5X,7HX~,l Pll2 
tO.l 0,/ I 
W~l ff'l6,l151 Ht't.X,~SS 
1'" r·nRt~~Tit5X,?5Hr~AXI'W•'' !MPf,CT I'ARAM"TEP=,tPD20.A,5X,4H~S<;=,JPfJ21.8,/I 
1/1 
W" IT> It ,ltol ~;Vl ,Nv2 ,r-.vo ,II,V4 
116 fUkM.\T(15X,32HINITihl V!Bo'.ATJU'J STATE) flf CH4:,5X,41iWJ=,I3,5X, 
1 1oHNV,'=,I3,5X,4H~V~=,!3,5X,4H'JV4=, !'3,/1 
WPIT~(6,lt71 VR,i1T,TE'IP 
117 I.'JRMAT( loX,'SHP~LAT!VF Vi'LOC!rY=,lPiJ20.~,5X,'INTEG~ATJ[)i'l STfp S!lE= 
1 =• .1PD20.o,t,l5X, '~OT\T!;lNlll TE'IPE:RATURE=' ,]PD20.8, I) 
c ~''. '·'' cn>.Jr'~CL PAP.AMET•~s 
R[ADI·>,!l11 III,JJJ,KKK,Lll 
~ I? f.[) ( ~) , l 01 ) R i> T , S T 0.~ T 
C ·~r.~·l !'J Ac!GULAR ~~PAMFTU-~ 
R F A IJ I 'i, P C I AP AR "1 
1.20 l'l!RM.HI'3D15.81 
w> I T E ( c , l 2 I I ( I , A PAR M ( I I , I = t , 5 I 
121 F'lR'IAT (1 'jX, 'ANGULAf<. ATT=NUAT !flN PARA ME FRS: 1 ,/ ,lOX, 
1 3 ( 5 X' • A PA PM ( •• I 2. I I = •• l p 01. 8. 1 0 I, I. t OX •. ~ I 5 X •• liP ARM I I • 12 ' ' I= •• , p 0 18 
"', 1 0 I, /I 
~~ITE(6,!22l RRT,START 
':'< FIIRM~.i(! 5X,'DISTANCt f'.\F<.AMFT"RS 1 ,/,.'0X,'FINAL TEST DISTA'J(E=•, 
1 1P'l?<J,J'J,5X, 'TWO-BODY DI STAIKE=' ,lPDZO.lCJ,/1 























C .~ DOUP.L' P~FC!S!O'O Vf,LU~ FIJR PI MUST K<: SUPPLieD 
C !HI~ KIJUTINF (.hlCUL~T::S TW TETeAIFIJPAL ANGLe TO IJ·.IUdlc p;HCI~I'l'; ACCLJOACY, 
CH4~#~·ff####H~###HUUHMff.I###,HI##N#f####~I###~##Nff##~~N###I#.I##H##IH1rl#~U###ffll 
C X:H'IGHT OF t<.lU!LhF~AL T~lftNGLE FACC .. lf ~EGULAR TEP.hfiECPGI~ !EfJGc=J I. 
C TH~TA:(NHR'JI\l t.'IGLr. ~cTwF•r.. H.CES. 
C PH!= Jl'iTE~NAL A!'<Gl c KrTwFFN Ft\C!' AND A'l eDGE llF TETOAHF.D'. '"'· 
r: tl=li"!l;tH OF PYPfMif) (RFGULA< TFTRAHtD•'IJI~l. 
C Y=l ''JGTII 8fT~Fii /\NY Cr:P"<'P .\N:' C=t,TF.R OF ANY FACE. 
C GII"1MII=~Ni;LR BtH<':"~I L INc li A<D C'JR.<l-SPIJNO!NG EDGE. 
C T~U=TlTPAHFD~ftl ANGL•. 
Cl###d##I#~~··N#I#U##ff##U#,ff#Uh##H~i•#I#~HU~#·#####N#~##Y~U·~····H#Nff~#U#~#U#IIff 
IMPLICIT R<;Al<•AI~-H,fl-ll 
X =fl S I ~ I P I I 3 • 0 IJO I 
C=l 2.0l:J*IX''XI-1.11D~' 112. ~Dl*IX*XIl 
THfiA"' OAil('r.JS(C) 
PH! =I Pl-TH~'TAI/?,rJ()O 
Y:•l.5110/X 
l'l=IY*Y 1+1 .Ol•J-1? .0Ull*V*DC1<;(PH!Il 
H=D~w~ Tl 01 
F= I I f·i''' HI + t • 0 n 0- I Y ~ V l Ill 2. DO \.l*ri l 
1;/\M~<'A=C/\RCOS IF I 
T~ U=P 1-1? • or, O*GA "'"AI 
T~UO=ITAU/Pli*'3LI.ODO 
woJF(6,liTAU,TAUD 
fllkM.~T(/ 0 1X,'T~TRAHc/JRAL ft~GL': =' 0 1Pil24.l6 0 ' O,A/J!AN~ ~w '• 

















l)<) l 3 
U<JI4 
Jl) 1 ~ 
~Uib 
00 l I 
')t) 18 
l 0 l '• 
oo.~ c 












li,U:KN14l l.•IUR<JIN~Tt i-lil<ll CCN)TANT IWUT LNE: 
*~*******~******~******~~****••~*********************~*****************~~***** 
IMPllLII 1\LAL*il 11<-ti,U-L) 
:,PEL!rll uiMLI\.:dON J-(,H MAIN PRUGrlAM 
1J I ,~t N S I LJN t. I b , I~, 1, II , 1J I I ~ , I~ , I) , LillI l ~ .J. ~ l , rli<. I l > l , A Gi<.l c l , X 1<. ( 6 l , YK 
1 I b l, Li<. I G l, XKl I b l, YKL L 0 l, LKL ( t.l, AGKC I" l 
2 oiJU~II?ol51 
lr1l 1/AKI;;I.llc!> 1:o Do ~ UU Kt<JUIRI: lll2o6llll tlYHS OF C.URt: UY fHI:MSELVES 
I((:Al'i'd UlJLV!lol?ol~),I(KC( lSI 
uiMtNSiul\ APAkMI51 
11 I~~ tl<) IUN xI rd , Y I b l , L I b l , R I 1 j l , llEK I 15 l , AG I b l , 1<2 l 151 , IJl ( 3 I , 0~ I 31 , 
l ALP HI 3) , I<, l: I J J , J l:f A ( 3 J , C C I 3 J , AA I 3 l, 5 I,; ( 3 I , RS T 1\ I 3 I , AC 5 I 6 I , 1J K I 6 l , 
!. Y 11 61 , Y L1 0 l oilS~ ( o l , F I 4 l , Gf I 4 I , RX ( o l , P X I b l , PY ( o l , PlIo I , OX I 6 I, 
.l llY(blo<JliLJ,uf'x(6),Uf'Y(6lrLJPLI61.,llFI!?,3) 
LUMMUN X ,y ,L ,k.,JLK,AG, R2 olll ,~LPH,RJ:.IJ3, ~H II,(.(;,AA,SIG,kSTR, TAU, 
l .«V,I)IJ,(.P,LL,Al-~,A~S,t<X,XIl, Vl.~2,V3,V4,~MAX, 
2 t{SS,VR,PEk,rl,I)X,PY,PL,~H,~C.wu~tWrUT,OX,UY,~L,GPX,UPYrUPL,T,OF, 
JLcMPoK~T 1 5TAt<T,APAI\M,PI,T3PI,El6Pl,SoPl, 
41 II ,JJJ,KKKoLLL, NVloNVl,NV3,i..JV4 oJJoNI, KEE 
c >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
L. 1<115 PRUL.KA1'1 lALCULATtS St:LDNIJ !Jtl\lVATIVt:S ~ITH RtSPI::CT TU THe INTI::K"<Al 
C Cl.Ukull<~lcS Uf Ttl!:: CH~ H ATUM AdSTKACTION Rl::ACliON SYSTI::M WHI~H ARE 
~ ~tlAftll 10 IHl: PUf6 f'OilNTIAL ENl:RGY SUI(FACE CUUkDINATt SYST~M •• 
C<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
(. ki::AI) IN SET UF PUII::NTIAL SUkflll.l: PARAMI::Tl:R) 
~ALL IHAJ 
()))/)>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
C THt INTEL.tR "lkL" li:LLS THE PROGRAM WHi:THcR 11 IS TO IU:AIJ IN THt INTI::R-
L ATOMIL DISTANCt:S Ill- IR(. IS GkEATE>< THAN OR t<JUAL TO lt:~Ul OK 
L if Ttl~ PKUGkAM IS TU KEAU IN THt: CAKT~SlAN ~UG~QJNATI::S Of THE AlUMS, 
L llr lRL 1$ LeSS fHA~ lt:RUI. 
(.>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
REALl(o,l/tJJIKL,RINK 




L I~ ~~L t:~iJALS "-1" THE~ PUT6 ~Ill NLT LUMPUTE ITS INTtKNAL IJEI\IVATIVES. 
L 
C###I##.#I#IIU#ho#####I##U#######~I#I###HI##~####~###N###IIII###II##~I#######IU• 
UIJ J. I = l , 1 ~ 
l{(ll=u.uuo 
HKLll=u,I)UO 
H 2 L l l = C. 00 U 
CUrl I (I,Ut 
DU£ 1=1,6 




YKI I l=O.uiJO 





~~~~~~·~~''CI%1,,1CCI,~I=c%11''~~~~ •• &1%'~1•1'C%11%111~CC'CII%%1~1~CC~IICCCII%~S 
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~ ~tAll IN luNFIGUKAliUN ~tUM~IK 
L•''~II,C&&~6I6t~~C&ZIIC%_%,CC&&CC «t,C;,tc~~t61C&Z%1,111C%CI&1'1%1~1ti&I,,C%1CI 
I r I I KC I ,. , 3 , J 
~~'''*~'I&II%~~~41&CZCI~Itll~t&~II•CI&~CEIIC4,11&t&liCIC,%CIII%~:~%1C4,%1C~C~,t~ 
l. KLAU IN INI fl>~l INHkAluMIL IJI.,l ANCt:; 





.;K I T ~ I (,, 11 l l ( I , K ( I l , I ~ l , l S l 
112 FUK~IATI/I,~X, 1 H.Jll!AL INTt:KATUMIC LJI~TANl.l:S 1 ,/,1~(7X,'I'',12,'=',1P 
*L.J20.1U ,/)I 
GO TLl S 
L'II&&C%~~~~~~~&1ti%~'11~&&%1~~~~~~~~''''''''1%~C%1clll&&ltii~~CIIIICI'IIIZI'II' 
1.. KI:'AIJ II'< ~ARILSIAN CUUKIJ. Or Ilk ATUMS IN OKOlR UF THeiR ATUM NUMUl:K 
~ UNl: ATOM PtK LARU USING "3UL0.l]" FDKMAT. 
~i,IIII&&I,IZI&&,tii%&%%(%%&~C~II%1C%11C&I~·4'''''%C~&,I%~1~'%%11111t&tltC%1%;al 
'+ Ht:AIJ(5,/7ji1XIIl ,YIIl ,ZII·l .l~l,ol 
rT:l hlki~Ali30.(U.l3l 
~R ll t I b, /141 (I, X (I l, Y ( I J, L (I l , I~ 1, b I 
(7 't 1- Llk Mil f II I, 1 X, 'AT OM' , 9 X,' X 1 , l 'JX,' Y' , l 'J X,' L' , I, u ( 14, <X , 3020. 12, I l l 
L (.ALl.ULA.It INlcKAflJMIC IJISTANl.lS II- CIIRHSIAN COUKUINATI:S wt.KE RLAD IN. 
CALL UIST 
URl~tHll 
w :<IT i: I b, 112 l ( I , K I I l , l= 1, 1 ~I 
') CONllt<.UL 
~kl JL( "· 17~1 
77~ fUKMAII'1'1 
( llllllllllllllll/11111111111111111111111111111111111!1111//lllllllllllllllllll 
(. CALCULAlE UOUdLi:: Pl<tLISION PI ANU fKAl.TIOi~S UF Pl. 
Pl=2.uUO*UAKS !Nil.DUOI 
f3PI=(£.0UO*PlliJ.OOO 
El o PI~ Ill • JO ll* P I l I o. OD 0 
S6PI=I7.0CO*PIIIo.OOO 
c lllllll/11111/lllllllllllllll/lllllllllllllllllll/lll/1/llllllllllll/llll/1111 
L CALCULATE OOU~Ll PHECIS!UN l~TNAH~UI<AL ANGLE NECESSARY FOK GEOM~TRY CALCULA 
C -TICNS. 
LhLL TtTKAHITAU,PII 
I~ I JKC 11,6,6 
c lll/lllll/lll/1111111111111111111111111/llllllll/111111/lllll/llllllllllllllll 
l IF INTERATOMIC DISTAN~ES ~lKt KEAO IN , CALCULATE TH~ LH3 CARTtSIAN LDUkUIN 
C -ATE ATOM PlJSIJIU~S bASLU ON Hl AlUM AB~TKACTIDN UIATANCE Rill. 
6 CALL PLACdU~l l 
ll ll =UKl 
ll6l=RI51 
c 111/lll/1//lllllllllllll/1111//lllllllllllllll/1111//ll/llllll//lll/111//11111 
~ CALCULAlt IIHEKALJMIC UISlAI~~i:S fKOM CAkfESIAN CDORUINATlS. 
LAll UIST 
l.Ut<.TINUI: 
uu 8 1=1,1:> 
tl RKIIl=RIIl 
l. 1111!/1111111//ll/lllll///llll/l/11111111111111111111/ll/ll/lll/111111/ll/1111 
C CALCULATE H~H ANGLES BASED u~ INIEKATUMIC DISTANCES. 
CAll At<.Glc 
UO 9 I =l '"' 
XK ( ll =XI I l 
YKIIl=Y(IJ 
210 




























































WRI Tt" ( u,l lbl PI 
flu fUI{MAfllloiXo'Pl=•,tPIJ24.l'Jl 
wiH Tllod 161 I I,K( I l, 1=1, 1>1 
{I 0 FuR M A T ( I I • ~X • I I •\j 1 E H A T \J ~~I c. I) l ~ T A NC. L ~ I • I • l ~ ( 1 X I I R I I I L ' I = I • 1 pI) i u • ll. ' I l 
1 l ) 
wMITll6rl771 llrAG(llrl•lobl 
17 1 F U H M A I I 5 X , ' H C H A NG L t S T HI: T A' , I .1 )( , '-> ( ' T ' .11 , ' = 1 rl P U 1 7 • l 0 ,1 X l !l 
/IIII/III/1111/II/11111/II/J////IIIII//III///II/II/1111/III/II/III/II//II/1111 
CALLULAIL l~UILidRlUM GtUMETKY ~NEKGY. 
l.ALL i'Lif6 
11/111/l/111/l/1/l/l/l/lll/lll/1//l//llllll/l/111111/llllll/l/lll/llll/lllllll 
C.ALLULAit ~URLl CUNSTANT CONVEKSION FACfDKS 
~ALJOK 1\J LUNVI:RT EV I (tlOHR RADIUSI**2 TU MUYNEIANGSTKUM 
F.;(. r =U .16 d 210 DO/ (,U. 5 Z'J 16 7UO *0. 5 29 lu TOO l 
FAl.fUR lU CUNVI:RT EV TERM§ TU MUYNE-ANGSTROM (ANGLt IEKM~I 
lfA~T=O.l&J210uu 
fA~ILK TO CONVENT I:V I lRADIAN*BUHK RADIUSI TO MDYNciKADIAN 
IANGL~-SIRETCH l.KO§S ftKMSI 
CFALI=O.It>OLlOOll/0.?2916700 
WtU Ti:. l ~, 7 74 l l I , X 1\ ( I l , Y K ( II , LK l I l, l =I, 6 l 
"'Rl rllo, T7~l 
I= 1 
C:tt~tl+ld • .:12J2DO 
************************************************************~**************~** 
c • LALLULATED ENE~bY MATRIX CAPABLE U~ STORING 49 IN~KEMlNTAL ENERGIES 
NtLUEll ~OR LALCULATIN(j EACH INTERNAL t;DURUINATl: F-IJRCE LOIIISTANT IN THt 
13Xl.l MAfKIX 
U • FIR~T UEMIVATIVI: MATMIX BY Sl:VI:N POINT Mt:THOU 
UO = SI:CUNU uEkiVAliVE MATRIX BY SEVEN POINT METHOD 
UU3 = S£LDND DERIVATIVE MATKI)( tl~ 3 POINT METHOD 
XK, YKo LK, XKC, YKC, AND ZKC = CART~SlAN COUKOINATE CUN~TANTS FOR HESETTIN 
G ATUM ~USITIIJI<S TO THE LJKIGI,'JAL UR AN INTERMEUIATI: CUI~riGDRATION 
I<Kr AGK, Ai'U AGKC = INIERATOMIC DISTANC.I: ANU HLII ANGll CONSTANTS FOk RESUT 
I~G INCRtMENTl:D COURDINATES 
A, U, ANU C = COEFFh.II:NTS UF THE SE:IIEN POINT DlfHRti\diATIIJN METHUD 
[QUAT lUI~ 
****************~************************************************************* 
00 10 I= 1.15 
DO 10 IC=1.l~ 
uUI I .IC.l=U.ODO 
DIJ3( I, IL l=lJ.iJUO 
DO 10 IN=l,7 
DII,IL. ,J i'<l•O.OOO 
UU 10 INC=l,7 
KE=ll\+INC. 
I~I~L.EQ.SlGU TO 12 
E(l,ll.rli'<riNCI=O.ODO 
GO TO lll 
l2 lli.IC rli'<oiNCl=tl:t 
10 CUNI' INUE 


















0 Ill J 
Cl06 
C 10 I 
LlOtl 





















c I .lll 
c !Jl 
OIJ2 
C I J :J 
t:!H 
t:l.:S~ 









U;J C. 1 1 = 1, I; 
~ /ll/ll/l//l/1//ll/1/ll/1/llllll/ll/ll///l/ll//ll/11/ll/l/ll/ll///lll//ll/1//1/ 
C NU J~TlkNAL COUNOINAT~S COKKE~PUNO TO PUTb LUURUINATc~ ~. 7, d, AND 9. 
IF( 1.~~.5.uK.l.~~.YJGU TO 21 
~ /l/ll//ll/1/l////ll/l////l//l/l/ll/ll//l//l//ll/llll/ll/1/l/lllll///l//l/1/ll/ 
C INI Li<~JAL COUI<.Ul NA H LIN tAR ~ENLJ~ ARi: Kc YtO oY LAciELS fUR PUT6 CUURUINATE> 
l.. ·1 t. o. 
I~II.EW.l.LR.I.tU.BIKi:V=I-6 
OU I.U lt..=1,l~ 
IHIC.I:IJ.)'.Uk.IC.Ew.\IIGO TO 20 
l~IIC.~u./:UK.JL.t~.uiKU=lC-6 
llU 19 IN=l;/ 
IFII.lC.lLJGO TO dO 
tHi=RII•K*IIN-41 
GU !U dl 
tlU lf'IIN.GT.I.At-.O.IN.Ll./lGU TO l\i 
GU Ttl 641 
Bl COt-.liNUl: 
k II l =HKtll+t!H 
lfl l.t>l.1iJ)AGII-'n=AG~<.( l:-'ll+Bi1 
1Fil.l0.7.UH.I.EU.~IGU TO 60 
GU J U 64 
6\.1 LUNTII,uE 










63 ~All All:lENUIUAX,UAYl 
fiR! Tt (6, 764lKEY 
7d'J FUKI~ATilX,'DAX=' olPUI.O.l2,liJJ<.,'uAV=',lP020.l£'l 
I d 4 hJk 1~A ll 1 X, ' K [ Y z ' .I :1 I 
o4 CONTINUE 
c l/lll/1/l//l/1//l//ll///l/1/l//l/1/lll/l/l/lll/ll/l///l////1/ll/lll/l//////ll/ 
C ~tr PUTtJ CUUKlliNATE~ ?,7,d, ~~TO CURRE5PUNU TO THE lt-.TEMNAL ~OURllNATE INC 





641 CONT li"UE 





DO lbl KK=l,l5 
161 KKC(KKI=K(KKJ 
Dll ld INL=1,7 
If( I.H;.l(,JGC TO tl'J 
C.H=KINK*I INC-4) 





























c 1 12 
ct n 
l.l "14 
L I I~ 
L1/6 
Ll 77 
c 1 7 iJ 
c l ~~ 
GluU 








c.U ru tJu 
<l'J If-( I IN+[,,(.) .lu.dlGU lll 1d 
LH=R1~K*IIh+LNC-ti) 
ou Ct~l'i 11NLL 
1\1 1t.. l = Kl\ ( 1 C ) +C H 
11-( 1L.Gt.10)AGI IC-'1 l=AGK( 1C-'Il+CH 
~ ~KUS~ IL TtKMS 
11'1 1l..b.J.7.ui<.Lt...fiJ.dlGU IU b5 
ull IL u9 
<.>'; LLlNl!NLJl: 




•Rl Hl6o 7d?lUAXoUAY 





oo [All Al3tNDIUAXoOAYl 




uAlc 71> l 'tu 
c ll///ll/1//lll/llll/l//l/ll/lll//l//ll//ll//ll/1/ll/lllll/1/ll/!lll///ll/1/111 
C SLI Pillt. COUROINATI:~ ~,/,do i. 9 TO CUKK~SPONU ltJ lHI: INTLHN~l COUkUNAT[ UK 
C KI:M!:~l ~UR THE IC lH COCRUINATI:. 
IFI l~.tU.llLAll UliUAX,UAYI 
1ftiL.E~.blCAll ~biUAXoUAYI 
lFIIC.GT.l.ANU.JC.lf.~lCAll URES~lliC,HKC,XKC,YKC,LKL 1 AGKCl 
lfl Jl •• U .'IJCAll cJAN~lTI IC,RKLoXKC,YKC,LKC,AGKLl 
·;ul CUNT1hut: 
G 1/l/ll///llll/ll/lll//lllll///llll/lll/llll/ll/11/ll////l/llll/!llll//1111/111 
C CALCULATE ANU ~lUMt: IN~KI:MlNTEU INTERNAL CUUROINATL PUT6 ENI:RGY 
CALl PL!b 
l(I,IL,IN,JNCl=tE+lti.JlJ200 




l7 At. I r<rO =AG KC ( KIO 
CAll IJl~T 
Ld dJNf !NUl 
~ //l/l//////l/1/lll/l///l/ll/ll/lll/lllll/1//lll//ll/ll/l/l/1//1/llll/ll/l/1/l/ 
L Rt~tl ALl PAHAMt:TtKS 10 ORIGINAL CUNFIGURATIUN 









l H 1. N£. 1 ~I vU TU d 51 
C STURl UUPLICATl ENERGY VALUtS FUH UIAGUNAl MATRIX ELEMENT CALCULATION. 
UU '1'> IN=!,/ 
UO 9~ INC=l.7 
213 






















































l~IKU.E~.dlGO Tu 9~ 
G~ 10 l/1.72tl3o 74,"15, /o, /l, /do /~o'i0o9lo92,93,941tKiJ 
71 (.LJ;H 1NLJt: 
lH.J TO ->5 
7 2 t I I tl C. .I 1-. tl NC.l =E II ,I C .1 .ll 
luJ r ,j "'~ 
7J L(1,1L,IN,INC.l=~(l,!l., 1,21 
G(J ILl '>~ 
7 't U I .I C. , IN .INC I =c 11 ,I C .I ,31 
GO 1 u 95 
I 5 ll 1 , 1 C .I ~.I NC.I = E I 1 .I C .1 , 4 I 
GU Ttl '15 
'" t.'li,!C,!N,!Nl.l=c(I,[C, 1,5) 
Gu ru ~~ 
1/ i:l1.1C.,[N, INC.I=EII.IC..lobl 
uO fiJ .~~ 
lo f.II,IC,IN.INCI=Eil,IC.l,71 
GO T 0 'J5 
7 •J l ( I t I C , 1 r., I NC I = 1:: I I , I C , 7 , 2 l 
vu TU 9~ 
"0 1: I I .I C .I r-. ,I NLI =i: I I .I C .1 .31 
l;U TU '15 
'i 1 til ,1 C .I t-o .IN(.)= 1'1 I , I L, 7, ·41 
bU 10 '15 
92 E(I,!C,IN,1NCl=cii,IC.,7,5l 
GU TO Y~ 
<n c(i,IC.,II\,INCl=l::ll,[C,7,ol 
GU 1 U '15 




C LALCOLATl 7 POINT fiRST DERIVATIV~S. 
DO 96 IN:l,7 
Au: l( I, I C., IN,~ 1- E:( I , 1 C, 1 N, 31 
~u=tl loiL,1N,6l-~lltlC,1N,2l 
C.U= 1:: l I ,! L, IN, 7l-E (I , I C ,I r. tll 
0( I,!C,!NI=IIA*Al!l+l ll*lJlJI+IC*CD ))/RINK 
'Jb CUNTINUt 
L >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
L CALCULAlt SlVEN POINT SECOND DERIVATIVlS. 
ADD=OII,!L,51-DI1,1C,3 J 
ljUO=D(I,IC,bl-Dil,IL,ZJ 






uU ( 1 , ILl =UlJ I I , 1 C l *FA C 
WR1TEI6,790l1,1C 
l'iU ~lJ~MATI'l',JX,'FOLLLlWING ARE THE ENE~vY SETS, ASSOLIATi.IJ t"lf<ST DE 
liUVATIVE:. ANu THE KlSULTANT SECCNU UEKIVAT1Vt:: FUR'.I.lXo'l='.I.l,' AND IC=' 
1ANU !C.=' .I .l, II 
wRilE(6, 116lKlNK 
i'Jb FOKMATI5X,'RlNK '.lPD15.8,/J 
Uu .07 IN=l, 7 
214 












































~I((( t l (J, 7'·Jl) 
7 9 I t· u R MAT II u X •• l *" l NK I • 2 4 X •• 2 * K I NK •• "4 X •• j *R INK • I 
~1'1.1 T U b, 1 'J"£ II: I I , l C , I N, 51 , E I I , I C • I'', o I , E I I , I C , IN, I I 
1'12 FUHM>~li2Xo 1 i:+ 1 ,2X, 311PU30.1'ill , 
w KIT P- ( b, 793 It ( I , I C, IN, J I , I: I I, I{., I ,\i, "£ l, t ( I, I C, IN, 11 
i'J.J FURMAli;,!X, 1 E- 1 oLXo .H lP03D.l~ll 
~ 1< I Tt: I L, 794 I I IJU, U I I , I C , IN l 
7'14 ~uRMATI<'Xo 1 UV/U(I.J 1 ,[2, 1 1 =' .LPU25.1~,/l 
o7 1..U1~T !NUL 
~MITtluol'i~ll ,(C,UUilolCI 
1'1~ FURMATUX,'St:(.U,<IJ OtHIVATIVt fOR 1=',1~,• IC=',(3,' ODV/IOI.ii)(OIJICl= 1 olPU2 
ll=',IPU2~.!5,///l . 
c <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 










•JIJ3llo!CJ=LLJ31 !, lCl*fA(. 
•Hl lt:(b, f~lJ 
1'11 HJI<MAfiJXo'~f:CUNU OtRIVATIVt BY 3 POINT Mt:THuU FOLLLlWS'l 
w R I T t ( 1, l 'J ~ l l , I C , U D 3 I I , I C l 
20 <..uN I"INLl 
Ll CUNT !NUL 
WR lTfl t;, /';t;) 
7"-I<J 1-JH.-IATI'l',~X,'5cCUNU UERIVAflVES.dV 3 POINr METHUD 1 o/l 
tlll 'I'll N=l.J:> 
wi<Jl~ l6o 7'>'ill~ 
1'1~ f'URI~AII//, •;{uw' ,131 
WR!Ttlbod00)IUU31N,Llol=l,L5l 
dUO Ft.1RMATIII1PUlb.IO)J 
'1'>9 CJNT I NUl: 
UU IUOO 1\=lob 
UO lOOC L=l.l5 
UUlVI L,N,ll=UUIN,LI 






























































'·;ll!\R'lUT 1 "<' CPU'·IUH 0 .··-vI 
:,UiiR[lUT 1'1!: (PUNCH 
< < < «« <« «< <<< <«< < « < « «< < < < < (( « < (( « < «« < < «< < «< < « «« «< < < « « «« < < 
fff(S ~11\.JT!Nr PUfCHLS Tllf I Hck'~L C:J·;r--rl.l"JATE FORCE CnNSTArlT S<:T ['j h 
l'l,'IP~~ riJK~InT Fr•c U~" wiTH Tbt SCr:•(rlToCHN°InER N.JPMAL t'O!J~ FR'OIJENCY 
PROGRAM ~1ULHIED BY~·. W~.1 LFSM'P[,. 
l!/l/llllllllll//ll/lllll/lll///////l///ll//ll/ll/////l///l//lll/////lll//ll/1 
!'1PLICIT ":E'AL*8 1.\-H,:J-ll 
tJIMF~S ION NR 0 ( 0 li,NCZ('l' I,NRVI"ll,'jCV(911 
•IFAL"8 id)2 (91.1,CJDV ('ill, Fl 
PFAL~~ lllfVI Z,1~,151,PilF:212,1'>,l51 
IJ(J 1 "~1, 1 ~ 
IJ.l 1 I.='. ·' 5 
1'1 l J=lo2 
fliJ f 2 ( J , N, l I= DOE V ( J , ~~ , l I 
1 CCJ':fl NUl 
WRITFI6,4?1 
45 Fd~'MAT('\'olXo'l'iT~I'NAL C'lCJPDifiATE FDP.C~ U1N$TANT ,_,~PIX Gc'I~RATEu '>Y THE 
1 QY fHi' scv~N PIJI''lT DEPIVH IVE APPROX!MATj,J~~ '1ETH0[)' ,//I 
rn 3) N=1.,1~ 
•.vP.IT"(t.,47IN 
Wfd TE ( 6, 41> I I DD F V (1 , 'I, L I , l =1. , t :>I 
.!" CLJNTINU'O 
47 F•'IRI~AT(!,lX.•P.OW' ·"I 
46 F''~~AT!71 1PfJ18,1 011 
Oil ZY IL=l, o1 
002( lll~tl.OilO 




00 ' I 1 L = 1. , 1 5 
IFI!l.•~.~.O~.TZ.fQ,9IG~ TO!! 
Ll = ll 
IFI !l.GT .9 ILZ=Ll-4 
IF I ll • r:"". 7 • OR. I l. = Q, ti I L l = L l + 5 
IF! llo"O.Gill=Ll-1 
1)0 "lJ 1"=1.!5 
IFII~.b,.5,C~.IP,fC.:.9li~U T'l JO 
LR=lR 
I F I I ~ • GT • 0 I L Q = L P -4 
I~ I I r; • E lJ. 7. :lR. I R, 0 Jo 8 I LR = L P. + ~ 
If'( TR, •w.~ ILf<=L;J.-1 
IFILP.GT.Llle;O Til ~J 




ll fJ ~ I L 2 I= JD o 2 I ? , I 0 , I l l 
~P. IT 7 ( 6, 4 q I I >, L I<, I l, L l , L 2 , C 0 2 ( L 'l , OUF. '! I 2, I P., I l I 
<,I FJ~ .. ~.\T(l.X,';JI+,Fl2.A,tP021J.l2o' !JD2'l 
.'·l JFI5.00-7.r,r-,LAHS!DC•~V(~,!I<,IliiiC,~ TO 'Ll 
LV=LV+l . 
•;·'V( LVl=l 0 
'IC V ( LV I= L Z 
l~IV( LVI=ODi:VI' ,!~.Ill 
<IP IT E I t,, 50 I I Q, L Q, I l, L I , LV , llll V ( l VI , f) i) E V ( l , I '< , I ll 
'.iU F()Q,~U(50X,'o!4,F1.2.8,1Prl:Ou.12o' IJllV'l 
216 
'1 CPUtllll 
oo~~ ·1 .J c JIJT 1rru•.: 
CO~~ l 1 (''NT I ~JU' 
00 ~4 1<~ l TH 6, 7 7 21 
OO•;<; 77:: H~IUTI'1.'l 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<,<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
;:CJI.Jr,Tr<UCl M,O Pl!'ICH LAII:l''f• li~H P.NAL C ,nr.r;INATc hlf'·C• V"'>TM,T MAT" IX BY 
C 1 Pni~T MiTHJO, 
OO!b ~~1TPC~o4?1LV 
on~7 ~141TH?o4?.ILV 
Oil~11 ••' F 'i1<'1.\Tl!.Xo 1 !NHRNAL C:'.JHI, F,C, ·li,T?lX dY 7 pr, '~~THO~; lll'IT!.I'IS ', 
'. (3,• EL~''1FNTSI.I 
!I')!)"' W :. I T r ( ' , 4 l ) ( N Q V ( M ) , N C V ( •I) , ~ , F l , ~ ~ 1 , l V l 
0060 o'l~ !T•u .• ~t IIOL'Vl~l o'-1= 1 oLVI 
COol ';1 F·W'1.\Tlt.;~t2.9l 
1.hl6 / w" 1 T 'o l 7, 4 'l I ( N P V ( M I , 1.1 C V {M ) , '1, U , '1= 1 , LV l 
0 l.l ~) w 1< l T = ( ~ , 'i' I I D IW I 'I I , "'= 1 , LV I 
001.>'< 4J F:I·MAT(I•(Jl'lt~c,l\)) 
c <<<<<<<<<<<~<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
( (.!Jr~STRIJCT 1\ND PIHJrH LHl'.L"D 1'<T~~!,AL Cfl:JR,J[>.!ATE F~i<CF cr~~ISiANT tv,ATPIX 11Y 
r 1 '""lt•T •·y TWJn, 
006~ w 'l.l ~t· It<, 71? I 
UOb~ W~ITSibo~41L' 
I'Jno7 wRIT"I7,4'•1L?. 
1.i 06 ~ 4 4 ~ IW M t, T l I X 1 ' 1 N t ~I< fJ A L C ·; '' h:, F , (.. , M. T R I X r) Y ' P T. M q rF! I) l 'l N TA 1 N' • , l'l 1 ' r l. <; 
•flo' r1 t MI 1NTS 1 I 
I) 'l6 Cl W ~ l T E ll· , 1.3 ) I N P ? I M I , ~~ C ? ( ~ l , M , F Z , M: 1. , l 2 I 
0010 wofTCih'iliHln2CMJ,'-1='•L21 
0 0 71 1'1~ IT F. ( 7 , 4 , P1r\ 2 ( M l , fl C 2 ( I~ I , ~ , F l , ~: 1 , L 2 l 






































!"eLICIT ~f AL*8 I ~-11,'1-LJ 
!l!Mf''<SHirJ .,PARMI?I 
1 'l r MEr...~ s r c-, ~J x 1 ~' 1 , v ( ,, l , l ' ', l , r< t '. 5 J , D;: .. ' 1 :-: ) , A r; t .s • , o :? t t 5 , , o 1 t : l , o: t ~ > , 
l il L PH ( ' l , " c I 3) , fF f \I 1 l , C C ( 3 l , ~A I ' l ; > l G ( 3 l, ~ S T q ( 3 I , AC S I ~ l , :1 K I b l , 
0 Y 1 I 61 , Y' I b l , A S 5 I to I , F I '• l , G F I 4) , K X I':> l , P X I!, l , PY ( h I , P Z I 6 I , I' X I 1> I , 
j [IV ( 6 l , U l ( A l , '1 P X ( 6 I , l) P Y I 6 l , ·1p 1. I 61 , cl F l 1 5, J l 
C n ~ M11~J X , Y , l , P , lJ r: q , 1 G, R? , t 1 , ALP 1-, :.o E, 03 , 8 ET /J., C C, /1, A , S I G, ~ S To , T .6 \J, 
1 ~V,DIJ,(P,Fr,ACS,ASS,RX,X!l, Vl,V·2,VJ 1 V1• 1 rJ!'AX 1 
:? 1\~S ,v~, pr~R,H,PX,PY, Pl ,wH, I'IC ,v.t!q_,..J,DT, CX ,DV ,l)Z 1 DPX,tlPY,CPZ, ~. !JF, 
3 T q.) p • "',. T • sTART •. A~ f. RM • p I IT' pI • f L ,, p I • s ~ p [, 
4111, JJJ,KKK 1 LLL·, NVl.~IV?,NV3,~N4 ,JJ,N!,K•F 
c >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
lHJS DrJtJTINF HANOL~S TH> P:"'T•, COC"''!'JATES 5,7,A,f. g RESIT tJUF rc·, INC<F'1rNTS 
l. CJF C-H lllJNC Rl ll Mlil H-lf [l'lND "((,) 
FNTRY wt ( CAX,DAY I 
"NTRY Wol DAX ,n~y l 
(//ll/1/l/1111/llll/llllllll/lllllllll/11//11/lll///l/11/l/11//111/ll///l/lll//l 
C THIS SUBROIJT!Nc CALCULaTES THf' L !NEAR il[NQ PflSITJ:J'l JF ftT'"IM t, (8R OR HI 
C HOLDPJt; ATCJ,'l l IHll t,'Jf) Hf~M 5 ICI U~ITIIE Z-AX!S. TH!Sf'' 1\JU('', IDENTICAL 
C I"JTEf\NAL CDOP.OINAT[ Gf:J,'1"J'lY CHANGES 4S H[IL'JING AT[l.'l io A~,fJ .\lUc~ 5 CN THe l-
C AXIS IC AT THr ')QJG!~l ·\iHJ .~OV!NG Hl l·ff THf Z-~Xlo, wlff' UliKi.'SPflMO!NC, RtJT 
( AT lllN ilF H?, tn, f. H4 Tel p,~fJ'JUCE N:.: CH~NCr IN THE i<CH THFT /1. /I.'IIGLF:S. 
C OAX = ftLPHAX -~1 
C DAY = 'LPHAY - PI 




IF( OAX.t:Q.O.IJ()OJGJ TO 1 
DSX=DS J.t,( DAX I 
DC X=DC CIS( DA X l 
GO TO 2 
'JSX =0. ODO 
DC X=1 • CD 0 
2 !FIDAY.EQ.O.OOOIGJ TO 3 
DSY=OS!NIDAYI 
DCY=OCGSIDAYI 
GO rn 4 
3 DSY=O.ODO 
DCY=l.OCJO 
'• CONT l"'UF 
DC X2 =lJC X*DC X 
DC V2= DCY*DCY 
SSD0=1 .:J DO- I OS X*DSX<•OSY*USY I 
RX6=Ml6l*DSORTIDCY?/SSODl 
RY6=Rlbl*DSORTllJCX2/S~DDJ 
XI 61 =R X6*lJSX 
Yl 6 l =R Yo *fJ S Y 
Zl6l=lEX6*DCXI+Rll l 
Z(6)=( qyo*OCYl+R(~ I THIS wiLL GIVF SA~:: qESULT AS 'CWTN. AJ,(IVc 



















•)n 1 b 
0Ul7 



















SUH~'IJTI"'c <JRFScT( 1•''-K,XK,YK,!K,A\,KI 
C#ff#UffNN#U#.UU#~#~HU#~#Ihi##~N#INff#I#NN#HN###ffHffff##UHN####ff#ff~ffU#NN#NH.rl#tff•NN#ff 
r. THIS ~JUTINE ChLCULATr<. CHAN;l'S 1'-1 TH~ PIJH PAU•'If'TFRS H?I,H11,R(BI, AND 
C r.(9l THAT A'H:: NUfJFI) IN TH" ,-,,cr>•;y CALCULnJ'lN BUT ARE ~,u DIRECTLY P~LATED 
C T'l THF ~;rC:J'<I1 t;FP !VATIVc INFIPIAL CIWRUIN•\T~ FD~[~ C•lNST:• 1 iTS. 
C <iF TI-lt 1J Pt.~AM>T 0 fiS USFIUL F:]IJ r:<'..JUENCY CIILCULATI.Qr~ , l•NLY Tiif. 
C I~'C~f"'i'I,T[D PAPA•~<;TE"' MUST V~RY TW Hd~R 12 Ill. FOR •JFF fJIA(;f'I,JIIL Tn,...S) 
C "'U;T " 0 MAIN Cm;STMIT DURI'<G THe llf'<IV\'IV~ ~PPODX!M~TIC>J PR.OCF:Jll' 0 • 
C THIS ~0!-iTINES PE~FUF<MANCE WA<; VEP!FifD BY i'L.~CING GfJM•HY WPIF STAF'IFI,TS 
C I'J THo ~-AI~I ROUTI~It AFHI~ [ACII IIIIC 0 E'1~NTAT[C:r; A.'W ll~~nRc fACf-< ;:"l~~GY CALCUL 
C -t.T ID·\1. 
CUIUHU#ou~#Ja###N#N~I~##I######"#######I#####•#"'#I#####II#I####H.#III•##Ihl##~# 
IMPLICIT REAL*B IA-H,O-ll 
C <;P°CII'!C 1)1'1"111SI1N F•JR URFSH 
rq Me >ISh 'l R K 11 5) , ~ GK I 6 l , X K ( ,-, l , Y KIt l , l K ( 6 l 
Ccrtz~~CIC111111ZC%%%11CII~I%Z.C%1~CZtC~'~l,~I%CIC%C%%%1~1CCI%~11t~~t~ti%C%tlt't 
DI"f\ISI!-IN AP~RM(5l 
rl I MeNS I CHl X ( b l , Y ( b l , l ( c l , R (' 5 l , GF I< (I 51 , ', G ( 6 I, R2 ( 15 ), 01 ( 31 , [13{ 3 l , 
Al PII ( '. I , « E ( 31 , I:I''T A ( 3 l , C C I 31 , AA ( 3 l , 5 I r; ( 3 I , o S T~ ( 3 I , ~C S I 6 l , cl K I b l , 
? Yllhl,Y2(61,ASSI6l,fl4l,GF(4loo.X{61,PX(Dl,PY(b),Pl(61,LXIb), 
l I'JY((,), • .>Zl6l,CPX(t>),IJDY(6),'JPl{6),1JFil5,3l 
C .J M M •lN X , Y , l, P , () 0' I< , H., "2, 0 l , ALP 1-', q E , 0 3 , fl E T fl , C C , ~A , S I G , ,. S T R , T flU , 
1 R V, IJ! .J, C P, c E', At: 5, ASS," X, X I I, V' , v 2, V 3, V 4, ~ '1fl X, 
2 ~ S S, Vh, Pf' ~, H, P X, PY, P l , l-IH, 0.(, ~b R, W, DT, 'lX , 0 Y, 0 Z, D PX ,1 PY, D P l, T , CF, 
1 T r M P ,ll e ~ , S T ~KT , A PARf1, PI, T'l PI, IOL 6P I, S bP I, 
'• I I I , J J J, KKK, l L l, '<V '· , ~: V? , ~JV? , NV4 , J J, ~I I , K c f 
Cl~l%~t~%%1tr,l%1i~IIZ,ttt~'%1t%ti~~%%'1~1%1~ZI&%~1~~%~11~111t~~~%1C:tciiCC~t~t~ 
K=I 
r;11 T1 A 
C hiiiGL t ll ts 0 F.~JHY p·J l~T 
"~!TRY QA'J,ET ( l ,RK,XK,YK, ZK, •\GK I 
K =I -8 
~ CONT !"'W 
SX=PI/3.000 
SY=~I/6,0UO 
Gr! TJ (1LI,20,30,4J,5U,6U,70l,K 
lO /(6J=(H11-ZK(lli+Ziol 
Zlll=~lll 
GD TO lliJ 
P12l RfSfT <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
.?'' P2=AGI!I-(I'J/2.')D1l 
IF IX( ?),'JE.n,llO!Jlfj•J T" n 
Yl2l=H lZ I*OCO<; (P?I 




X I 2l="P2*1-'S !N( AT2l 
Yl2 I=PP2 *!lCO<; I fiT~ l 
!3 C'JNTP•UE 
Ll?l=-Rl"l<•OSINIPZl 
G'l TO 80 
~<31 ~cScT <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
:U P~=AGl2l-lPl/?.J~O) 
RP3=R!?l*DCDSIP1l 
l F( X K ( } I • ~~ E • X ( ' l • 'l >' • YK I 'l l .1·1 ~ • Y ( .ll )[;u T ,-, 3 l 
"\4 X ( 3 l =R P'l * [) < I H SX l 
Y(3l=-RP•*OS!N(SYl 

























































t'~J r,: :~b 
3' TFIAt;KI'tloN°,AGI<tiiG"J TO '~ 
l F I A ; K I ,, l , ~~ E, A G I o II (j·J F: 3 3 
IH~I3),1\f,RKI311Gl Tt' ·;4 
I 1- I M; K P ) , N f' , A G I ~ I )(; 'l Tr; > 4 
r,:;r' T11 'JY 
C ST, q •. , IS Mi EPRfll< ALF•'T W~fTf. )T, 
;? ~1'1'l~'~KP~l 
P, A G r 1 1 - 1 ~ r 12 • J no 1 
~P2zR(2)*1•COS(P:'.l 
P K 3 • ~ ·.; K I 2 l- ( PI I 2 o 000 I 
kKP3~PKill*llCO~IPK31 
C T P<t = I I"· P 2* R P2 I • I P KP 0 *;; K ~' l - ( RP l ' < P. P 1 3 l l I I ~ o 0 DO *R P?. ~~ K P 3 l 
Tl' '·=!•M:cosl c TP4l 
~TP4~1TJPl-TP4112.JOO 
S1;3 =I PI l6o 0001 -OTP4 
XI n="P3*0C'lSI sr,J) 
YI31=-PP3*0SINISG~l 
Gr T'l ~~J 
3 ~ I< P 1. 5• "K I l ~ l 
DK3 ~A,;~ 12 )- (PI I' ,!JIJO) 
~KP3="~13l*OCnS(~K3l 
f>P4=R l'·l'"IJCOSI M;(? l-IP li2,CJ10ll 
C T P6 = ( ( ~ KP .i * ~K P ~ ) ~ ( 1\ P4 *R Pt. ) • ( RP l 5 *RP I 5 l ll ( ? o ODO*R K P 3 *~ P 41 
TP6=1JA~CDS( C TPf.) 
~TPn=(T3Pl-TP6l/~.ODO 
SG3 =I PI l6o 0001 tiJTPI> 
x 1 _lJ = r; r 3 •n c n s 1 S:'.:ll 
Yl 3J:-P,Pj•DSP<ISG31 
36 C UN Tl N u:: 
ll:ll=-r( 3l*DSH<IP3l 
C •14) ~CS 0 T <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
'•U pt.:M.( J)•(PJ/2,LPJ,)) 
K 1'4 = '· I 4 I • DC OS I P4 l 
!FIXKl4l,"JF,XI4J,['~.VKI4lol\~oVI'•liG'l Tr1 41 
44 X(41•-KP4*~~1NISXI 
YI41=-RP4*US1NISYJ 
GO rn 4a 
41 I F I 4 GK I'> l o to: r o t. r; I :. II r;n T:J 4 2 
!F(ftGK(~),N~oAGI6llGG T'l 43 
lfiPK(4J,~JE,P(4))G1 n 4t, 
l F ( AGK(3),N( ,A(;('!) )(;o TO 44 
GO T1 qq 
0 '\P14=RKI14/ 
PK4=hGKI3 l-l PI /2.000 l 
~KP4•AKI4l*OCOSIPK4l 
~P2sRin•ocos!t.GI11-IP!/2.0DOI 1 
C TP5•( IOP2+RP2l+ (RKP~*RKP't)-(RPl4*RPl4ll/(2oODO*RP2<'RK~4l 





G-~ T·_J 4o 
43 ~Pt5•'lkll5l 
PK4,.Af;K(J 1- (~I 12.000 l 
~ KP ·•=K Kl 4) *DC I~ Sl PK41 
219 
14/)6151 

























































CT P t>= I I R P3*;<P3 I+-( RK P4*RKP4 I -I RP 15*RP 1511 I I 2. 011•)* RP3* R KP 4 I 
TP6•DARCOSICTP61 




'• b C 0 NT I NUE 
Z ( 4 I=- R I 4 I* D SIN ( P4 I 
GO rn Ril 




~ P 3 :~ I 1 I *DC 0 S ( P 3 I 
Rl3 = I I< 12 I *R I 2 I I +I R I 3 I *R I 3 I 1- I 2. IJDO*R I 2 I *PI 31 *rlC'l S I AG I 4) II 
P ( I 3 I = [; S 1.i i' T ( R! :'> I 
1Fili2J.NF.li311GO TO 51 
RP1. 3'"R (131 
G 0 T 1.: 52 
S' Sl3=DAtlS( l( 3 1-l( 21 1/RI\31 
R P l 3" o I t 3 l *nco S ( f'J A R ~. I "'I S t 3 I I 
52 crNTJ .~u• 
C TP 4= I ( KP 2*P. P 21 +I P, P 3* P P~ I- I RP l 3 "P P l3 I I I I 2 • 00'1*P P 2 * 0,P3 I 
TP4=DMC'JSICTP41 
DTP<=IT3 PI-T P41 12.0Ll0 








XI ?.I =RP2*DSINI TAX2 I 
VI' I=RP2*DCOSITAX2 J 
IFlXK!3l.NE.XI3J,JR.VKI11.N<:'.VI"liiGCJ TO 57 
C TH!:TAo U~ k3 MUST 8" CRCSS".D I-41TH THETJ\4 IF TQANSFR TO ST. o7 rJCCUP.S. 
C THIS MEANS THAT TAX2=DTP4 ONLY IF ND TR.\NSFEP, ,JCCURS. 
56 TAX3 ~1 PI lt>.OllO l -DTP4 
X( 31=RP3*DCC1SITAX'I 
YI?I=-WPl~USINITlX'l 
G D Tf) 5 q 
57 IFIACK1ol.~~f.AGI6IIGO ro 58 
!Hr,KI3l .NF..RDIIGU Tri <;6 
!FIAGKI?.J.N".AGI211GO Tn 5b 
r;iJ TO og 
5b RPt S=RK( t 5 l 
RP 4"R I 4 l *:JC (lSI A G ( 3 J- I PI I 2 • O'J J I I 
CTPA=I (RP~*RP~ l+I".P4*P.P41-(RPl5*k~l~l I 112.DlJO~Rr3*RP41 
TP6 ~llAFC CS ( C TP6 I 

































































VI T'l HO 
C i"IUTHI" f·:ll'( THFTAS !NCk"MErH R:'S':T ('iWlUL~ ~ESc~Mf\Lr· Ttii-Ht. ,,_,:TJ 
oO I'~=AG I 1 I -I PI /2.JDOl 
P4=AG( "l-( Pl/2.1:)11 
RP2•RI2l*GCOSIP2l 
cop <t=R ( 4) ¥iiC OS( P41 
1\1 4" ( ( R I 2 I"' R ( 2 II + ( R ( 41 *R ( t; l 1- ( 2 .tJil 0 *P ( 2 I *f.' ( 41 *fJ C ,, >I A c; I '. I I l I 
I' ( }t;l =r.<, WPT ( R1 41 
F·IZI?I.cJ':.ll4liGr1 TO 6' 
RP! 4=i( 114) 
GO T 0 6? 
~! <;14=1JABSill4l-Zl?.li/Ril4l 
'< r>l4 = P 1 • 4 1 "nco s 1 DAR s tr>J < s 14 1 1 
o2 UlNTl ~Ill'' 
C Tp 5= ( ( P P ?'' R P? l + ( P P 4* P 1'41 - ( Q P~ 4 * R P 14 l l I ( 2 o () DJ <• P P ~ * R P 4 l 
TP5=1JA'>CQ~, ICTP5l 
0TP5=(T•PJ-Tp~)/2.000 
lF(Xl21.FC.0oODOlGQ TO h4 
6o S?•XI2llfU'? 
,\X2=D~P Sl"JI 521 
TAXZ=~X2-nTP5 





lf(XKI~I.NF.X(41.'-'R.YKI4I.N'c.YI4))t;·1 T::l P 
o~ H X't=l PI /6. 000) -IJTP5 
XI41=-RP4*DCOSITAX4l 
Yl4l=-RP4*0SINITAX4l 
Gl) f:) I:<J 
h1 IFI hGI<It>l ."'f .AGio! )(,!J TO ~8 
tF (RK(4)oN~.RI4lll.fj TO b6 
lr!IIGKI31o~I~.AC.l3liGU TQ 66 
G'.l TO 99 
uH "·''lS=i·:K(l~l 
f.l' 3 = R l 31 *:)COS I A G I .? I- I P l/2 • 0 1 'J l l 






i>q C nNrt NU7 
l I 2 l =- Fl 2 l "[') S I 'J I P ?.I 
Z(4l=-R('ti*DS!N(P41 
Gil T J ,10 
C ~riUT!Nt FGP THFTI\': I 'JCP~MF"JT RfS~T 
7u P3=AGI?l-(PJ/2.JDOl 
P >=A r; I 3 l - ( P II? • 0 DO l 
o P3=R( ~l*OCOS(P3l 
PP4=R("l*DCOSIP4 I 
"lS= ( ( F 131 *R (3 I l +(P.(4l *P( 4) )-( 2 .ODO*RI 31 *RI4l *DCOSI AGI tc) l l I 
f\ ( t 5 I :t:J5 UR T I R !. 5 I 
JF(l(31.N~.ZI4llGO TO 7l 
RP1S=".(\5l 
GO TCl 72 























































c f" •= ,, I 1 5 l ~~ rJC:l' S I l.l.~~ S I 'lIS l S l l 
7" !':l"lNT!'\JUt-= 
CTP,<,=( (li,p,<•QP' lHr.P4*''P4)-("P1 '>*f'P~ )) 1/1 2.0DO*PP'3"PP4) 
T P 0 =D.~ H l~ [ S ( C T Pr~ ) 
IJTPc.=l TJPJ-YP61/?o1ll0 
IF IXK( ~).II£' .XI 3) .~:R.YK I 3) .~F. Yl 'liiG 11 TO 15 
IFIXK(<.).~IF.X(<+I,I'q.yK(4l,N°,Y('+1 lG11 TQ 77 
7l TX34=1 P!/C,IJ')'ll+flTP~ 
Xl3l =~'·P?.*DCllSITX~4l 
Yl3 l =-eP3*tlSJNITX'41 
X (L 1=-"'P4*1JCOSI TX )4) 
Yl4l=-R~4*DS!N(TX341 
G'l T'J 7'! 
7~ !FCAGKI41,H·,At;(4))Sll TO 7~ 
Jl'(ri.KI?l.tJ[,HI311GD Tel 73 
Gri TrJ c;q 
76 Ql'lJ=i<Kil'l) 
!' 2 = ~ G I I l - I P II 2 , ,) 00 l 
RP 2=K I 2'1 *l'lCOSI P' l 
C T P4 = ( ( ~ P 2" P. P? I + ( o P: *P P :l l - ( o P '· 3 *PY l 3 l ) II 2. 0[! O*R P 2 *I< r 3 l 
T P 4 =D ~I' r [JS ( L T P4 l 
DTP4=(TjPJ-TP4l/~,0)J 
TX4=IPI/6,000)-fJTP4•DTP6 
XI 31 =~P.l*DCfJSI TX4) 
Y(3l=-~?1*DSINITX4l 
T X 6 =I P J I 6 , 0 i l 0 l + D T P6 
Xl4l=-kP~*DC0SITX6l 
Yl4l=-RP4*DSINITX6l 
G 1l TO 79 
1'7 !f(IIGK(~).~lfoAG(~) )(;Ll Tl' 78 
!F(I<KI41.NF.RI4llG'l TJ 73 
r; 1 TIJ 'l'l 
7A P.P14=RK( 141 
Pi: ~A G I 1 l - I P I f? • l DO l 
RP~=P c ?l *Dense P' 1 
CT P5=1 IFP2*~P2 l+IF<P4*PP6)- (~Pl4*'~Pl4) l II 2.0DO*PP2*PP4l 
TP5=D~PCGSICTP~ l 
L'li'5=1 T3Pl-TP5) /2,0[)0 
TX5=1Pl/6.000l-~TP5+DTPh 
X I 4 l =- ill' 4 * D C1 S I T X<; ) 
Y( 4)=-PP4*['51NI TX5l 
TXb=(PI/6.0[!J)+OTP6 
X(~l=~P3*DCQS(TXol 
Yl 31=-PP 3*0SINI TX6l 
H CllNT!NlJF. 






1QO f-IJFI-'AT(lX,'SUBP'lUT(I'.Jf ORESET HIDICATES 'W RFSET POSSIBLE FG>' !=•,13,/l 
!),/) 





























































lNTf~~~~.L Ci.JORDINATC 'n c•R'l:S {t.t, C'JIIROINATf FII'>CF Cl'JSHtrT C'~'.o/ 1 .""1 ··; 
*************************~*******~*****~***********~***********~ti~~**~('*·~***** 
IMPLICIT 1\thL*P (A-1! 0 ,1-ll 
D 1 "'F t.S IIJ N F (! 8, l. >J I , 1'- ( 1 ~ , ' -~ I , ~, ... ( l I , r'. C ( ., I , 0!.' I 3 I , ~ K II or J\ ( '• 00 I 
1 , tiRO ( 91 I , NCO ( 'l! I,~ F:J ( 'l 1_ I ,l ( 9l I , Fr I ( '' l I 
2 , KF R ( 4 I , K FC ( 4 I , D AT I "J F ( 4 l , \)( l. P. , 1 >i I , 1J :) ( ' R, 1 q l , J1 ( 1 ~, ! Ill 
< FAL *A S UMt\, SlWA ,n F (1 8 , 1 81 , F X ( 1 g, 1 'll 
llllll/ll/11/l/1/lllllllll/ll/lllll//ll/1/ll!/lllllllllll//ll/1!111!1/l/111111 
TillS P~Ol;RJIM PFA:l) !~I )JNI;Lc PH'Cl'J.J\1 F Af,:J K-MATP!X!=S t.r::J 'IIJLT!Pl.lr' 
THFM TlGFTIIFR SUCH THH FX ~ <' F :l 
FX(18Xl81 = B 1 (1i1Xl3i f(1'3X'll ll!l3XlP-I 
THS FX MATRIX CF'"fDH~"'D IS A <-AFri:Sl•\N C'"'l..(llHI~T! PE~R 0 SU,T:CT!O" lif JH'" 
!NT~RNAL cnnRO!N\T~ r~oc~ C8N~TANT ~JIT~JX F. 
Hi" ll MATRIX USF-11 J<; :JUTA!I~~.J H·J~ THe G-1-J .• \P!X HJKMLJLf,TIPN ~'AU r·,f- THF 
$CHACHTSCHNfi'V'P PP,QI;RA'1 F'll< THF U.Ll.<JLHI•:N nF ~iWMAL Mr--·oc: fD>JUf.'ICI['S. 
T'1E FX MATRIX IS PUNCHED O'J CA'<DS o<;A,.JY TD ~E RFAD !~ITO TH'" SCYIICI-TSCH'~!::JJlf' 
, NORMAL MODE FRFQUPICY CALCULAT !Oil Pfl.dGqAM. 
lllllll/l/1/1/lll/lll/111/lll/llllll/11111!//ll!/lll/ll/l/11111/lll!/1/1//ll/l 
I READ(S,!2lNFINAT1M,NZ 1 NFZ,NFX 
l 2 F n~ MAT ( 8 I 3 I 
//lllll/1/lll//lll/llll/11/lll//ll/l/lllllllllll/lll//l/1/l/lll/111/1//1/11111 
•'JF = SIZI: OF SIJUARE f-'1ATRIX 
~ATOM = # OF AT0'1S 
Nl = # nF Z-MATPIX ~~T•IES 
NFZ = # Of FURC~ CONSTANTS USED IN F-HAT~IX SET-UP 
l/1/ll/llll/ll/lll/lll///l//ll//lll/llll//l//ll/lllllll//ll/lll/11/1/llllll/l/ 
IF C NA T IJM + NF I 2, l , 2 
2 IF ( NF+ 10 lllll1llll, 3 
3 NA= 3*NATOM 
On 9 I= 1, NF 
DO 8 J=l,NA 
0( I ,JI =ll.ODO 
DO! !,J I= O.I)OIJ 
7 FCI,JI=O.ODO 
fl fiCI1JI=O.OOO 
<J REAll('>,tOIINP.(!I,'JC(!I,IJAT( II,I=lo:ll 
1.0 FnRMAT(213,E18.'1,213,'"l8.9,2Il,c'.cl.<JI 
DO 20 1:1,3 
IF (5HJR( I l 121,22,20 
20 fl(NR!II,NC!IJI=DAT(!I 
(;il Tn q 
21 WRITE(6,11l 
1.1 FI.JRMH(// 1 1X,'f:PRO'< 1,~ (l M~Tk!X Cl~:J F!JLLOWS 1 ,/I 
WRITE ( 6, t ')I C NR (! I , NC I II , DA T( I I , '~ 1 , ' I 
22 W~ITF(6,16l 
lo Ff'J~MAT(I1 1 , 1 BMATO.!X 1 I 
DO 2 3 I= t, NF 
2 3 WP I rc C b ,14 I I , C B C I 1 J l 1 J = 1 , N A 1 
1.4 FO<MATI/,lX 1 1 ROW ~ 1 1 !3,/,Al1.P 0 l~.711 
READ C 5 .l 3 l ( ~ P.J C I ), NCO( l I, N Ff'J I I I , l ( l I , J = l, J Zl 
WRIT C( 6, t 3 l ( NR 0( I I , '-lC 0 (I I , N FJ ( I l.Z ( I l, I= l , '1/ I 
Rcf.D(5,15lCFOillol=l,NFZI 
-'R ! TE ( 6 1 1? l ( F 0 C I I , I= t, N F ll 
13 F:l«M.H(4(3131F'l.ol I 
1~ FJPMAT(6Fl2.81 
D'J 3:J l,.l,NZ 
224 
FllPTRAI~ IV G LI:Vf:L l! 
003t· F I NRO I !I , NC lJ I I l l = L I I l ·: fll IN F 1 I I l l 
00~ 7 30 c INCOI ll oNPfJI! l I =FI'·J·'· II l ,NCJ I l ll 
0038 W Rl TF I co 1 7l 
0039 17 F ilO MAT I ' 11 , ' F- MAT Jl. I X ' l 
0040 no ?.4 1=1 ,NF 
004\ 24 WR I T E I 6, 141 I , I F I I , J I , J = l , "IF I 
004~ DfJ ?.'> I= I, NA 
004' I' I'] ?a K•l, IJF 
0044 SU"'A=J .o LJIJ 
0045 OQ 2S J= t 0 NF 
004f> ?5 SUMA=SlJ"'Atll( Joll"'Fl J ,KI 
0"47 ~ 6· B F II , K l = S lJM A 
004A on ?B I=!,flA 
0049 DO 2H K= l ,NA 
OlJ~ 0 SUM B=ll .J DO 
0051 IJ !) 27 J=l. ~It 
00 5? 27 SUM13=SUMB+fiF I I ,J I *tl I J, Kl 
0051 28 FXI [,K I=SUMB 
0054 WRITE I 6,181 
00~5 lH FO~.~ATI '1', 'CARTESIAN (O[)<'DINAT 0 r.<-MATnx•l 
00~6 D'J 29 I =l, NA 
00~7 29 WfliTEib.l41! ,(FX(J,J) ,J"'l,Nfd 
00~e WR I T E I 1, I <; l I ( I , J , F X I I , J f , J = l , 'J A I , ~ = 1 , :~A I 
C05'1 I=- 2 
OOt.>O wR!T~I7ol911 
')'J"'I , q fllRNAT l41213o1Pil1 4. 711 
COb?. GD TO J 














l•U 1 '~ 
G<Jl" 
llUll.. 






M,, IIJ uATE = /614'1 ?1/4'1/59 
L ~*~~~***********~~************************************************************ 
t. t_,\l'.ft.~l/\N CJu~<UI•>.<Tt' 1-:JKCE: c~NSTA"T 1\UUTINE 
***************~*****~***~~··•************************************************ 
l···lf>LILIT K~.IIL''b (A-H,U-ll 
l{t;I\L*tl IJUJ(J,(,JoblollC14loHC3(41 
« L AL*tl L Cl. ( l ,J '" , 7 ,3, 6) , D ( 1, 3, b, J, u I, UIJ ( J, u, 3, 6 I , XKI u l , YK ( 6 I ,ZK I 61 , XKC I 61 , 
* t XKC ( b I , Y KL ( ·J) , ll\l.. ( 61 
1J I Mi: 1\lj ICJ~ X I ld , Y 16 I, L ( 61 , K ( 1 ~ l, Df ~ 115 I , AI; I ol , K 21 I~ I, D II 31 ,03 I 3) , 
l I\LI'HI31 ,KL!>l ,tl!:TA(JJ ,CCI3J,AAI3cl,SlGI3l,K5TR13l,ACSI6l,DKI6l, 
.' v 11 ol ,vn ul .AS~Iol,FI t,J ,GFI4l,llXI6l,PXIul, PY 161 ,PZI6l,DXI61, 
3 UY(u),IJll6loUI'XI6lolJI'Y(6),1JPl(o),Ufl15,31 
4, XX ( 21J I, Y Y U 01 ,CO ( ll l, XY Z 131 ,Kt. I l ,u l, KCR 14), KCC ( .,) 
UIMLNSIUN APAKM(~l 
CIJMM!lN X ,y, L ,R,IJEK, AG,K2 ,[Jl, ALI'h,Kt, 03,tlcTA,CC,AA, Sl I;,k STR, TAUt 
1 kV,DIJ,CP,tt,hL~tASS,KX,XIl, V1,V2,V3,V4,UMhX, 
2 K~S,JM,PtK,H,PX,I'Y,I'l•~H,~C,WBK,w,UT,DX,DY,IJZ,uPX,DPY,UPZ,T,DF, 
·~ l t MP, K1<l , S T Al<l , A I'AkM, I' I, T 3 PI, H 6P !, SoP I, 
4111 ,JJJ,KKK,LLL,~~l,NVt,NV3,NV4,JJ,NI,KEE 
uATA XYL/'X( 1 ,'Y(', 1 l('/ 
C//////ll/fl//ll/l/1/l/ll///1!111///ll/1/lll//11/l///l/ll/l/////lllllltll/////l/ 
L TillS I'KUGI<.:.M C4LLULAlt:S THE CAKHSIAN COORDINATE FORCE: C.UNSIANTS 
t. (IHE SE:CO~U UtHIVATIV~ OF A PUTE~TIAL ENERGY SURfACE NAMED "POTb" WITH 
~ KtSPE~T TO fHt ~.<RT~SIA~ CLCRDINATE COORDINATES UF THE CH5 SYSTEM) USING 













•L~ = ~ALC~L~TEU EN~KGY MATRIX, CAP.<bLE OF STORING 4~ INCREMtNTAL ENERGIES 
N[tULu FU~ CALCULATICN OF EALH FORCE CONSTANT IN TH~ l8X1d MATRIX. 
U • FIM~T UERIVATIVE MATRIX 
UU = ~tCU~U ULKIVATIVt ~ATMIX HY StVEN POINT METHOD 
diJl = SLCONlJ IJtKIVATIV( MATRIX BY 3 POINT METI~OIJ 
A~, YK, ANU LK = GtUMtTKY COORDINATE CONSTANTS ~UK RESETli~G GEUMETKY 
AHLK INCRf:MENTATiclN. 









t: K(AIJ IN PiJTo D1\TA 
CALL Ki:AG 
PI=2,0UO*OAKSIN(l.ODOI 
I J ~I= ( 2. u UO *PI l I 3, JU 0 
~Lbl'l= lll.ll1Jll*Pli/6.0Llll 
S6PI=( 7. GuO*Pil /b,uDO 
L ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
C C•ILCULATt ULllJI.lll: PKtCISIDN TtTKAHtURAL ANGLE NE:~.DED FOK GE:UMETKY CALCULA-
C T ION>. 
CALL HlMAHirAU,Pll 
l~KO UUl MATMICE:S 
IJU 1 KA=l,o 
XKIKAJ=u.UDO 
Yt<.(KAJ=O.OIJO 
4~< (KAI =u, QUO 
226 



























C U4 c 
CU4'' 
l)U':JU 




LjJ I) '.J 
Ctl 1Jt.l 













Ai(l.l KA I= Llo UIJ C 
YK(.(I'.I\)=O,UiJO 
LKCI K1\l=O.OIJO 
lld 1 ~X=l,J 
iJU 1 IX=!,) 
UIJ 1 l(=l,c.. 
UU( KX,I\A, IX, lC l=J,OUO 
UU31KX ,KA,IX ,ILl =O.OUO 
uu 1 I J·= l, 7 
u I l J , K X, 11. A, I X, I C I= 0, OD 0 
IJ IJ l l JL = l • I 
I C. C l I J , 1\ X , ~A , I JC , l X , I C l = 0, 0 U 0 
I LUI,IINUt 
Ll///////////////////////l/////////////////ll/////////l//ll/////l//////l//l/111/ 
L lbl: l"lll>tfl "IKC" TELlS THt I'KUGRM-1 wt1tTHER IT I:, TD REAU IN THE 
C l:tlt:I<AILMIC lJISTi.NLE~ I It- 1KC IS GREATEk THA:J UK HIUAl ZtRUJ 
C Uk IF TH!: PRLJ(,I<II•~ IS TU !\tAD IN THE: CARTI:SIAN LOURDINATI:S OF THE ATOMS IIF 
L IKL IS L£~5 THAN LrRUI. 






2 KlAlJI5.77ll lt<lll ol=l tl'>l 
111 ~UI\MATI4020.13l 
CHl=tllll 
~ K I T t: I b, 112 l I I , k I I I , I= l .1 5 l 
17< HJt<MATI//,5Xo'INTERA!OM!L OISTAr,CES'tlol517X,'R 1 ,12,'= 1 ,lP020.lO,/ll 
* )) 
GU TC 4 
J HLIIUl~,//3liXLil,Yill.Llll,l=l,6) 
Ill fUI\I\IATHCZU.l3l 
.;KITE I iJ, 114! II, X II l, Y I ll ollll ,I =l, 6 l 
I 7 't f·LJIO<IA r ( I X •• AT uM •• 'I X •• X I • 19 X. I y •• l 'i X. I L • • I." I I 4 ,2 X ,3U z u. u • I I • I I I 
CI•Ll UIST 
Ul< l=fU ll 
"KIT 1: l b, 77211 I, R II l, I= 1, 15 l 
(.lJN T I 1'<01: 
"kiH!c,11~l 
1/'J ~L;ilMATI' 1' l 
li·IIKClboSo'> 
~ LIILL PLALE(UI{ll 
Llll=URI 
Llol=RI5J 




w KIT f; I o, 771 l l I, AG I II , I= 1 , b J 
777 fUKMATI5Xo'HL11 A"'lillS TI11:TA 0 ,/,[X,6( 1 T',llo'=',lPlll1.lO,lXI/I 
IJO I 1~ lo o 
XKill=XIll 
Vi<. ill ='I' I 1) 
Ll\ I 1 l = l I I l 
CUNIINUf 
~K[ Tf.l 6,7741 II oXKI I I tYKII) aZKI 11,1=1,61 
I~ I) 70 
I)() ll 
OJ "12 
























C ll~ I 












c 1 1 c 
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L ~~CTO~ lU CLNVt~T tV/I~GhR RADlUSI**Z IU MCYNE/ANGSTMUM 
fAL.l•O.luU21UOU/(0.~2916700*u•~29l67001 
ill{! TElL, I I~ I 














lJ = lA~tL ~uR SETTING INCPE~E~T FOR KX,KA COORDINATE FROM -3 TO +3 * 
J;,i..RI:MI:NT ~ILE. 
KX = 1, z, llK 3 INDICATES THE X, Y, (J~ L COUil.O!i'JATt:. RESPECTIVt:LY fOR 
ATOM NUMbER ~A • 1 TO 6. 
lJC = LAdi:L fOR SETTING INCRtME~l FJR IX,IC CUORUINATt FROM -3 TO +J * 
INCRtMtNT SILt. 
IX = lt ~. u~ 3 INUICAT~S THE X, Y, UR l COURGINATE, KESPELT!VELY FOR 
ATU1~ NUM::ltR IG = 1 TO 6. 
<<<<<<<<<<<<,<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
o•; 311 Kl•'>rb 
00 311 K)(•1 d 
•.h~ 30u 1L=l,6 
l!U 3JU IX=l, J 
llLI4oKX,KI,4,IX,ICI=e 
uu .H 1J=1,7 
/IX•I<INK*{ IJ-41 
JIIKI.t<oi.IC.ANO.KX.I:W.IXIGO TO 301 
(,I l T U I Z 1 , £ _l, 2 ~ I , K X 
dL XIKII=JIKIKli-HlX 
t;l) HI 26 
!. ~ Y I K I I= YK I K l I tHX 
l,\., TG 2b 
<!~ LIKli=LKIKII+HX 
,'t, l.llNT !NUl: 
JU 1 l.i.JNT I NUt 
l!U 30L IA=!,o 
X~CilAI=XllAl 
V KCI I A I= Y l 1 A I 
ZK.CI [IIJ=.ll !AI 
JJ2 CUN! 1NUC: 
IJU 30 IJC=l,7 
Ht>KINK*IlJL-41 
lFIKI.tU.!C.ANO.KX.I:W.IXIGG TO 303 
Gl1 TU 304 
30> li'IIJ.GT.1.ANli.IJ.LT.71GU TO 30 
t-I~=IUNK*I lJ+IJC-dl 
3U4 tU!H lf'.Ut 
1;0 T!J 130~,30<> .3011 ,IX 
JU'> X( ICI =XKC I !Ll+HC 
,;u TO 3Jo 
3u '' Y I I(.)= VK L { I C I +HC 




CUNVEHT FMUM CAkltSIAN COORDINATtS TO POT& COLJKOINATtS 
CALL lJIST 
CALl AI'.Glt 




:; l I ~ 
\JJ lfJ 







l~ l ' 1-t 
l. l -; ~~ 
u l<l· 
1: I~ f 
u !<tJ 
uU<, 







c 1 .l 7 
c 1 ·1 r 
( 1 ') 11 
u l 1t0 
Cl4l 
01~1. 
LJ 4 .I 
() 1't4 
v l'1 ~ 
C I~ t. 
L I" I 
l.l ,, u 
L I''<, 
c I :•O 
Gl''d 
c l I) I) 
u1~.l 
Ul :;•t 
C L •, ~ 
U1 "'' 
01 '• I 
c l "" 
0 l ~~c.; 




UATt = 7ul't'7 21 /4"J/'J9 
c lll/ll/ll/1/ll///lll/ll/lll/ll/l/1/ll/ll/ll//l//l/ll//llll//ll//1/ll/l/l//ll/l 
1. L>ILC.ULAIIc THt l'uli:NTIAL El~tKGV CORI\l>PONUING Ill THE MultCULAK G[U,<HKY. 
!..All P(JT(, 
t LC. I I J , K X , K I , I JC t l X , I L I = [ l + 1 b • 3 L 3 .:' ull 
uU :hl'l I A=1, ~ 
X I I A l =Xi<. C I I A I 
Vi !AI =VKC II AI 
L IIAI=LI\Liltd 
}U'I CUNI liWl 
.lO CuN I !Nut 
ULI 3 l 0 I-.= 1 , u 
X(IAI=XK( !AI 
Y I I A l = VK I I A l 
LI!Al~LK.(!A) 
JlO CLINT II\Lt 
H l.UNTII,Ut 
1FIIX.~t.KX.U~.IL.Ni:.KIIGU TU 71 
L ~lUKt ~UPLILATL tNi:RGY VALUES FUN IJIAGONAL ElEMlNT FORCE CUNSTANl LALCULA-
L T lUI~. 
UU 10 IJ=l.l 
uU 70 IJL=l, 7 
r<.H.=IJ+IJC 
lfiJJ,[.J,l,Ur<.IJ.E(J,/JGU TO 10 
Gil IU 1~2,5.:',:,~,54,~o,':>6,57,5t>o5SI,b(l,61,62,63,o41,KEC 
~~ tLL( IJ ,K!\,K1,1J(; ,IX,ICI=ELCI I,KX,KI,1,1 X,!Cl 
GO lC 7U 
~ :l t L Cl I J , 1<. X , t<. I , I JC .I X .I ll ·= E C C II , K X, K I , 2 , I X, I C I 
GU TU 7u 
~'• 1: l.C I I J, KX, 1\ I , 1 J~, I X, l C l = ECC ll , K X, K I, 3, I X, I C I 
,;u TO 10 
., '; b.LI I J, K X, K I, I JC, I X, l C)= ECC l 1, K X ,I<. I , 4, I X, I C J 
ull TU 70 
?o LLG( I J,J<X,Kl t IJL oiX,IL) =ECCll oKX,Kl,?,IX,ICI 
1;1,; TO 7U 
ol tLCIIJ,KX,KI,IJC,IX,ILJ=ECCI1,KX,KI,6,1X,ICI 
1;11 TO 1\J 
~Ll I:LCI IJ 1 KX,Kl,IJC,IX,ICI=El.LiloKX,KI, 7,1X,ICI 
l,LI TO 70 
~ I 1: LL' I J , K X • K I • I JL • I X. I(. I= E (. c' 7 • K X. K I • ~. I X. I c ) 
GU I 0 70 
wll L C C I 1 J , K X , K l , I JC , I X o1 t. J = E C C I 1 , K X , K l , 3 , l X , I C J 
GU TU 7iJ 
1>1 LC.CilJoi\X,KI,IJColX,JCJ=ECC(7,KX,Kl,4,!X,IU 
(;I) Tll '/0 
lu: u;c I I J, K X, K I , I JC, I X, I C. I= ECC I /, K X, K I, S, I X, l C I 
GLl lf; 70 
1.1 tLCI !J,KX,I\I.lJC.lX,(LJ=tCLI /,KX,KI,6.1X.IL) 
Go ro 10 
<•'• cCCIIJ,KX,I\I,JJL,IX,ICJ:ECCI7,KX,KI,7, IX,ICJ 
I u LUN I I NUE 
ll CO~liNUE 
c 1111/l/lll/11//l//ll//lll//1111/111/l/1/lllllll/1111//1/lllll/1//1/ll/1/11///l 
1.. CALCULATE SEVEN PUINt FIKST DERIVATIVES 
LlO 7' IJ=1,1 
UlA =ECC. I I J, K X, Kl , S, I X, I C I-E CCI I J, KX, K I ,3, I X, I C I 
Util=E:l.C.I JJ,KX,KI,b,IX, 1~)-l:CCI IJ,KX,KJ,<!,JX,!Cl 
UEC=ECCI 1J,KX,KI,7.IX, ICJ-ECCI IJ,KX,K l,l,IX, ICI 
DIIJ,KX,KI,IX,IC l=IA*LlEII+B*(Eo+C*DEU/RINK 
229 
H.f<!lo(~o~N IV G I.LVl'L 21 llA IE = 7ol'o9 
{) 1 tJ 4 
lll (J •) 
C 1 u G 
u 1 b l 
LH6u 




c 1'/ 3 
u 1 14 
CL l ~ 
Ul7o 
Cl11 
J 1 I U 













~ 1 '12 
C1H 
0194 
Ill '.1 ~ 
Cl ~(: 
c 1 y 1 












h LliN I !NUt 
L ll/ll//l//111/l/l/l/1/ll////ll/l/1111/l/l/11///ll///ll//lll/l/ll/l///ll/l///// 
L CALCULATe SEVtN ~G!NT SECU~D UtMIVAfiVtS 
IJUI:A=lli5,KX,Kl,l X.lC.l-Dl3oKX,Kl.lX,lCI 
UUt B=u ( b, KX, K I, I X, I(. l-0 I 2, KX, K l , I Xo I C I 
ll U l(; = ll ( l , K!l. , K l , l J( , I C I - U ( 1 , K X , K I , I X , I C I 
iJI) ( KX, K J , l X, l (.I= I I A*UL!tA ~ i;*•JUlll +C *UU tC.) I R I ~K I *l-AC. I 
w i\1 ft 16, ·r dU) XY L I KX I, K I , XY lll X l , II., KINK 
7ol! fOR~·Ali'J. 1 tlXo'IHC ~1\[I<GY StT" ANU fiKSl DEKIV"IIVES USED TU CALCU 
ILArt Hot SC!.UNU U£RIVIITII/( WITH RtSP~CT TO:',//,lX,A2,!2, 1 1 AND 1 oA2,!2 
.!A2,[2,'1 USING AN INCI<I:ME~T LF K!rJK ='.1PD22.U,//Il 
UIJ 76 JJ·=l,/ 
IXD=IJ-4 
WRITE 16, IYl l 
7'-11 t-UI<MATil!lX,' l'•KINI\ 0 0 L'tXo'2*Rli'tK'd4X,'3*1UNK' J 
wKIT~I6,792IIECCIIJ,KX,Kl,JA,JX,IC.l,JAs~,7l 
1'J 1. f LlR MAT I Z X , 1 l +' , 2 X ,3 11 P UJ 0. 15 l l 
WR ITt I IJ, 193 J lCC ( I J, KX, K I , 31 I X, I(.) , t CCI I J, KX, K I ,2 .I X, I Cl , ECC II J, 1\ X, K I 
1KI,1, IX, ICJ 
793 FORMAT 12 Xo 1 f:-' ,2XdllP030.15ll 
WR l TE I 6, 7 Y4 J XV l I I X I, l C, X Y l I KX l , K.l ,I XD, U I I J, KX, K I , I X, I C I 
7'14 f-ORMATI6X,'UV/OI 1 ,/\2,!2,'ll 1\T 1 1 oAZ.l2o'l',l2, 1 *Mii~Kl= 1 .LPU25.15o 
ill 
7u CUNTINUE 
WRIT~ I bo 795 l X Y l I KX l, K I, X Y liiX I, IC, ul! I K X, K I , I X, IC I 
/~'j FO!l.MATI2X,•UOV/UI',A~,l21'llli'•A2,12, 1 J~ 1 ,1PD2S.l'>,///l 
L //ll/////ll/ll/ll/ll/lll/llll/ll/ll/l/1/ll/1/l//l//ll/ll/11/ll//l/11/l/////ll/ 




t PM= E C (.I 5 , K X , K l , 3 ,J X .I C I 





DD31KXoK I .I X, ICl =llJ3 (K X, Kl, I X ,I Cl*FACT 
>II< I H: (6, 7971 
7'17 FORMATI//,5X,'SECGi'ttJ UtRIVATIIIE BY 3 POINT MUHfJO',/) 
WIU T E ( 6, 7 '>~)X Y l I KX I 1 K I , X Y l I I X I , l C ,U IJ3 I KX, K I , I X, I C I 
IFIKX.EQ.IX.ANO.Kl.E~.lCIGC TO ~40 
GO TO 551 
540 CONTI NUt 
c //l//ll/11/111//11/lll/1/l/l/1/lllll//ll/////11/llll/ll////ll/l//l/1/1/l/1/ll/ 
C SET-UP AND CALCULATl UI4GUNAL FfJKC[ LUNSTANT MATRIX ELEMENTS HY POLYNOMIAL 
C LeAST ~UUARlS fiT METHOU. 
00 550 IK"l,) 
DU ~~u 1 v~1.1 
IFIIK.GT .l.ANU.IY.Ll. 7 )GO TO ~SO 
KS•I!<.+IY-1 
t<FC:KS-7 




WRI n I 6, 'ji.JUJ 
5bU ~OKMAT(2X, 1 S~tUNU O~KIVIITIVE Of THE P~LYNOMIAL LEAST SQUARES EQUATION FOLL 
230 
F Lk II< A'< I v (; Lt: Vt L ll MAIN lJATE 1o 14'> 21/49/5'1 























































llllN FOLLO ... S' ,/I 
IJOP=O.ODO 
OOP=2.0UO*COI31*FACT 
t<K llE' bt 7'.~ I XYZ' KXI I K I I X y Lll X I • I c. LJUP 
!>51 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
HI LUNT INU~ 
KCX=O 
ou 42 1=1,c. 






16o FJRMATl1Xo'CAkTESIAN COORDINAit ~URCE CONSTANT MATRIX H~ 3 POINT M 
1tTHOIJ: 'I 
KC T=O 
uu 43'1 1=1,4 
KCR I II =0 
KCCIII:O 
43\l IKI II=C.ODO 
KK=O 
Oll 445 Kl=l,6 
DO 445 K X= 1, 3 
KH=KR+l 
\.HITEI6,/oll KH 
wRITE 1 t., 1 cOl 1 1 uu 31 KX, K 1 , I x, 1 1 , 1 X= 1, 3 1 , 1 = 1, 61 
KC T=O 
/ll/1/ll//l/1/ll//l/1/l//l//l//l/l////lll/111/11/l///ll/llll/////l//l/l/lllll/ 
CCNSTKUCT ANI) PUNCH CAHTESIAN CUORUINATE FORCE CONSTANT MATRIX BY 7 POINT 
M~THOD. 
00 444 1=1.6 
UO 444 IX=lo 3 
IFIUAilSIDD3IKX,Kl,IX,III.LE.O.lD-91GU TO 441 




IFIKCT.EU.4IGU TO 440 
441 lfll.E~.o.ANU.IX.tU.31GO TO 44U 
Gu Ttl 444 
440 CUNT l NUE 
OIRI TEI7o7631 IKCR IKCX ltKCCCKCXlt 8CIKCXI,KCX=1o41 
WRITE ( b, ltd I I KCR ( KC X I , KCC I K CXI , BC I KCX I , KCX= 1 , 41 
KCT=O 















C? ~ ~; 
G£'u(; 































02 ~, J 




(. j I) ·~ 







O:l i l 
It-o I URMAIII3l 
KH=O 
IJU 44 Kl·=1,6 






~ R I T 1: I b, 7 o 0 l l l IJIJ l K X , K I , I X , I l , I X= 1 , 3 l , I = l , 2 l 
~HIT tl 6, 76 U I l I DLl l K X, K I , I X, II , I X= l ,3 l , I =3, 4 l 
I<R I II: I 6, 100 l I I UU I KX, K I , I X, ll, I X =1, 3 l, 1= 5, b l 
ft,<.J I·Ok.MATI/olXot>l 1Xoli'IJ~U.l3ll 
7t;,'J FURMAT 141213,11'01'•• 711 
UU 430 1=1,4 
KCH I II =u 
KCCI 11=0 





l. cu.~STkUCT ANU I'UNCH CAKltS!Ai'< l.OCRU! 'ATE FURCE CONSTANT MATRIX dY 3 POINT 
C. l~t:TiiUD 
Ud 43 1C=1,6 
UU 43 IX=1,j 
1HUAI:lSIDDIKX,KI,IX,lLJI.LE.IJ.1D-9ll ... U TO 431 
K'-T=KC Ti'1 
Kl.KIKCTl=Kl.IKX,Kll 
KC.LIKLT l=KCI 1XoiC.l 
uCIKC£l=UUIKX,KI ,IX, I~ I 
II' I i<.C T .EQ.4)GlJ Tll 432 
4Jl 11'1 Il..EI.l.6.ANU.IX.I:W.3lGU TO 432 
GU Tll 43 
ttJ..: ~f\ITl17,ltdliKCRIK~X),Kl.CIKCXl,~CIKCXI,KCX=1,4l 
• KIT L I 6, 76 3 l I K( R I 1'-l.X l, KCC ( K~ X l , ij( I K~ X l , KC X= 1, 4) 
KC 1 =0 
uo 4J; 1=1,4 
K(.~ Ill =0 
KCCIJI=O 
4J l tl<.l ll=O.UUO 
•1'3 CONTI NUt: 
II' I K X. ll.l. 3. A I~IJ. K I • L J. u l ._ K I IE I 1 , I b 5 I '" t NU 
44 LIJ/H l1,UE 
~ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
l. A SMALLtK i-Ut\lt ~ONSl ANT MATKIX IS l•tfiJI:IJ FOR CH3 FRI:\JUENCY CALC.ULAT 10". 
l. <..CNSTI<UCT AND PUNCH CHJ TKUNCAilJ fUK<..t CONSTANT MATRICES. 
,; <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
><Kl H ( oo lot>) 
~IU I Ell.76uJ 
7Gu FDKMATI2X,'CAKTESIAN CCCKUI~AT~ FOKCt CONSTANT SET FOK LH3. OY 7 PT. METH. 
lT. METiiUU 1 I 
IJ[] 4~ 1=1.4 
KCI<( II =0 
KCl.lll=ll 
uC! ll=O.OLIO 
4~ CUN II Nut 
r-Cl=IJ 
Lill 4<1 Kl=1,b 
llU 48 KX·=1,3 
lFIKClKX,KII.LT.4.UK.KL(KX,Kll.GT.1~lGU TU 48 
llll 47 IC=1,o 
c ,l!i 
,; J I J 
~~ j 1 l.t 
l., ) l ~ 
iJ llu 
C. i I I 
U..:.lc.. 
J J l ··) 
L l..' 0 
c ·i~ 1 
vJ/,) 
C I? :l 




c J ?t! 
I) ll. ; 
UJJJ 












c .l't 3 
~ J•14 
() .1'• ~ 
l) 1'•6 






c p~ ·~ 
c ~I) 1<1 
u 1'.> ') 
c 1')(: 
e_, 'J I 
l; )',~,·, 
(I I ;J 
tllt.d 
,) )I. l 
c \(•/ 
~)I,, .1 
u 'j l•'~ 
I) ~ ( ~ 
..._: ~ L1U 
u·~~d 
l' ~ IHJ 
UATt 
1111 4/ IX~l,J 
II (KC:( IX, ILl .U •'•··l)o<.r\LI I X, ICI.GT.l~IGO TU 93 
II· I tJA tl ~ I lJ LJ I r- X , K I , I X , I C I I • Ll • l • IJL- 1 U I U t.l I K X t K l , I X, I C I " 0. 0 LJ 0 
I~IDUIKX,KI,lX,ICI.t~.O.UUOIGU TU 41 
KCT=KCT+l 
KLKir\CTI=KLIKX,Kll-3 
r\CL I r\C II =KC ( l X ,ILl- 3 
;;C(KCT I=OUIKX,KioiX, 1•:1 
lH!X.tiJ.J.Af\tJ.IL.tQ."It;O Tll 4'1 
bli Tll 50 
4~ I~IKX.tQ.3.AND.KI.~U.biSU TU ~~ 
'>ll CIINTINUL 
I~IKCT.Nt.41G~ ru 47 
Gt.l TO 51 
'Jl lf'(KCT.GT.UIGU TU 51 
c;u ru 47 
'>1 LllNTINUt 
w•< I Tl:' I b, 1td I ( KLt( ( I I , KC C I II , dC II I, I= 1, 4 I 
nlqH:I7,7o31 IKCR( II,KCCIIIo~Cilltl=l,41 
uu 4o 1~1,4 
KCRIII=O 
KCL(!I=O 
tlC (II =O.OUU 
4<• (.UNT !NUt: 
KL l=ll 
47 ~UNIINUE 
40 CUNT INlJE 
.<Kllt(b, lti~II;UW 
WKI TE I I, 7651 1\U\U 
wRITEic,167l 
niH TEl 7, lb1l 
21/49/5'; 
lbl ~URMATILX,'CAHTESIAN CLORDI~ATt FOMC~ CONSTANT~~~ FOK CH3. ~y 3 PT. 
If, MtTHUD' I 
oli uo. 1=1 ,4 
KLKI ll=O 
KLLIII~tJ 
tJ C: I 1 l = U. u DO 
d~ CUNTINLI:. 
KCT=ll 
tlll tid Kl=1,u 
i.lll U8 KX=l d 
IFIKLIKX,Kll .LT.4.t.I~.KL(KX,KII.GT.1~1GU TO b8 
\JU 137 IL=l '" 
U\J u/ IX=1,.> 
ll'lr\<..1 IX.ICI.l1.4.U".KCIIX,IU.GT.l:>IGtJ Ttl 92 
ll- I UAtlSIULJ31 Kl~ ot<.l, L<, !CII .L f .l.ulJ-10 I\JiJ3IKX,K 1, i x, lt.. I=U.OUU 
IHUuJIKX,I\I,lX,ICI.l,J,U.tlUOl~"J 10 til 
Kt..l·=KCf+l 
KC R I KC 1 I = K C I KX , K II- J 
KLC ( K~ Tl =Kt.. I I X ,I(.) -J 
IJl.IKLl I=IJll31KXo~:l, (X,lt..l 
lFIIX.tW.i.Ahu.IC.LU.GIGU Tll u~ 
t;d I u \ill 
o'' if(I,X.t:-1.1.3.'1!',1J.KI.tU.I,)Gll TU 'il 
'J<l '-llii:T I NUl: 
(fiKL1.Nt.4lGU I'D U7 
Gu 1'0 'Jl 
· J ,: I f- I KL T .1; T. 0 l G d T lJ '-11 
232 
I' lt·: I ll/1 N I V v L l V L l. .!! 1111 IN tJATE 
() lt.d 
l; ~ 10 
'l> 7 l 











c .l/', j 
c 31.~ '• 
~olJ Ttl u/ 
,, 1 cu,~llt.ur. 
~ K I T I' I'" ltd l I KCR I I) , t<L Ll II, t;C I I I, I= l, .. 1 
~1d T t I 7, 70 'l I ( KLK I I) , Kl L ( I I , llC I I ) , I =I o41 
llll <l6 I= 1, 4 
KLK Ill =o 
Kt,C. (I ) ·•0 
tiLl I l=u.OtlO 
~" CtJNllNUt 
Kl. T=O 
0 I CI1N T ltliUt 
ull C.UNfiNU~ 
wiUHit., 7b51Nc.NU 
"R I f E l 7, l.J? I Nl Nu 























A~ SOLUTE RATE THEuRY ROUT I.~F 
LALCULATE5 KINETIC 1>0TOPE EFfECTS USING 
A MGDIF ILAT ION OF SU~ROUT INE TH[kMO 
ADAPTED I' ROM 
WULFS~~Rl; MllO!FICATION OF SCHACHT5CNEIUER S0-90>2-1 
c ·················••*•••··················••**********************************~ 
IMPLICIT REAL*d IA-H,O-ll 
0 I HEN:dUN S IGI L~ ,181, WI L 8, L ~~ oD Vl l ~I , o Tl L 01 ,RECORU 140 I , ~RUIJOO I, 
1NCOI3001 ,NfOIJOO loli300I,TEMS(lo (, TMOMI 31, ~EXCI2o 40,181 .R~EXLlluo401, 
lOI ,ONlllM I 2, 't Cl ,UG Tl.l 2, 4\.JJ ,OGFfU 2. ,40J , SUMNUCl.,40 I , MUPROI:3 (l ,40 1, SS UMNU ( 2, 4l) J 
3NUI2o401 
Ct:MMCI'-I S li.J, w, LJV, T EMS 9 TMOM, T ~AS~, REC.flH.O, L t dE XC., RH EXt, 
1 WT,ONUIM,OGTL,~GFR,SUMNU,SSUMNU, 
*kOTC,~Vl,OVl,OV2l,OV22,~SSM, 
2 NLlTE~,N~ 1 KlND,NUMB 1 NOAT,NlUMH,N2~MU,NOPRO~,NRO,NCO,NFO,MOPROb 
• t MU 1 ' I~RO T 
l l//llllllllll//l//llllltlll//l/l/1//lllllll/1/ll/1/1/ll/1/l/l/l/1//11!11111111 
C THIS MAIN MGUTINE CONTRGLS THE INPUT TO THERMO WHICH CALLULAI~S •INETIC 
t ISllTOPt E~HCTS USING ABSOLUTE RATE THeORY. 
c 11!1!1111111111/11!11//)//lll/11!1/ll/11/l/11////l//lllllllll/1/!11/lllllll//l 
90 CONTINUE 
C PRINT SUPPRESS CONTROl CARu 
C>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 





C SAME CONTROL CAMIJ AS USEO IN THe WOLFSBERG HOUIFICATION Of THE 
C SCHACHTSCHNE IUER PROGRAM. · 
<««««<« 
L !11111111//11!11!11/lllll/l/ll/ll/1/lll//ll//lll/llllll/ll/l//lll//l/lll/l///l 
L INU = INDICATOR uF NEW FREQUENCY DATA SET WHEN EQUAl TO -09 
C NOPROB • PRO~LEM NUMbER Of DATA SET 
C NU • NUM~ER OF I'REQUENCIES 
C NUAT • NUMBER OF ATOMS 
C NOT~M = NUMBER UF TEMPERATURES TO BE KEAD IN 
C KINO• ISOTOPIC CONfiGURAT IUN 11= liGHT ISOTOPE, 2= HEAVY ISOTOPE!. 
C NUMU = LABEL FOR FREQUENCY SET FKOH I TO 40 
C NlUMb • Q, IF KINO • I: UTHERoiSE, 
C NIUHH NUMB OF THE UATA SET THAT IS TD RATIOEO ~ITH THE PHESENT DATA SET •• 




N2UMB • NUMB Of ThE KINC=2 REACTANT UATA TO BE RATIOED WITH 
THIS ISOTOPIC TRANSITION STATE DATA RATIO. 
NRUT = INDICATES RuTATIONAL CORRECTION IS TO ~E READ IN IF > ZERO. 
L INOH: KOTATIONAL AND ASSM FACTORS AHE PLACED ON ~N ADDITIONAL LARD 
C ANU PUT IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SECOND LABfL CARD IN THE LAST DATA SET 
C ~EFOHt THE KIE IS CALCULATED. I 
C RCTC = EXPONENTIAL ROTATICNAL CORRECTION fACTOR. 
C ASSM • AN ADUITIUNAL EXPuNENTIAL CORRECTION FACTOR. 
C HOI = IF>O THEN DATA SET IS A CONTINUATION Of THE PREVIOUS DATA SET. 




































~7 RtAUI5obliRECOKull lol•lo4JI 
b FORMAT 120A4l 
1!0TC • C. 000 
ASSM•O.ODO 
IFINRUT.E~. liGO TO 10< 






RtA~ TEMPEI{AfURE!> AT wHICH KIES ARL TIJ BE CALCULAHD 




C REAO CALCULATED FRtWENCIES FIJR A 6IVtN ~ULECULA! ISOTOPIC CU~FIGURATION. 





REAO ATOMIC oF.IGHTS HV ATCM ~UMdcR. 
;24 REAUI~oiOIIollll ol•l,NGAfl 
I! EAU MOMo M S Ul- INERT I A I NT 0 TMU~ I I I. 
TMASS • MOLLCULA" •LIGHT 01- ISOTil~IC CnNFIGURAflll~. 
"EAUI~o711T~UMI I lol•lo3l,TMASS 
FO~MATC4EI0.9l 
IF(NOIEMI28U,2dO,dCb 
o06 'All HiE ~MU 
2UO CONTINUE 




















~lltliHJUIINt THlf<.HJ 321 3?9 
c /ll//l//l///111/lll/1/////1///111/l/ll/11//ll///11/l//l/111/1111/llll/ll/11//l 




lidS KLJUI IN~ C»LLULATI:S IK1/Kll = MMI * t:XC * LP[ 
~<t'>ll t,;IJtWAI{c S IT hi 1-( 1121 = VP * EXC * ZPE 
lh~ HuUTl~l: ALSU CALCULAIES THE ~IT TO THE LN OF THt ARf<HI:NIUS EQUATICN: 
C LNIJ<1/K21 = LNIA!/AZI t (El-l21/IR*Tl 
c 1111/l/l/111/l//l/ll////lllll///lll//l/1/l/111/ll//11/lll/llll/llll/llll/lll// 
IMPLILIT KEAL*B IA-H,O-ZI 
Ll/1/llll//1/ll/ll//lllllll/1/ll/l/ll/llllllll/11/1/lllll/ll/11111111/l//lll/1/l 
C l~MS = ARKMY ~Uk TEMPERATURES USED IN ISOTOPE eFFECT CALLULATIONS. 
C IJV " AKRAY 1-UH NdRMAL MCUE FREQUENUES 
L. TI1()M = At<RAY l'liR PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF li'JI:RT lA IJF ISTDPIC MOLECULE. 
C bCAl. = AkRAY HJk Villf<ATIUNAL E:XCITATIUN TERM VALUf:S. 
C ll>tJMU : ARRAY ~(K LPt TI:KM VALUES. 
C ~1 • AKRAY FUR ISOTO~IC ATUMIC WEIGHTS. 
L TMASFA • AKKAY FO~ MMI TERM VALUES. 
t !MASS • MCLlCULAR WEIGhT. 
L U~~R • LN(Vl~KATIUNAL PRODUCT FACTOR) 
C SUMNJ • AkkAY ~Ok THI: ~UM~ OF THE ISUTUPit VldHAT!ONAL FREQUENCIES. 
L SSuMNU • AHRAY FOR ISUM~Ul**Z· 
G UI'<U!M • AKkAY F0f( ISUTUPIC VALUtS UF THE IMAGI~ARY f-t<c~UENCaS. 
C YUU • AkkAY FOK UNITLE~~ VIBRATIONAL E~tRGY FACTO~S. 
L YOU = ri*C*NU/IK*Tl 
llUI'J • ARRAY FUR ~ELL TUNNELING FACTORS. 




C T~e FULLOW!NG ARE ARRHENIUS EQUATIO~ PARAMETERS. 
C AMAT • ARKAY Fn~ RATIO OF PREI::XPGNENTIAL fACTORS. 
L UC =ARRAY FOR LIFFERE"'CES IN ACTIVATION ENERGIES. 
~ SuY = STANUAkU UtVIATIUN IN THE RATIO OF RATE CONSTANTS K1/KZ. 
C ~Jil = !>TANtJARll UI:V IAT ION IN ARAT. 
~ SUUb • STANDARD DEVIATION IN OE. 
C/1/l/l!ll/l/1/ll/1/l//llllll/111/llll/l//ll/11//1////l/1/l/111/ll/1////ll/1/l/l 
IU: A L * d u EX TUN I 1 d l , Y fJ E V I 1 8 l , B XU RAT I 18 J , A RAT I 4 l , DE ( 4 I , SU Y I 4l , Y ( 4 ol 8 I , 
~.SUAI4(;) ,SOULI401 ,SYI4l ,SXYI4l 
iJ!Mti~$1UN TEMS( ltll ,uVI ltll ,TMOM13l oBEXCI<',40.1ol ,wTilOl, TMAS~AI2,40321 
ll oOGILIZ o4lll ,OGFt-\12o40lo5UMNUIZo40l,RtlE:XCI 18,401 ,RMA5FAI40l ,!lOGI'RI3ZI 




J tJ I , I(QR AT I ltl I , S SUMNU I 2, 40 I , tJ ~U I M I 2, 40 I , w TUN I llll ,6 TUN( 18l , WRQRA Til 8132 I 3 63 
4 ,l)f(~,<ATill:!l oUSSUMN(40J oAEffRilH loNROI300 J,NCO( 3001 ,NFOI 3001 ,LI300l 
~.llGT L1 2,401 






SL GNI XO ,yu I =IJS ll>NI XO, YOI 
LXPIXJI=O~XPIXOI 
>-.JI{ I (X l •tlSuRTI X l 
~I r>-1 XCI =USlfo;(XOl 
llilSIXUl=GAllSIXOl 
M<J~IWll (K I f.IO, r,UMlll•NLJPI<O~ 
tJU ~.lO 1•1.3 





FLKT~AN IV 1; LLVH. n THERMO IJATE 162.47 .!3/04/44 
ll016 'JZ<i TMU,~IIJot.OUU 
0017 '>~C CuNTINUl 321 3660 
001~ TMAF•1.0UO 
c l/lll/l/llll//l//l/llll////ll/l/ll//ll///lllllll/llll/ll/ll/l//llll/11/l//ll/1 
C MLJI ALLU~~ fflk MUKE THAN ON£ REACTI1NT TO dE INCLUDED II'. ALL TERMS. 
C IF MUL > 0 THEN THE IJAfA SET IS ASSUMEIJ TO ~E A PART LF THE PMEVICUS CNE. 
COJ'I IFI~G1.L>T.OITMAI-•TMASFAIKINDoNUMBJ 
c /l//l/l///llllllllll//lll/ll/11/ll/11/ll/ll//l/111/ll/l/1//l/1///l//ll/lll///l 
L I..ALCULATE MMI EL~IHNT. 
C02C ~4d TMA~~AI~li'.Uo~U~til•ITMLMill*TMOMI21*TMOMI3ll**O.~DO*TMASS**l.500*TM321 3t7 
1111-
COLl IFIMGll'-1~1,9,0,~~1 
Oil?< ·150 IJ(.;lLlK!.'HloNUMui=:J.ODO 
UO~J ~~~ CUNTINU~ 
Ou24 95? UU ~6U l•loNUAI 321 3b~ 
00~~ ']~(, U(,fLIKl,~UoNUMGJaOGTLIKINO,NUMtJlfl.,OO<'ALOGIWTIIII 321 370 
Ou26 ~6U CU~TINUE 321 371 
C027 lfiMC1IYb~o~64o'l65 
CI12U '1c't (J(.;fi,IK[i'WoNUMill=O.IJUO 321 H2 
OU2•i \16~ CUN r !NUt 
C030 96<J un ·~tJO 1 •1oNC 321 ;;73 
0031 \172 Jf-IC.ll!O-UV((J)~I6,~d0r\I~O 321 374 
003.! •JU, Ul.i~RIKINlloNUMBlsOGFRIKINlloNUMdi+ALOGIOVIIJI 321 375 
0033 'l~i.J i,;lJI~fiNUt 321 316 
0034 If I MUll ~t.l7, ~ti4o'.1~7 
U035 ~U4 5UM~UI~INUrNUMBI•O.OOO 321 3/7 
0036 ~du S~UM~WIKINUoNUMBl•O.O~U 321 37d 
0037 U~UlMI~INIJoNUMUl•O,OOu 
00~~ \lt7 CuNTlNUE 
C039 ~SB UW \1\1\1 l•loN~ 
0040 ~S.:! ll'li.l.1-UV((ll'194o9\lo,996 321 360 
0041 ~~4 SUMNUIKlNOoNUM~I•SUMNUIKlNDoNUMdi+DVIIl/2.000 
C0~2 G~ TC ~9U 
U043 ''~u lt-1-t.O-UV( Ill ~'lco9':1~t 9':17 
0044 \IC.7 ONUlMIKINUoNUM~l•-DVIII 
C045 ~S~ uvT•UVIIl**2 
004~ ~~9 SSUMNUIKlNDoNUMai•SSUMNUIKI~D,NLM~I+SIGNIUVToDVIIII 
U047 Jf(NL011),fQ,JIUU TO 904 
004U LLCO •MlTll6ol4001NO~ROdoKI~DtNUMBoiHECURDillol•l,20) 
OJ40 L40U ~UMMATI3S~l TH~MMODVNAMIC QUANTITIES PROBLEM N0.1Uo15H MOLECULE K321 3~~ 
I IN D , Ll , I H NU MtJ E K o I 3 o I , 12 X, 2 0 A41 
CC~C 1<04 wKI1Uuol404liTM0Millol"lo3J,TMASS 321 3d7 
UU~1 L41J4 fiJI<MhTI6HJ lA• Fl2.t>ot>H IB• Fl2,bo6H lC= fl2.b,8H MASS: f-12.6) l21 3d!l 
CO~l l~OU wKlTtlbol~OollMhSrAIKl~UoNUMUl 321 3d~ 
00~3 J4Cu FO~MAII27HO II lA*lo~~<JCl**112l*M**3/l"Eltl.~l HI 390 
00:>4 1212 WIOTEI6ol412JIOVIllol•1tNOI 321 391 
005~ li1• w~lf~l6ol~l4lSUM~0IklNDoNUM~loSSUMNUIKINDoNUMBJ 321 392 
UO~~ 1~12 FUKMATI21HU fK~~UENCIE~ IN CH-l/17Flbo6ll 321 393 
C057 1414 FflRMATillfiO SUM NU/2•t:t!.l.9,l/HCM-1 SUM NU**2><El~.CJ,4HCM-21 321 3'14 
nO~U ~C~ DU 1~~0 L•loNUTE~ 
OU~9 lfiMUll~09o9Co,~C9 
C06C ~Cu ~~XCIKINDoNU~UoLI•l.OUO 
0061 ~C~ CUNTINUL 
UU~l 910 SUMU•U.OUO 
c lllll/lllllllll/11111111//1/ll/l/ll/11/lllll//ll/ll//l/lllllll/1111111/11111/l 
~ CALCULAT~ U FA~.;TORS 
006J 912 DO Y44 l•l,NO 321 39d 
C064 91J YOUill•l•43d~UO~OVIli/TEMSILl 
238 








co '1 2 
ou 7:l 
C074 






































'ilo lriU.1-UVI!l)'J2Uo'J24o':l24 321 400 
c /1/llll/lllll/ll/1/1/l/l/llll/lll//llll/ll/1/lllll/ll/lll/ll/ll///ll/1111//11/ 
C CALLULATL lXL LltMENT 
~2U ULXLIKINU,NUMUoll=HEXCIKI~C,NUMe,LI*II.OUO-EXPI-YUUIIlll 
9<~ L<JNTII~UI: 
'! 3u IF IU.1-UVII l 1\140,'144,'1'•4 
940 oUMI.J~SU••\UtYIJUII l 12 .ODD 
'144 CUNli"UL 
IFINCIJI1l.l:w.11GU TO 1550 
12lo 11KlTtlb.l 1t1oJTli~Sill 
14lo ~URM~fll~HU llMPERATURE=Fl~.bJ 
1 2 17 •<~< I r E1 G tl411 I I Y UU I I I ,I= 1 , Ill c;; I 
l't1/ ~uKr1ATt24HU THE vALUfS OF U FOLL0w/110fl2.b) I 




















l't20 t·tlHMAT(19H EXLITAT!ON FACTCR=fl2.3,lOH lUSUM U=F14.ol 321 411 
L /1/1/llll/lllllllllll/1/lll//l/111/ll//lll//ll/1/lll/ll/11/lll/lllllll/11/1111 
C CALCIJLATt l~ilTllPI C RAf !CS. 
1UCU It· I Klt<D-n 1Jd4,1Cu4, IGU4 






1 u 3o iJ~I,~Nd I NUMB I =SUM MJ I 1, l'dU.Mfll-SUMt.U 12, I\IUMB I 
OSSuMNI~UMBI=SSUMNU(1,N1UMBI-SSUMIIIU(2,NUMtll 
IFit,t..Uil).bJ.lJGtl TO 1037 
122u ~kl 1Lib,l42oi~UMd,~OPKu~,NlUMB,MOPROBI1,N1UMUl 
1428 FIIRMATI5oH1 THtKMIJIJYNAMIC QUANTITIES FUR MOLE.:ULE OF KI~D 2 
ll3.1~1i PfWtll.E•~ IIIO.!Cl/42H WlrH RESI'ECT TO MOLECULE OJ- KII\D 1 
213.1211 f'KOtlLEM 1110.1~1 
U !2 nt<l T ll t,. 14321 TkK ULI: 
14:!2 ftlRMAT ld1HO kATll1 PtUHJUCT NU2/PRtlUUCT NUL TO ~~ASS FACTOR•1.0 
11:R-Kt11LICHJ 01\=NLill/IIIU~L=c!B.'tl 
10 H I)LJ 15?1 L=l,NUTcM 
1uld K~EXCILoNUMtli•UI:XL(l,N1UMU,Ll/BEXCIZ,I\IUMtl,Ll 
USJMU•l.43!lollO*I SUMNUI1,1\11UMBI-SUMr-u 12, NUMB I I ITEMS ILl 
lUJ~ EXSUMU•EXPIIJSUMUI 
IU~O UKAT=R~ASFA(~U~JJ*RBEXC(L,~UMHI*EXSUMU 
1044 t~FKsPkUUFA *KBfXC(L,NUMBI*EXSU~U 
l~ll~l.UI11.Eu.llu0 TO 1S~1 
l23u ~>tUHio,143oiHt~SILI 




























144\J FURMAl (ubH J2/U1=MASS FACTOR l2/1l*EXCITATIOI\I 
liNT ll-21=£ld.9.LH*E lU.~/SOX.lH*E18.'J, lOH IUR 
21 
1244 o.KITHuo1444H:FFR 
15~1 CONI I NUl: 
1'<44 FliRMATIIOHO SL/51 F•El8.91 
104b IF(N2UMb)108~,lOd4,1052 

















































































Jf'(,<LUtll.EQ.l)CU TO 101.>0 
U?~ ••KifElt.>.14?2JMDI'KUBI2oNLUMtli,MOPROtH2,NUMtll 321 441.> 
l<t"? ~iJKMI\TiolHU RATIOS UF RATIGS OF THEKMUDYNAMIC QUANTITIES. IN THE N321 447 
1LJMtr<i\1Ufc t. IS P<{UI:lLEM NO.I81loH IN THE OENCMII\ATOR 2 IS PRGbLEM NU321 44rl 
2.11:lolH.l 321 44~ 
l2~u WK!Ttluol45olkATIO 321 450 
14~u FUI<MATI19HLI iJ HATIUIF RATIO= t:ltl.91 321 451 
c lll/ll/1111/llllllllll/llllll/1111/l/1111/l//lll/11111111111111/llllllll/11111 
C CALCULAlE HNAL KATIU TEKMS 1-CR ~MI, ~XC, t. LPE. 
1J~Ll UU 15~~ L~1,NUT~M 
1LI6~ Mkb~XC=kB~XCILoN2UMbi/R~EXCILoNUHBI 321 453 
C CALCULATe ZP( TERM 
c 111111111/1/l/llll/1/l///111/ll/lllll/11/1111111111/llllllllll//llllll/1/lll/l 
lO~J KKSU~U=EXP(1,<t3dtlOO*IOSUMNUIN2UMBl-OSUMNUINUMtllliTEMSILll 321 454 
IC72 K~MAl(LJ=KKMAS*RKBEXC*RRSUMU 32 I 455 
lUlu k~FFKILl~kPRUO*KR8EXC*KRSUMU 
L /llllll/11111/llll/ll//1111/ll/1111//1/l///llllll//lllll//ll/lll/1/ll/lllll/ll 
C CALLULATt TUNNELLING FACTORS 
r.TUI\(Ll=l.OIJO 
flTUI'>lll =1.000 
Lll X T Ul~ ( L I= 1. OU 0 
IF IONUIMI2oNUMillll080, 1Dtl0, 1078 
10 7<1 W TUN( Ll =I 1. OOOH 1. 000/24.000 I* ( l.43iitl!JO*DNU IMI 1, N lUM B I ITEMS I L II **2 
l I I ( l.OIJll+l 1. OUOI 24.000 l * ( l. 4388DO*ONUI Ml 2, NUMt!J IT EMS ILl 1**21 
e TUN( Ll =I CNU I Mil, NlU Mil I *SIN I I 1. 43ddDO*ONU IM I 2, NUMil I I I( 2 .OOO*TEMS IL 321 45 57 
1 I I I I II Llf<U I M I 2, NUMB I* SIN( I I. 43 81lDO*ONUI MIlo N1 UMil l l II 2 • ODO*TE MS IL I I I 
2 l 
UlUNI =1.43Bt;OO*OI\U IMI 1 oN1UMol/T EMSIL I 























l46d ~UKMIITI~4HO F RAliO=PRGUUCT FACTOR*tXC IT AT ION FACTOR*lERO-PUINT=U321 462 
1d.9olH*tl~.<>I~OXolH*El8.9,lH=E10.9l 321 463 
1210 wM1Tcl6o1470lMDPROB(2,N2UMBJ,MOPR08(2,NUM81 321 A463 
1470 I'URMAT(60H1 RATIOS UF RATIOS Of 0 1 5. IN THE NUMERATOR 2 IS I'RLJBLEM321 B463 
I ~U,I8136H IN THE OENUMINATUK 2 IS PROBLEM NU.Id,1H.I1HO,~XllHTEMP321 C463 
?LRATUMt6X 1 7HQ RIITI07X 1 13HWIGNER TUNNllr3Xo14HTUNNEL Q RATI0,3Xo11H321 0463 
juELL IU"NELo3Xol4HTUNI'<EL Q RATIG,3X,'llTUN EXPAN.',2X,'TUNNEL iol RAT321 E463 





DO 1~10 I =1 ,4 
SY I 1 1~0 .OOU 
1510 SXYI ll=U.ODO 

























<11 7 3 
01 I'+ 































Y( 3oLJ=,\LLJG( All~( tli(URATIL Ill 




llu 1~l1 I =1 o4 
SYI II=SYI II+YI loll 
1~11 SXYIII=~XYili+IX*Y(I olll 
1272 wtdHI6o1472lTI:.'IS(Ll 0 RQRATILloWTUNILio~RQRATILiollTUN(L 
1 l o ~ R W" A Tl Ll o t\ c X T UN I L l o B X Q RAT( Ll 
lit 12 hJt<~ATioXo41F12,boE19.911 
11-IZL.Lt:.OlGO TO 1482 
UNGM•IZL~SXZI-ISX*SXl 
ilO 1512 1=1o4 
AKL= I I SXZ* S Y I I II- I SX*S XY I I II I /D J'.OM 
AKATIII=EXI'IAKLI 
Df. SR= I ILL* SX Y I I) 1- IS X* SY I I II I I 0 /\OM 
Uti li=ULSK*l.'JdJ2DO 
'-UMSuY=O.ODO 
llCJ 15l.l L=loNLTf.M 
IH I CMSI l l.LT .3~U.JUOiliD TU 1513 
Yl.ALC=U~SK* ll.OUO/TEMS (lii+ARL 
¥Ul:VILI=¥LALC-YI loll 
SUMSUY=SUMSIJY+lYU[VIli*VDEVILII 
1~ 13 CUNTINU~ 
SU¥1 II=OSQK I ( SUMSUY/1 ZL-2.00011 
SUo=SIJYlii*SORTI SX2/DNOMI 
SUA(II=tXPlSUutA~LI-ARATIIl 
SUDE I I l =SOY( II *S QR T l ZL /DNOMI * 1. 98 720 0 
1512 CONI INUE 
l4bl ~OKMAT(/ 0 1Xo 0 ARRHENIUS EQUATION COEFFICIENTS CALCULATED FROM THEIR TEM 
1 TEMPLKATUKE UEPENDENCE 0 0 / 0 2Xo 1 1'RE-EXP, RATIO = 0 oEl9.~,3112XoE19.9Io/o9Xo 1 
2lo/o9Xo 1 DELTA c = 1 oE1'>.9o3112XoEl'i.9lo/olXo 1 STD.UEV. LNIIJRATI='oEl 
3o,\I,J( 12XoE19.9l o/o5X, 0 STUEV Al/A2 = 1 o El9.9,3112XoEl9.91,/o9Xo 0 STD 
4TUEV Dl = 1 oF19.9,3( 12XoE19.9II 
14 ~(J Wk I lt: I 6 o 14!11) (AI< AT I I I o I= l o 4 I o (DEl II o I= 1 o 41 o IS UY I I I o I= 1 o 41 
* o I StJA I II o I= 1 o 41 o l SOD E I II o I =1 o 41 
14~2 CUNIINUi: 
WKITCI6ol47JIMOPRUBI2oi\2UM~IoMOPROBI2oNUMBI 
1473 FURMATiuOHO KATlJS OF RATIOS OF F 1 S. IN THE NUMERATOR 2 IS PROBLEM 
1 NU.I~/36H I~ THE DENOMINATOR 2 IS I'RUdLEM NU.I8olH./lHOlOX11HTEMP 
2ERATUKE~X7HF RATIOI 
0<1 1474 L=loNUTEM 
14/4 WHITElbo147:>lTEMSilloREFFRILI 
147? f'OKMATilH 7XFlZ.boE22.91 
wHIIE:looi'tSUIKATIO 
ll<J 5S UM=IJS SUMN l N2 U Ml:ll-USSUMN I NUMB I 
wl<! Tllu.l47b)UUS5UM 
1476 lllRMArl l~HOU~l LlEL NU+*2=E22.9l 
wt<l T c ( b o 15BOI MOPRO~Il o 1\lUMBI oMUFRO~ 12o NUMB I 
































C LALCULATE LIN~AK LEAST SQUARES FIT TO Kl/K2 VEKSUS 1/T. 
LALL Lf5Wll,l,XL,YL,CUEFI 
c l////ll/1//ll/1/ll!/ll/l/1//1//l//l/1/ll//ll/ll/11/ll/lll/llll////ll////l/1/// 
L CALCULAT[ wUAURATIL LE~ST S'UARES FIT TO Kl/K2 VERSUS l/T 0~ Kl/K2 VERSUS 
c un•~·zl 
CALL LESWI2,L,XL,YL,CCEFI 
C ROTATIONAL ANU ANHARMONIC COMRECTIDN TU W RATIO l I.E. REACTANT ZPE 
L CUKklCTIUNl. 
1300 lt lRUTC.t:Q.U.ODOlGG TC 2221 
UU 13Ul L•l,NUT~M 
Kl.lll=RWRI\l ll I *t:XP li-\OTC/TEMSIL I I 
YL(LI•ALOG(AijS(f\UMll 
JJCL CIJNTlNUt 
wll ITt (o, Dll2l 
:>J02 IIJI<MATI'l'.LX,'LESO FIT TU REACTANT ZPE CORRECTIDN',/1 
~1\ITEI6,].!02l 
WRifEl6o31051ROTC 
jJC~ FUK~ATl/oLX,'lPE CORRECTIO~ FACTOR llUTC • 1 ,F12.6,/I 
CALL LESUlloL,XLoYL,COEFI 
CALL LESOI2oloXL,YL,CCEFI 
2<<1 II l"SSM.E..J.O.OUOIGO TO 1084 





3=>02 FOKMAII'l'dX,'LESO FIT TD REACTANT ZPE CORRECTION 1 ,//,lXo'REACTANT 
*T CUKKECTlON FACTOR ASSM = 1 oF12o6o/l 
wRITE: 16,32021 
3202 1-llKMATl LX, 'THE CJLUMNS LA~ELEU X= LIT , Y LNI KIE l ATiiO EXPIY I KIE' o1 
*·= K.l E' o/l 
CALL LESOlloloXLoYL,CCEFl 
CALL LESOl2oloXLoYLoCDEFI 
tue4 MtrUR~ 121 464 
ETiiD 321 465 
242 






































~ lJ tl KULJ T 1 r<L L t S IJ ( M, NU M Ll E K , X, Y, C I 
lMI'I.lCI I REAL*b IA-H,C-LI 
LllMLN~Itll' XI4UioYI401,AIU,lll,lllli.I,C(lll,Pl40l 
L /l/l/111//ll/l/1/l/ll/lll///ll/111/llll/1/ll/l//llll//lll/llll/ll/1/l/1/ll/1// 
L LLAST SUUAkES PRUGKAM TM 
C X _.Nll Y VALUlS MUST BE ~AIREU CORRECTLY. 
C Mli~LlEK =ACTUAl II x,y iJATA PA1KS 
L M=IJ~(,kU: 0~ THE I'ULY. ,MAX.~Lil TM 
C N=NU. Ill' ei.lUAT IUNS (=1~+11 TM 
L XoY=AKKAY~ FGR THE DATA PAIKS TM 
C ~= ARHAY FOK SUMS, ~HICH UECCME CUEFf. INTHE S1MULTANEOUS EQT~S. TM 
C Li=AilRAY FOR THE CON~TANT TEKMS IN THE SIMULTANEOUS EIJTNS. TM 
L C.=ARi'AY FOR THt UNK.NOw/\S, wHICH BECDMI: TH£ CUEFF. IN THE POLY. TM 
C P•AMKAY FuR THE POWERS OF THE XIII FROM 1 TO Z*M. TM 
c 1111111/ll//l//l//1/l//llll/ll/lll/llll/1/l//llll//l/llll/11/ll//11//l/llll/ll 
Cllll/llll//ll//lll//ll//ll/l/ll/llll/1111111//lllll//l/1/l//l/1/ll/1//l//ll//ll 
L SIJY = STANUARD DEVIATION IN Y 
~ ~OlY : STANDARD DcVIATIGN IN THe EXPIYI 
l. ~Lhl = ST.\NDARU DI:VIATIOr. lr. THE PREEXPQNENTIAL FACTOR Al/AZ. 
L SUOL s STANDARD DEVIATION IN THE ACTIVATION ENERGY DIFFEReNCES 
Cll/lll/llll/l//l///lllllll/1111//lll//lll/1111/ll/111/llllll/l/lll/1111/l/llll/ 
L LtiLCULATE SUMS IJF X POIIERS TM 
MX2=M*2 TM 
Ull 2 3 I =1, MX2 TM 
PIII=O.UDO 
DO 23 J=LoNUMdER TM 
2J Plll=f'III+XlJI**I TM 
C 5U~STIIUTE INTU MATRIX Alll,lll TM 
"=M+l TM 
UU 2• l=loN TM 




Gu TU 24 
2u All.li=NUMilER 
24 CUNliNUI: 
C ~U~ U~ Y VALUES 
u ( ll = u. 00 0 
DU 21 J=L,NUMBI:R 
21 Lllll-=cll1l+YIJI 
OtJ 22 1=2, N 
~;III=U.llOO 
UO a J=L ,NUMBER 
22 IHII=BIII+YIJl*XIJI**II-11 
NMl=N-1 
UO 3 C 0 K = l, N M l 
KP 1=K+1 
L=K 
LlfJ 400 I=KPl,N 
AT f:Mf':I)ABSIAII ,K) 1-DA!JSI AI L,KII 
IriATEMPI400,400,401 
<tCL L=I 
4 00 CliNT I NUE 
IFIL-K.l500o~00,405 
•tO~ Oll 410 J=KoN 
TF.r-<P=tiiK,Jl 


















































































410 AlloJl=TEMP TM 
lll~f'=l.\1 Kl TM 
UII\I=Uill TM 
olll=TEMP TM 
~CO UU 3CO I=KP1,N TM 
fAL.TllK=AI loKl/A(K,KI TM 
A(l,Kl=J.ODO 
UU 301 J=KPl oN TM 
301 AII,Jl=AI loJ 1-fACTOR•IIAIK,JI TM 
3CO Bill =lll l 1-FACTCR*BIKI TM 
CINI=tHNI/A(N,NI TM 
IzNM1 TM 
710 IPl=l+l TM 
SUM=J.ouo 
00 700 J=IPloN TM 
ICC SUM=SlJM+AIIoJl*CIJJ TM 




791 FORMAT(lXo'LEAST SQUAKES POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF THE FORM Cl + 
Ill* X + C3*X**2 + ••• 'I 
WKITE(b,90liii,CI llol=loNI 
~01 FOkMATISI2Xo2HC(,I3,2HI=o011.1011 
WR! TE ( 6, 9021 
9 CL h.J KMAT ( // , 11 X, 'X', 15X, 'X**2' 0 16 X,' Y 1 , 15 X,' YCALC 1 1 13X, 1 DEVY' 1 l3X, 'E 
"'XPIY I' ol2X o'IJEVEXP' ,/1 
IJE YSIJ=O. OIJO 
IJYSU=O.OOO 
SUMSCX=O ,LJIJO 
SUM X= o. 00 0 
DO 900 NC=l,~UMBEK 
Y!CALC=O,OUO 
DO <>~\I !=l,N 
tltl9 Y ICALC=Y ICALCHC( II*XINCI**I I-ll) 































'/10 I Cltl~ATI/o1Xo 0 SOA='•U'U1t1.10ol0Xo'SOUE='•1PD1b.101 
~tlllllbo90;ISUMSQX,SUMXSUoUNM 
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